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	Say Her Name – But Spell It Right – The Tale of Breonna Taylor
On September 15th, 2020, it was announced that a $12 million settlement was reached by the family of Breonna Taylor after her fatal shooting by Louisville Police.
The media outlets publishing this news used the same narrative as we heard in recent months: EMT Breonna Taylor was killed for no reason, and her stellar boyfriend fired a warning shot at police who came in their apartment unannounced; excoriating the evil of the no- knock warrant. 
Civil rights attorney Benjamin Crump was jubilant and celebrated another victory in the name of black people being victims of the senseless violence of the police out to get them at every corner.
He is also representing Kenneth Walker who was Breonna&#8217;s boyfriend at the time of the tragedy, the family of Jacob Blake as well as the family of George Floyd. To name a few.
He is the equivalent of Gloria Allred minus the skirt. Their bag of tricks are similar, but he can add to his arsenal, race baiting as Gloria and her spawn are now usually aiming at causes célèbres without as many racial overtones. If you get my drift.
Not to say that they have never done important and proper work in their long career, but as of late, the direction they took all led to the same highway to No Good. 

This is why this blog is not about the story of Breonna Taylor, but about the tale that was woven like a fine tapestry around the opportunistic motives of the media, a civil rights attorney and a movement eager to make strides against the system and the police. 
And I should add, around the naivety or arrogance of people and several celebs eager to talk about subjects they have not researched or cannot even pretend to understand in order to gain popularity as virtue signaling artists or advocates; some being well-intentioned but unacquainted with the facts or oblivious to them because in their mind, the sins of present are erased by the sins of the past. Which is basically one of the precepts of BLM. 
And even if they hire security and have no beef with the cops themselves, they heard that in some hoods, they are perceived and treated as pigs.
Without any real knowledge of the investigation that led to this situation, Oprah Winfrey paid to erect 26 Justice for Breonna billboards in the US.
O magazine and Vanity Fair had Taylor on their front page, to name a few.
Beyonce wrote a letter to District Attorney Cameron to demand that charges be filed against the officers involved in her demise.
In 2016, Amy Sherald was the first African American to win the Outwin Boochever Portrait Competition which led to her painting Michelle Obama for the National Gallery in 2018.
That was her first commissioned work until Vanity Fair asked her to paint Breonna Taylor for the cover of their magazine. 
“I wanted this image to stand as a piece of inspiration to keep fighting for justice.
When I look at the dress, it kind of reminds me of Lady Justice.” — Amy Sherald
The FIA was in a pickle after Lewis Hamilton broke the sport&#8217;s rules by wearing a T-shirt about Breonna Taylor while standing on a podium following a victory in Tuscan Grand Prix.
It said &#8221;Arrest the cops who killed Breonna Taylor&#8221; on one side and had a photo of Taylor on the other with the slogan Say Her Name. 
Singer John Legend had a special posthumous birthday message for Breonna on social media on what would have been her 27th birthday.
 &#8221;Today I use my platform to demand justice for this essential person, this woman, daughter, sister, and friend&#8221; He wrote in his op-ed. 
&#8221;As we continue to work towards systemic change, I join Breonna&#8217;s community in the immediate demand for justice.&#8221; 
Kim K also added her grain of salt to the story.
She and Legend deserve respect for their efforts to change the justice system, but calling this case racist might be misguided.
After all, who was Taylor&#8217;s community? Not the Lalaland created after her death, but the one she lived in. And who really cared about Breonna before this happened?
Is she being used now for an agenda the same way she was used by boyfriends while still alive?
How I wish every mother of a child who died violently could get a financial reward. 
How I wish that 3-year old Trinity&#8217;s mother could get the support she needs after her child was shot with her father in Louisville.
&#8221;After a year of gun violence in Louisville with more than 100 homicides, the city’s youngest victim was laid to rest by her family.&#8221;
Trinity Randolph, 3, and her father Brandon Waddles, 21, were both shot and killed in the 3700 block of Kahlert Avenue in the Jacobs neighborhood. 
This innocent child was playing in her Frozen playhouse when it happened.
The FBI is now helping the cops solve this crime. Yes, they are doing their job to help this community under siege. 
Dr. Kevin Cosby, president of Simmons College of Kentucky, addressed the anger associated with death.




“I’m angry, I’m angry because we live in a society because some brothers think the only way we can survive is criminal activity. Cosby encouraged funeral attendees to “supply support” to the Randolph family, and he also offered “words of comfort” to her mother as she cried in the first row.




 
The list of innocent victims killed by members of their own community and not by the police could fill pages and pages on this blog.
 
So, let us start with the precept that cops mostly want to serve and protect or simply do their bloody job.  The bad apples have to be removed, tried, retrained, prosecuted. You name it. Was it the case in the Breonna&#8217;s Taylor case? You tell me.
 
Breonna Taylor
 
Breonna Taylor was born in Louisville on June 5, 1993 and took her last breath on March 13, 2020.  
 
Since her death, a new petition wants Breonna Taylor&#8217;s birthday to be an official day in Louisville. Thousands signed an online petition to recognize June 5 as &#8220;Breonna Taylor Day.&#8221;  
Petition organizers also want Taylor&#8217;s mom, Tamika Palmer, to be honored with a key to the city.
Tamika Palmer was a teen mom who also gave birth to another daughter named Ju’Niyah Palmer, six years after Breonna.
Tamika turned out to be a single mom with a lot of heart. She had a strong family support and managed to raise Brionna with the help of her mom, sister and extended family. 
She tried to instill good values to the girls and made sure they understood the importance of hard work and a good education. 
As a nurse assistant, this mom had to earn a living and her older daughter followed in her footsteps. She started working in the restaurant industry and made her way up to hospital worker with the goal of becoming a nurse. 
The sisters developed a tight bound and after they moved to Grand Rapids with their mom 12 years ago, they continued to be intertwined. They even shared the same apartment and were spending time together when their work schedules allowed it: Ju&#8217;Nyyah as a pharmacy technician and Breonna as an emergency room technician.
The Real Story Begins
Fernandez Bowman
It all started it seems, on March 12th, 2016, when a dead body was found in a car Taylor had rented. 
It was the body of Fernandez Bowman who was the brother of Damarius Bowman who was an associate of Jarmarcus Glover who had been arrested with him several times. 
At the time of this finding, Taylor had been dating Jamarcus Glover aka Choppo, for several months and had allowed him drive the rental car.
Jamarcus Glover
When LMPD detectives Y. Baker and J. Speaks went to Breonna&#8217;s home to inquire about the car, Glover was there.
She told them in no uncertain terms that she did not know Bowman. She also gave detectives her phone number, which was also Glover&#8217;s number. 
According to official documents, he was still using her address and phone number as recently as in February of 2020.
It goes without saying that her career as an EMT went out the window and some kind of agreement was reached to let her off the hook while not allowing her to work in that capacity for the city anymore. 
We could say that it was just bad luck and she had  no involvement or knowledge in the matter. First strike right? Makes sense. But what followed contradicts this notion. 
This phone number Glover had used on February 2nd, 2020 to call LMPD 1st division about his car being towed was also the number used during jail calls between Choppo and Breonna. 
It triggered an investigation that lasted years. The shooting at Taylor&#8217;s home was the culmination of their investigation because her address who was also Glover&#8217;s was the object of simultaneous warrants.
Taylor was never targeted because she was black, police were never at the wrong address and she was not guilty by association. It was the result of a thorough investigation using cameras, physical surveillance and other means that resulted in 5 warrants. 
Photos showed Breonna visiting a trap house with Glover in her black Dodge Charger, and her vehicle being used several times. She was photographed coming out of the vehicle to scope the area. Glover was seen picking up packages at her address and taped conversations indicate that Breonna was keeping money for the drug syndicate.
Glover &amp; Walker
You can see all the documents and photos at www.tatumreport.com
It was consequently not surprising that a team eventually showed up at her door to execute a warrant.
And the search warrant included her street address, apartment number, photos of her door, name, birthday and social insurance number as well as the names of the narcotics investigation main targets: Jamarcus Glover and Adrian Walker. 
Jamarcus Glover aka Choppo
Breonna began dating Glover in 2016 and was aware of his criminal activities. Like many girls before her and because of the popularity of gangster culture, she might have participated to be involved in her paramour&#8217;s life or maybe she enjoyed the perks.
Or it could be because her incarcerated father killed someone when she was six and it was drug related. This type of situation can easily be normalized in one&#8217;s mind; but does not absolve you from legal consequences.
She had bailed him out of jail twice and had to deal with a dead body in her car. So, she knew what she was dealing with and had made a choice.
At the time of her death, she was not actively dating him but still managed his money while dating Kenneth Walker since a few months. She had two jobs and seemed to live a good life but was still knee deep in these activities.
Two bench warrants were issued against Glover and he had a history of drug dealing. In addition to a 2015 drug trafficking conviction, he had several pending drug and weapons cases against him.
The police tied them together because of the car rented by Breonna and the fact that Glover was using her address for banking and other transactions. 
An excerpt from a leaked report showed that on Feb 14th, 2020, Glover&#8217;s car was towed for a parking violation. According to the report, Glover tried to file a complaint against the officer and gave Taylor&#8217;s phone number as his own.
3003 Springfield Drive
Six days later, detectives from the Place Based Investigation team verified through a database that Glover was using Taylor&#8217;s home address &#8211; 3003 Springfield Drive. 
“Detectives received Jamarcus Glover’s bank records from Chase Bank.“On these bank statements, Jamarcus Glover used 3003 Springfield Drive #4, Louisville, KY 40214 as his mailing address.”
At the time of his last arrest, he had a baby mama called Kiera Bradley and another girlfriend named Rica while Taylor was still keeping his money and receiving some merchandise. 
It is all documented in his taped jail conversations. It is obvious by then, that Taylor was a willing participant. Choppo was caught on camera picking up a package from her place and going to the trap house where traffic would start right after being replenished. 
Elliott House
Glover was often seen at 2424 Elliott Avenue, a suspected drug house while driving Breonna&#8217;s black Dodge Charger.
It was recorded when a team was doing surveillance on the &#8221;trap house&#8221;. And they also had installed pole cameras. 
Sam Aquiar, an attorney for Bre&#8217;s family filed a complaint stating that her death was tied to a new redevelopment program led by the Mayor&#8217;s Office, but neighbor&#8217;s complaints had brought police to the area and their report included Taylor&#8217;s car at the scene.  
Their report revealed jail conversations transcriptions between Glover and Taylor when they discussed Adrian Walker also named in the warrant.  
&#8220;You talk to Doug (Adrian Walker?)&#8221; Glover asked Taylor.
&#8220;Yeah, I did,&#8221; Taylor responded. &#8220;He said he was already back at the trap.&#8221;
In another conversation between the two, Glover thanked Taylor for checking on him.
&#8220;When you&#8217;re around I stress more &#8230; ,&#8221; she is quoted as saying. &#8220;I just always be worried about you &#8230; not like you and b****, but just period with the police, like all kind of s***.&#8221;
Black Dodge Charger
In separate phone calls, the conversations ended with each telling the other that they loved each other, the documents stated. Also, from January 2016 to January 2020, Glover called Taylor 26 times from jail. Another inmate called her seven times during that period. 
Kenneth Walker
In this tale, Kenneth Walker has all of a sudden become the hero/victim and his photos with Breonna, Crump or alone are plastered all over the Internet.
Bre &amp; Kenneth
All the ones of Taylor and Glover have vanished even though his baby mama was bitching about seeing their photos in bed, etc. It is Kenneth&#8217;s time!
The suitor was an old friend of Breonna. They knew each other from their university days, and had seriously hooked up only 3-4 months before the warrant was served at her place.
To hear her mother and his parents talk about them; he was going to propose, she wanted to marry and have babies, buy a house. Typical media babble. One day Taylor would make plans and choose baby names and the next she would want her freedom. 
In reality, Kenneth said that she was vacillating between him and Chop for years. He even said in a jail conversation that he saw trouble coming. He mentioned that the knocks at the door could have been her ex.
Some articles even paint her at finally getting her life together before the no-knock warrant at her door. Spare me. There is nothing to indicate that things were different on that front. It is unfortunate that she did not get out on time, but it is what it is. 
Kenneth Walker had no history of drug offenses. He did not live at Breonna&#8217;s address and was not named in the warrant. 
They usually stayed at his place because Ju&#8217;Nyyah was living there, but he was staying over on March 13th because she was out of town. 
He is an educated guy from a decent family and his problems with the law were far and few; you can listen to his police interview for more details about his DUI, etc.
The Warrant
The team executing one of the warrants at Taylor&#8217;s address was not the same one that spent years investigating the case. They were simply there for that night; dressed in plain clothes with badges without cameras. 
Listening to their interview, you learn that Taylor&#8217;s place was not a no-knock warrant. They had to announce their arrival. 
One officer had driven around the building earlier and when they came back, they saw a light in one room; probably from the TV being on. They proceeded to the door with a battering ram to open the door forcefully if they had to.

According to them, they proceeded to bang loudly on the door. They waited and yelled police several times and added &#8216;We have a warrant.&#8217; It was loud enough for a neighbor to become belligerent and ask them to leave the girl alone. The agent said that they allowed enough time for the residents to come to the door; enough for even a handicapped person. Nobody came and they heard a brief sound followed by silence. 
On March 12th, the officers from the Public Integrity Unit had met for a pre-operational briefing and Taylor was described to them as a soft target. &#8220;We were told that the target, their main target, the male, had packages sent to this location in her name. She held – possibly held dope for him, received the packages and received his money.&#8221; 
One of the neighbors stated that he heard them say &#8216;Police&#8217; once. Others said they did not, but would they support the police?  Kenneth Walker stated that they did not announce themselves and banged until they rammed the door open. The cops stated that they knocked and banged while announcing their entry several times. 
If it was a no-knock warrant, they did not have had to justify themselves, but it was not, contrary to what is being manufactured by the media.
Kenneth Walker&#8217;s version of the shooting
Walker said that Taylor had just fallen asleep while the two were watching TV&#8221; when he heard loud banging on the apartment door. 
Taylor, who was startled out of her sleep, began asking, &#8220;Who is it?&#8221;. Not only was she not asleep when the cops came, but she had time to put clothes on.
Walker said his first thought was that one of Taylor&#8217;s former boyfriends was outside. He later said he thought it was a home invasion. Could it be that Breonna was panicking knowing that she was involved in illegal activities and had heard the police?
&#8220;So we&#8217;re like, &#8216;What the heck?&#8217; We both get up, start putting on clothes – another knock at the door,&#8221; Walker said. &#8220;She&#8217;s like, &#8216;Who is it?&#8217; loud at the top of her lungs. No response.
&#8220;… It&#8217;s a long hallway,&#8221; Walker told investigators. &#8220;Even if somebody was saying something on the other side, you probably couldn&#8217;t hear them. But, as loud as we were screaming … I know whoever was on the other side of the door could hear us.&#8221;
So they could not hear the police because of the hallway, but he is sure that they could hear them?
In the hallway outside Taylor&#8217;s bedroom, Walker said he fired a shot from his licensed Glock handgun as the door to Taylor&#8217;s apartment flew off its hinges.
Walker said he and Taylor dropped to the ground as shots flew into the apartment. He said he kicked the gun away and was anticipating someone coming inside.
&#8220;The door&#8217;s busted open, and I hear a bunch of yelling and I&#8217;m just panicking,&#8221; Walker told investigators. &#8220;I&#8217;m telling somebody – I&#8217;m yelling, &#8216;Help&#8217; because she&#8217;s right here bleeding and nobody&#8217;s coming and I&#8217;m just confused and scared and I feel the same right now.&#8221;
It sounds far fetched to me because if he had yelled my girlfriend is injured, the officers would have answered. 
You can listen to Walker&#8217;s interview and judge for yourself who is lying or not. We will never really know because Breonna did not make it and he came out of it without a scratch.
It was not a violent arrest even though the media keeps saying that cops retaliated after he shot one of their own. Riddle me that. Click to read
What struck me during his police interview is that Walker admitted that he started by blaming Breonna for shooting officer Mattingly. He retracted when his lies caught up with  him, but it is a pretty repulsive move, considering that his lady love had died because he fired first. 
He also kicked the gun under the bed of the other bedroom to hide it. 
He expressly said that he heard  a &#8216;Knock at the door&#8216;. His story became more dramatic as he realized the seriousness of his actions. When asked how Breonna got shot 5 times, but not him, he made up a not so plausible scenario.
When he was brought to jail, he still had brain matter on his shirt. Where was he hiding during the shooting?
Love Is a Shield
If he had the gun and thought it was one of her boyfriends, why did he not push her out of the way and take the lead? Plus, Taylor was not in bad terms with Chop. 
Word on the street; not my street, is that he used her as a shield. O Romeo, Romeo, wherefore art thou Romeo?
Officer Mattingly&#8217;s version
Mattingly said police were told that while a &#8220;no-knock&#8221; warrant for Taylor&#8217;s home was approved, the team executing the warrant had been asked to announce their presence and knock. 
He stated that the officers began approaching the apartment around 12:35 a.m. He said the team did not identify themselves during the first &#8220;bang on the door. I think after that we did. I couldn&#8217;t be sure if it was the second.
&#8220;But again, there was probably six or seven different contacts of multiple banging on the doors and after that each one of them had, &#8216;Police! Come to the door. Search warrant.&#8221;
After he entered the apartment, Mattingly said he stepped out from the doorway and then saw a man and a woman &#8220;perpendicular to each other, side by side shoulder to shoulder.&#8221; Neither said a word, he said.
&#8220;My brain was going: What is this, you know? This isn&#8217;t normal. It&#8217;s not the normal way people stand in a house together,&#8221; he said. The man, Walker, was in a &#8220;shooting stance,&#8221; he said.
Inside the apartment, Mattingly said he could &#8220;see enough to see a male on the right, a female on the left. Could I identify their faces? No. But I could actually see the handgun in his hand. I remember seeing the barrel of that soon as we turned that corner. And as soon as it did, the flash and the heat.&#8221;
So, Walker said he shot as soon as the door was breaking, but Mattingly saw a man with a handgun and a woman. So their accounts differ.
Mattingly was shot in the leg and the bullet had punctured his femoral artery; he fired four rounds before trying to leave the apartment and another two on his way out. Another cop shot from inside and a third from outside. What a mess.
As he knew he could bleed to death, he got busy trying to get a tourniquet and get help to get to a hospital on time.
Walker admitted shooting low towards the &#8216;intruder&#8217; and was charged for shooting the cop. The charges were eventually dropped by the DA&#8217;s office when public pressure mounted. 
After seeing the turn of event and the support Breonna was getting, Walker changed his tune and tried to say that it was only a warning shot and that the officer was hit by friendly fire. What an opportunist.
Crump is now representing him and trying to say that cops lied and he should receive compensation. 
This is a bright example of taking advantage of a media shit storm. But this is what Crump does for a living. 
Conclusion 
Breonna Taylor was the victim in this case but not an innocent one. 
It does not mean that she deserved to die. Far from it. Nobody should die this way. And I am sure that she was a great person in many ways. 
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	THRIVING FOR JUSTICE – THE WATTS FAMILY MURDERS
“You Are What You Listen To“


A few years back, Psychology Today used this title to discuss in an article, the lack of research on the type of music people prefer and its effect on their mood. And to basically confirm that people who like metal are not much different than the ones who like classical music.


Even if there is a lot of research on music therapy, there is not much research done on music in general. Considering that people usually rate the importance of music in their life as very high, you would think that it would be a research of choice.




The trend is and has often been to bash Metal Music and go as far as blaming it when another teen shoots himself and others. Intense music is often associated with fans who are curious, creative, welcoming of new perspectives, dominant with an impulsive communication style as well as politically liberal. Click for the link.





But people often love several styles of music, so it makes them versatile in actions and choices. And the rare cases of violent people who love metal are not proof that the music had an influence on them. It could simply show that some people with mental illnesses like intense music because of their inner turmoil or for no significant reason at all.


When you consider that millions of people love Metallica, it sure does not mean that they all have a violent tendency.


The magazine TSS came up with an article more recently about a 2009 study of ‘’Metal Music and Mental Health in France that says:


‘’As a whole, metal music fans have levels of anxiety and depression that are similar to and lower than levels in the general population. Specifically, less than 5 percent of metal music fans surveyed showed pathological symptoms. This study suggests that opponents of metal music should re-examine the basis for their criticism.’’


The study speculates that the dark and morbid themes beloved of metal lyricists may actually be good for listeners’ psyches. The authors suggest that frankness in reflecting on death in songs may make metallers less prone to anxiety and depression in real life, when faced with realities others might have neglected to think about. Click for the link.


Christ Watts







Chris Watts was a fan of Metallica and even had one of their symbols tattooed on his back. At 33, he was not an adolescent, but the crimes he perpetrated against his pregnant wife and two daughters on August 13, 2018, made people take notice because after burying his wife and throwing the bodies of his two little girls in an oil tank battery at his workplace, he downloaded the lyrics of Metallica’s song Battery.


Was he reflecting on death and his state of mind? Could those lyrics have been the only significant words he could relate to in his own lunatic state?


He wrote tender love song lyrics to his girlfriend in a card, but his powerhouse energy and fury on that day, were crushing and full on.  
Many say that he looked calm on that fateful day, but the colleagues who really knew him noticed a difference, and all his subsequent encounters with friends, the cops and finally the media, showed a Chris Watts far from being calm and collected.


He always kept things close to the vest, but on that day, he was described as extremely nervous by his neighbors and his mumbling and body swaying in front of reporters gave most of us, the clear message that he was hiding something apocalyptic. I do not know one soul who was fooled by his demeanor. 
While watching the security feed from the neighbors, he looked clammy and on the verge of fainting. 


It took a little longer for his loved ones to get there because the person they knew could have never done anything to his family.


He was red in the face, gulping, crossing his arms, and his statements made no sense. 
Even his plea for the return of his family was disjointed and nonsensical. He was basically telling the world that the house felt like a ghost town and that he wanted to take the whole thing back, but could not. He almost had the affect of someone on the Asperger&#8217;s spectrum.

He looked like he knew Doomsday was coming his way fast and furiously



The Watts Family







This is the picture perfect family photo of the Watts that appeared in the Magazine Thrivin published by Le-Vel, the MLM company that his wife Shan&#8217;Ann worked for. 
Thrive and Le-Vel are elements that played an important role in this story, and they will be revisited in the next sections.


Chris Watts met his future wife, Shan&#8217;Ann Rzucek King, 8 years earlier in North Carolina. They were both from the area and shared modest roots.
Shan’ann worked in a car parts store called Dirty South, while Chris was an auto mechanic at a Ford dealership after graduating from the NASCAR Technical Institute.




She had gone from nanny for the boss to bookkeeper and sales manager of the place. She was a hard worker and acquired a house on her own in 2009, after divorcing her first husband.


Chris&#8217; passion was to one day become a crew chief for NASCAR and according to his former girlfriend, start a family. Hers was to become successful and be a mother.




Beautiful couple, goofy pants






Chris was born on May 16th, 1985 and Shan&#8217;Ann on January 10th, 1984. They met in 2010 on Facebook after someone suggested Chris as a friend.


Shan&#8217;Ann had suffered a setback because of health challenges and to hear her tell the story on Youtube, she was unable to sustain a relationship because of her ailments, but Chris insisted and stuck by her. 
He took care of her and they ended up falling in love.


They married in 2012, in a ceremony his parents and sister did not attend because of bad blood between them and the bride. 
Only his grandmother and uncle were in attendance.
 According to Shan&#8217;Ann&#8217;s friend, Nickole Atkinson, the only time Chris had ever behaved the same way as during the last few weeks of her life, was right after their wedding because of the estrangement with his family. 
And this was happening all over again with the tree nuts fight that was creating tension in his family. He was silent and uncommunicative then and now. 
To say that this incident did not have important consequences on the future of their relationship would be naive.  


Shan&#8217;Ann Watts




The camera loved her









Shan&#8217;Ann Watts was an open book. She was from a tight-knit family with Italian blood on her mother&#8217;s side and would proudly claim her ancestry.


In my opinion, she grew up to be a strikingly beautiful woman with a charm reminiscent of old Hollywood. A face à la Vivian Lee, an hourglass shape and a spunky, charming but fierce personality. 
I do not think that I have ever seen a bad photo of the woman.


She claims that she was bullied and shy at a younger age in high school, but her brother seems to think she was always popular. 
Skipping College was no handicap for Shan&#8217;Ann. She was very smart and could rival any graduate with her sales and people skills.







It appears that Shan&#8217;Ann was plagued with migraines at a young age, and in the midst of a divorce and working hard to have her expensive mansion built in North Carolina, she ended up in the middle of a health crisis.


She was diagnosed with fibromyalgia and later on, with lupus. The symptoms of these two afflictions are not always easy to identify, and the sufferers often become discouraged by the lack of empathy from doctors, co-workers and friends.


People tend to think that because they look healthy, they must be making it up. And it is often tedious to find the right doctor because in the case of lupus, it requires several tests and a guessing game to obtain a diagnosis.


One thing for sure, she was tired and in pain, and it was putting a damper on her social and professional life.


That is when Chris Watts appeared on the horizon and basically swept her off her feet. Not literally because he was a very quiet and simple guy, but where it counts: the heart and his good deeds towards her.




Papa Frank and his girl






He quickly joined the ranks of her goodwill entourage; her forever devoted father Frank, her mother Sandra, her brother Frankie and finally Chris.


Unfortunately, things were not as rosy with Chris&#8217; parents and it is difficult to know if it was a simple incompatibility or if one or the two sides was playing dirty. 
Frankly, it could have been both sides. But the result is that poor Chris was alienated from his own family and became part of his wife&#8217;s exclusive club.


Colorado &#8211; Thriving for Success


After they tied the knot, the two love birds, introvert and extrovert, left North Carolina for brighter skies and settled in Frederick, Colorado where the sun shines and the air is dryer. According to Shan&#8217;Ann, her doctor had suggested moving to the area.


In one of her Facebook posts, Shan&#8217;Ann had written, &#8221;Not even married and Chris signed his life away to build us a house in Colorado.&#8221;




Shan&#8217;Ann first home






According to one of Chris&#8217; friend, he would have preferred a bungalow, but went along with the huge home to please the woman he loved. 
As Shan&#8217;Ann had owned a huge house in NC, he probably thought that she knew best, and it would be smooth sailing from there. She was the dominant force in the marriage and he was the follower.


It would end up being a huge mistake, but they went their merry way and resettled in Frederick, Colorado. While their house was under construction, they lived in the basement of some friends.


In 2012, Chris had obtained a transfer from a Ford dealership to another one in Colorado and had settled there while his wife stayed behind to sell the house with some of the furniture it contained.


The house they built in Frederick, Colorado was a five-bedroom, 4,177 square-foot home at 2825 Saratoga Trail, and according to public records, they paid $399,000 for it. A very steep price for a couple starting in life on the limited salary of a mechanic, and subsequently, of a field coordinator for Anadarko Petroleum. 


Once there, Shan&#8217;Ann worked at the same Longmont Ford dealership, but in the internet sales department.




Greg Alore




Greg Alore who hired them said “He was very passive,” “She was very aggressive with him. Bossy. Do this. Do that. Telling him what to do. Dominating the relationship. That I do know.”


Still, the couple appeared to get along. “They were just an everyday American couple,” Alore said. Shanann, he said, was “sweet as can be.” And the internet reviews about her work were all good.


An interesting footnote is that even at the time, both of their salaries were deposited in her account.


She eventually worked the night shift doing phone sales for a children&#8217;s hospital and in 2017, announced that she was quitting her job to become a full-time mother and housewife, working from home as a Le-Vel promoter.


It probably became too much after she gave birth to baby girl Bella Marie in December 2013, and to Celeste Cathryn in July 2015. Interestingly, the couple filed for bankruptcy a month before the birth of their last daughter.




Shan&#8217;Ann with Celeste




Shan&#8217;Ann apparently was so ill when pregnant with Celeste that her parents came to live with her during 15 months. I cannot even wrap my head around this concept.


This is how dedicated they were to their daughter&#8217;s well-being. And good ole Chris took care of the girls and his wife without missing a beat. 
Not once did her parents see any signs of restlessness or impatience towards their daughter and granddaughters.


This not a situation I can imagine many men enduring; overspending, sickness, quitting a well paying job, and two new babies. But he probably believed in his wife and decided to be supportive.


Le-Vel &#8211; Thrive




Promoting Thrive






In April 2017, Shan&#8217;Ann wrote on her Facebook “I’m really excited and looking forward to working from where ever my girls are!” adding the hashtags #Myfamilydeservesme and #Wontmissanythinganymore


Facebook and Youtube are the modern way to reach people, and Shan&#8217;Ann took full advantage of this free media. She never stopped. It appears that she had the girls with her at first, but eventually graduated to putting them in daycare full-time to pursue her career.
Contrary to a lot of other MLM promoters out there, I found Shan&#8217;Ann very natural on camera when she talked about the products. It was short on specific information, but very pleasant and personable. 
She would recount her own trajectory in life and sounded convincing in her belief that Thrive had changed her life and by osmosis, the well-being of her family. 
I usually cringe when the lady promoters start their sales pitch with constant interruptions to greet the newcomers. And go on and on with their phony routine. 
The following parody illustrates what I usually think of their sales schitck. 

Four Leaf Clover Peel for energy and luck


 

Adorable Bella and Celeste at Daycare

The last year of their lives, the girls were attending an exclusive preschool/daycare called Primrose school at Vista Ridge. The cost was $500 a week. 
These lovely girls were growing like weed and looked very happy in spite of minor health problems, mostly related to their immune system.


Shan&#8217;Ann believed in Thrive and used it daily. So did Chris. According to her sales pitch, she had less pain and more energy since taking Thrive. It consisted in pills for him/her in the morning, a shake and a DFT patch, that they were supposed to call dfts.




Not FDA approved





The reason people like Shan&#8217;Ann had less pain could be because of the white willow bark which is nature&#8217;s Aspirin. The energy boost can come from the green coffee bean extract. Garcinia Cambogia is advertised to lose fat, and is quite trendy.
As safe as these popular ingredients sound, they can have side effects and for some, it can be pretty serious. Click to read what the Journal of gastroenterology had to say about the intake of Garcinia Cambogia and its effects on the liver in certain instances.
We never know how we will react to a product. The same principle applies to some medications, but they have been tested and we take them under the supervision of a doctor.
You can also read the article on the thousands of hospitalizations that happen every year because of supplements not unlike Thrive, and too much caffeine.
I personally read positive and negative comments about the products. But this article is from someone whose editor was actually sued by Le-Vel. It contains information and product testimonies. Click to read.
The comment below is only a small sample of what is posted about this type of product.
&#8221; My husband stopped the patches and he went angry. My lovely, quiet, caring, would not hurt a fly husband had two days of being angry.&#8221;








After listening to several women selling Thrive online, I picked up similarities in their presentation. They were not feeling well, tired all the time, depressed and could not find the energy to go through their day, They became better spouses and mothers after ingesting the products.


So the conclusion is always that you are helping others Thrive. A new found fountain of youth so to speak, and a way to make money by saving others from their own misery. As good as it may sound on a superficial level, it is a risky proposition based on a fallacy.


For example, Shan&#8217;Ann described her life before Thrive as &#8221;living and breathing negativity and it showed on my husband and kids.&#8221; She mentions that her husband finds her now less cranky and if her children would be old enough to express it, they would say the same thing about her.


She also says that Chris used to have to do things in seconds, and now he has a few minutes before she gets mad. She thanks her husband for tolerating 3 impatient girls. It sounds like life at la Casa Watts was no picnic for Chris before the shakes and dfts, and his motto had become &#8221;Happy wife, Happy life.&#8221;







In the same token, Chris seemed to Thrive by losing a lot of weight and finding the time to go jogging and exercising in his basement. His wife described him as more sociable and always kind and patient, and herself as the domineering one in the relation.


Whenever she promoted in person or online, he was in the background on command. He even participated to her phone calls at night and she started selling the products under his name, and had access to his Facebook and cell phone.
 One could not help notice that Thrive had become Shan&#8217;Ann&#8217;s life and passion. By osmosis, Chris was following suit.


She incessantly documented their life on social media and it became constantly linked to Thrive. The kids would hold a Le-Vel banner and had to be on video during the promotions. They were told repeatedly to say hi to everyone, and at times, you felt a malaise just watching it. And the way she would rave about her husband one minute, but devalue him afterwards on video, was also disturbing.







You could tell that Shan&#8217;Ann adored her children, but it sometimes felt like they were props. She expressed the desire to have a reality show with the girls, and had the incessant need to put them on display.


She also acquired quite a circle of acquaintances and her Thrive team became part of her every day life. She was constantly on her phone and would often include her dad Frank in the conversation.


It felt like an escape from her mundane life, and it did not leave much room for her life as a couple. I do not think that Chris derided much pleasure in this type of lifestyle, except for what it seemed to have accomplished physically for him.


The so called free vacations she earned were always with the Thrive gang and Chris would be in the background. Only the hotel was covered. She had to cover the meals and would have to work to get the flights included.




Shan&#8217;Ann and her Lexus




Their new Thrive lifestyle was taking them down a familiar path of unpaid bills and uncertainties. 
Shan&#8217;Ann had qualified for a car bonus from Le-Vel, and leased a Lexus. You need $12,000 in monthly sales to get the $800 bonus, and if you default, you have to pay the car from your own pocket. 
As much as she was doing well selling Thrive with her team, it was very risky to have entered into this contract instead of taking the $300 in cash that was the alternative. 
They were already using this cash amount each month from Chris&#8217; car bonus. But image is part of the Thrive sales pitch.


In her videos, she discussed getting an Audi and wanting it all. You could not help wondering why someone did not wake her up from that dream. 
Chris was a beta male unable to have any kind of confrontation with his wife, and he was watching the boat sink without taking charge.







At a Thrive convention, you see them trying an expensive Tesla and talking about acquiring a luxury car. A very strange situation to see with their patches on display, when we know how broke they were at the time.


At the end of August 2017, Chris let everyone know on Facebook that Shan&#8217;Ann had an interior cervical discectomy and fusion with arthroplasty plant, aka neck surgery. He said that she was in pain but doing well. This surgery was $100,000 and they had to pay $25,000 in deductible. 
You add all the physical ailments their daughters suffered, and it made their lifestyle sound pretty unsustainable.


In a video where she wears a neck brace, Shan&#8217;Ann mentions that Chris is texting her every 4 hours to remind her to take her pills because she is forgetful.


The trip to North Carolina &#8211; The Perfect Storm


Even if everything looked good on the outside, a storm was brewing in the Watts&#8217; household. The mortgage payments were not paid for 3 months and $10,000 from Chris&#8217; 401K had to be taken to make ends meet.


When the tragedy happened on August 13, the mortgage was due for the 16th and was probably going to be delinquent. The girls had to be taken out of school for the summer for lack of funds to pay their daycare. They were supposed to start in the Fall.







Maybe Shan&#8217;Ann was trying to save during the summer by staying at hers and Chris&#8217; parents&#8217; place, but the reason she gave on Youtube was her intention to recruit in a new market.


It made sense because paying for flights for her, the girls and Chris did not represent many savings on the long run.


The trip that was at first supposed to last 2 weeks, became a 6 weeks vacation that even her father questioned. He said in a police interview that he warned his daughter about staying that long because she tended to butt heads with her mom. The same way he did with his son.




Sandra &amp; Shan&#8217;Ann




There was a lot of love in that family, but also typical disagreements between two helicopter moms; a term that her own friends used to describe her.


Shan&#8217;Ann had decided to also spend some weekends with Chris&#8217; parents and his sister, and to go visit his grandma. 
Considering that the Watts had visited them twice a year in Colorado, and even babysat the girls on occasion, it sounded like a good plan at the time.


According to Ronnie Watts, after receiving food recommendations from their son and Shan&#8217;Ann, they had spent $300 in groceries to feed the girls the required way and were prepared to do many fun activities with them. They were thrilled.


They did not get to see the girls as often as their other two grandchildren that Cindy babysat a few times a week, and they were looking forward to it.


While there, Shan&#8221;Ann captured a video of Cindy Watts singing to the girls in her bed and they appear to have fun. Her mother in law did  not appear to pay attention to the camera. It would have bothered me to have someone hover  when I play with children, but grandma did not pay it any mind.


There is also a video of her arriving in Colorado to babysit the girls.




What was behind the trip?



In spite of the reasons invoked, one has to wonder why this trip really took place. Shan&#8217;Ann was not in the business of leaving her husband behind without &#8216;supervision.&#8217; She mentioned fighting with the girls everyday, and we know that she had a difficult relationship with her mom.




Lovely Bella &amp; Celeste




Being pregnant with her health challenges must have been tough, and the girls probably acted out like any other kids would when displaced and in the company of other family members. And we all know that as adorable as Cece was, she was a handful. 
<span
	Babe in the Woods &amp; Big Country – The Murder of Nicole Vanderheyden
Babe in the Woods: An innocent or naive person, especially one in a difficult or dangerous environment

Nikki &amp; Doug enjoying concert
The Watering Hole
On May 20th, 2016, Nicole Vanderheyden and her boyfriend Douglass Detrie as well as some of their friends, attended a Steel Panther concert at a bar called the Watering Hole located in Green Bay, Wisconsin.
By all accounts, Nikki and Doug enjoyed the concert and a selfie they took seemed to corroborate this fact.
As recent parents of a 6 month old boy called Dylan, they were in need of a night on the town, and had managed to get Nikki&#8217;s mother to babysit until a friend called Dallas Kennedy could take over the care of the little guy after the end of her shift.
Their friend Gregg Mathu had convinced Doug to join them by insisting that Nikki would appreciate some entertainment since she had mostly been in the house since the birth of their child. Nikki also had 2 children from a previous marriage and they were with their dad.
They arrived at the Watering Hole at around 8 p.m. and Detrie would say later that Nikki drank heavily.
He said &#8221; She had two down and I was still on my first one, she was chugging them down.&#8221;
The Sardine Can
The concert ended at 11 p.m., and that is when their night out started to go south for Nikki.
Mathu and Detrie met up with some old friends from high school and separated from Vanderheyden and the rest of the group, mostly composed of Detrie&#8217;s friends.
When the larger group decided to go to the Sardine Can, Detrie and Mathu were not in the immediate vicinity, but had agreed to join them later on. 
A lot of texting was going on to make arrangements, and Nikki went along with the group without her beau, while being none too happy about it.
Realizing that Doug had stayed at the Watering Hole and was not in a hurry to join them, she started texting him her discontent ways.
At around 11:12 p.m., Detrie started receiving angry texts. “So what bitch ya with?”
“Fuck u, abusive ass hole”
“Wow, what slut are u with, bc none of your friends know”
Gregg Mathu
Doug did not seem to get why his girl was so upset and basically answered with texts like “LOL stop,” and “Be good. I’ll see you at the Sardine Can?&#8221; 
He eventually realized that she was really pissed and sent this message “Hello? Tried calling 10 times.” 
Not knowing the state of their relationship, one could have wondered why Nikki overreacted this way when it was obvious that Doug was simply enjoying the rest of the evening by catching up with people and drinking up a storm. 
He would later say that they lost track of time. 
The fact that they snorted some of Doug&#8217;s prescription for Adderall probably did not help matters. 
It came out later that Doug and Nikki&#8217;s relationship had hit a few rough patches.
It was alleged that Doug had a difficult time adapting to life with 2 children and a new baby. And Nicole being a new mom was probably feeling neglected. 
A Babe in the Woods 
Aaron Kulinski
Aaron Kulinski, who was one of Doug&#8217;s very good friends had met Nikki several times, and he basically led the pack to the Sardine Can. 
When the girls were on the dancing floor, he basically was on purse surveillance duty. He was the epitome of a good guy. 
According to him, Nikki was dancing, drinking and enjoying herself, but was getting more and more upset about Doug being a no show. 
The cherry on top dropped when one of the girls in the group called Doug and he took the call. It infuriated Nikki because he had not answered her earlier. And to top it all, the girl called Doug a loser for leaving his girl behind. 
That is when Nikki sprinted out of the bar fuming. 
As the group was prepared to call a Uber to leave, Aaron decided to go after Nikki to convince her to leave with them.  
When he caught up with her on Howard street, she was crying and he tried to comfort her by offering to take her home to her child. But Nikki was pushing him away and refusing to calm down. 
Dylan and Nikki
She ended up falling on the ground kicking him and screaming at the top of her lungs. He backed out because people across the street were looking in their direction, but he still managed to get her back on her feet. 
She kept walking away and in a desperate bid, Aaron yelled &#8221;We can get you home faster to your child.&#8221; and &#8216;You&#8217;re a Babe in the Woods,&#8221; but she would not listen or turn around. When he last saw her, she was on her cell phone.
As his friends were calling him because the Uber had arrived, he walked back and got into the taxi. He had done his best.
Nikki’s disappearance
While Nikki was wandering the streets quite intoxicated, Detrie and Mathu were still having shots at the Watering Hole. At around 12:20 a.m., they realized it was time to go and Mathu took the wheel in the direction of the Sardine Can.
Detrie called Nikki and said that she was slurring her words and not making any sense at all so he let his friend talk to her. It was at around 12:36 a.m.
He told her to go back to the Sardine Can and they would be there in 5 minutes.
According to Mathu, “Doug was telling her, ‘We’re on our way. Just go back to the Sardine Can. We’ll be back in five minutes. Where are you? We’ll pick you up.’ 
They eventually lost communication because her phone died so they drove around the bar to see if they could spot her.
The two friends entered the Sardine Can at around 1 a.m. and checked if anyone had seen Vanderheyden. In one of her texts, she had told Doug that she’d encountered a friend, so he thought she was fine and probably at someone’s place getting sober.
They had drinks at the Sardine Can and left at around 2:15 a.m. to go back to Detrie’s home. By then, he had managed to annoy the bartender and had declared that Nikki was being stupid about this.
No one from the group ever heard from Nikki again.
Nikki Go Home 
Mathu drove Detrie home so they could relieve Dallas Kennedy who was a friend of Nikki who worked with her and babysat Dylan occasionally at her own house.
When they came home at 2:40 a.m., Dallas woke up but was surprised not to see Nikki because she hardly knew Doug and he was entering the home with a very loud friend while the baby was sleeping.
One really got the impression that Dallas knew about their shaky relationship and was not a fan of Doug. 
She talked about wanting to leave right away, being scared and even went as far as asking Doug if Nikki was in the trunk of the car after he asked her if she had heard from her.
Dallas often sounded conflicted in her statements. She would say that Doug was concerned and kept asking her to try to contact Nikki but would throw a bomb by saying that she locked her door when she left at 3: a.m. because she was feeling scared; we never knew of what and why.
Doug who did not have her phone number, contacted her on Facebook to inquire more about Nikki. To relax, he had asked her for some pot and smoked it. The big question that kept popping over and over was:” Where is Nikki? With her sister, a friend, her parents?”
On the morning of May 21st at 3 a.m., Detrie went to bed, more or less drunk. Dylan woke him up at 6:30 a.m. and he gave him a bottle already prepared by Nicole with breast milk and went back to sleep. He got up again at 11 a.m.
He was still under the impression that Nikki had slept at a friend’s place because she was mad and hungover and would show up eventually. 
He kept messaging Dallas, Gregg and Heather Meyer (Nikki’s sister), asking for some news.
He even sent a Snapchat of Dylan and dad to see if she would open it.
As they grew even more concerned, they started checking hospitals, the local jail and ended up filing a missing person report at 4:30 p.m.
In the mean time on Hoffman Road, the dead nude body of a female had been found by Richard Vandehey and two teen boys who were picking up rocks in a farm field. They had called 911 at 1:54 p.m. 
2329 Berkley Road
Deputies arrived at Detrie’s house after 5 p.m at 2329 Berkley Road; a quiet residential area considered safe and friendly by neighbors. The house belonged to Detrie whose family had a development company. Mathu, Detrie’s parents, and VanderHeyden’s family were there with Doug.
Tracy Holschbach who was the sergeant assigned to the case, described Detrie as pale and hungover. She did not notice any scratches or marks on his arms and hands but he was wearing a Fitbit on his wrist. “This was not a typical missing person’s report, I knew there had been the ability for this to be something more.”
Field where Nikki was found
At the time, Detrie was not told that the body of a female found in a field bore similarities to Nikki.
Holschbach sat with Detrie in his kitchen and secretly recorded their conversation using a key fob camera. 
He was cooperative and volunteered his phone for forensic analysis. She even asked him why Nikki called him “an abusive asshole” in a text message. “She gets that way sometimes if she’s drinking or gets something in her head.”
After the police departure, Heather received a text mentioning a body found in Bellevue and all the family members started feeling extremely anxious.
At midnight, cops asked Detrie to go to the sheriff&#8217;s office and he complied. He denied any kind of involvement in the disappearance and gave them permission to search his house.
At the Sheriff&#8217;s Office 
Once he was told at the Brown County Sheriff&#8217;s office that the body they found wore a pink wristband like the one given at the Water Hole, Detrie lost it and started crying, sobbing and hyperventilating.
Detrie later said “I was trying to hold out any hope that that wasn’t Nikki,”  “That pretty much confirmed it for me.”
After being picked up by his parents at 3 or 4 a.m. to go back to their house, Detrie realized that the cops suspected him of killing Nikki.
After talking to the family lawyer, he refused to give a DNA sample and waited for a warrant.
He was arrested later on while at his parents&#8217; house on suspicion of first-degree intentional homicide of Vanderheyden and held in Brown County Jail for 18 days while they investigated.
Doug and Nikki
When tragedy struck, Doug Detrie and Nikki Vanderheyden had known each other for about a year and a half.
A few short months after they started dating, Nikki got pregnant and in March, Brown County Circuit Court records indicated that she filed a paternity suit naming Detrie as the father of her child.
Nikki had two children from a previous relationship and shared custody with her former husband.
Doug and Nikki eventually moved into Doug&#8217;s house. His parents&#8217; professional activities involved business development and he had been involved in many aspects of the company.
Doug and Nikki
Even if Detrie and some witnesses described them as a good couple, there were many problems.
 It was uncovered that in May 2016, Doug told his mom that he was not cut out for being a family man and was thinking of evicting Nicole and her children from his house. 
Nikki&#8217;s friends and family were not too enthused by Doug who seemed to prefer sleeping in instead of going to work and appeared to miss his bachelor&#8217;s life.
On May 8th, Nikki had written to Detrie, &#8221;Ne thing i even say u just snap at me, so i dont say much&#8221; Thanks for making me feel like a piece of shit everyday.&#8221; and on May 16, &#8221;Yelling at Dylan this morning and talking about moving out. He is just a baby and feeling your hatred&#8230;it makes me want to cry all day,&#8221; 
Detrie answered, &#8221;I&#8217;m so sorry Nikki and Dylan!&#8221;
Cruel words that could have been said on bad days because Doug never had any children before and went from total freedom to instant family of three after a very short courtship.
Nicole had a university degree and worked as a part time substitute teacher and a waitress where she had met her friend Dallas Kennedy.
She was described by most as a light. A very bubbly personality and a very responsible mother.
Doug and Nikki probably had an instant attraction but it seems that the union was based on the arrival of little Dylan, and it was taking huge efforts on Doug&#8217;s part to put his old habits behind. He communicated with other women and sent sexually explicit content.
It was a huge change of lifestyle that he obviously tried to escape while being torn between working it out and separating. 
Detrie wrote to his mom, &#8221;Nikki is absolutely no help with trying to motivate me or get me going whatsoever, she&#8217;s nothing but negative and is just making my bad situation worse.&#8221; He sounded highly depressed. 
He also added, &#8221;This is going to be nothing but hell for 18 years&#8221;.
In spite of their disagreements, there was nothing to indicate that any violent act was in the making. Getting rid of Nikki would have made Doug a single father and it is the last thing he wanted. 
The Murder 
After Vanderheyden nude body, except for her socks, was found on the morning of May 21, 2016, by a tree line in a farm field off Hoffman road in Bellevue , an autopsy revealed two causes of death: Strangulation and blunt force trauma to the head. The medical examiner could not determine which injuries came first. 
Her body was covered with bruises and she had 240 injuries; facial injuries, a fractured jaw, injuries to genital area suggestive of sexual assault, ligature strangulation marks, blunt force trauma. 
The bruising all over her body happened both antemortem and postmortem.  The injuries to the head were so bad that blood pooled around the wounds which meant that she was alive for some time during the beating. There were signs she was hit with a blunt object which left irregular shapes and repetitive zigzag patterns on her skin. 
DNA swabs were taken from Nikki&#8217;s body and sent for analysis to the state crime lab. But the dumping site itself did not hold many clues.
In the meantime, a neighbor of Doug and Nikki spotted blood on the street and found a wire while mowing his lawn. Thinking it was animal blood, he did not report it to authorities and threw the wire on the side of the road and forgot to pick it up. 
After being informed of Nikki&#8217;s demise, he contacted the police who came to retrieve the wire and take samples of the blood. It turned out to be Nikki&#8217;s, and the wire contained her DNA as well as the one of an unknown male. 
It meant that the murder had taken place near her home and her body transported to the field afterward which threw even more suspicion on Doug Detrie. 
While searching the vicinity of the field where Nikki&#8217;s body was found, the investigators came across her bloody clothing, purse and other items by the guard rail of highway 172. 
Their next step was to search Detries&#8217; house, his car, Nikki&#8217;s car, Mathu&#8217;s car and take DNA swabs from him and all the individuals connected to Nicole and who could have been considered persons of interest. 
Blood found in Doug&#8217;s garage turned out to be from hunting game and they could not find an iota of evidence on his shoes, clothing, body, in the home or in his car that had been left all night at the Watering Hole. The DNA analysis did not lead to any suspect and Detrie was released for lack of evidence. 
After putting a DNA sample taken from Nikki&#8217;s sock in the system, it came back with a match: George Burch. 
George Burch aka Big Country 
George Burch was born on February 14, 1978 in Newport, Virginia and raised by a local couple after they adopted him when he was one week old. 
They had a home, were working folks and gave him a decent basic education. He was involved in sports and by his own account, was very close to his father but not his mother. 
By age 6, he was already nicknamed Big Country because he towered over the other kids. 
George who went by his middle name Steven, grew up to be a strapping 6&#8217;7&#8221; adult who weighed 270 pounds at the time of Nicole&#8217;s murder. 
Young Burch mug shot
Burch might have been a little bit Country but he was also a lot Rock N Roll. 
In 1998, he was tried for murder but found not guilty on all five counts related to the shooting of Joey White who was a gang leader. Two jurors said that the commonwealth case was sloppy and that there was not enough evidence in the case. They demanded anonymity because they were afraid for their own safety. 
Burch had been sentence earlier that year for a burglary so they kept him in custody for his own safety, and he was facing a new felony charge for carrying a firearm after the burglary conviction. 
In his defense, White hated Burch and he had enlisted his friends to beat him up twice before the shooting. It seems that Big Country was also threatened by Mob members. 
Burch might not have been a gang member but he was not afraid to stare them down. Click to read the story of his trial. 
Burch left the area and settled in New York state with his new wife and they raised two sons. They eventually returned to Newport, Virginia to take care of his ailing father. It did not keep him from his felon ways, but it was never high level crimes, at least that we know of. 
Ed and Linda Jackson
In 2016, after the disintegration of his marriage and the passing of his father, George contacted an old fishing buddy who lived in Green Bay, Wisconsin to ask if he could move in with him for a fresh start. 
He omitted to mention that he was on probation for grand larceny and had heroine charges pending and that going to Wisconsin could land him in trouble. It was an indication of Burch&#8217;s lack of impulse control
Broke and facing an unpleasant trial, he irrationally headed to Green Bay on his friend&#8217;s dime, and left his boys behind. I do not know if he had lost visitation rights or if he paid any kind of alimony, but he seemed to remain in contact with them through texts and social media. 
Beauty and the Beast 
Big C landed in Green Bay and it did not take him long to find employment as a cook and for a landscaping business. He occupied a room at the home of Ed Jackson and his wife Linda where he was supposed to pay rent. 
They let him borrow a truck to go to work and help with their business and he eventually drove their Chevy Blazer. Right before Nicole&#8217;s murder, Linda Jackson even added George to her cell phone package so he could get a plan and a new phone. Ed and George would go fishing and the trio would have dinner when he was not working. 
Richard Craniums
George frequented a bar called Richard Craniums that was a few minutes from their house, had a 20 year-old girlfriend and brought girls home occasionally.  Superficially, things were going OK, but a storm was brewing in the horizon. 
After the authorities got a match from the blood on Nikki&#8217;s socks, they zoomed in on George Burch. 
They checked his background and realized that not long after Nikki&#8217;s murder, he had been involved in a hit &amp; run and the torching of the Chevy Blazer he was driving. 
They could never prove that he was the guilty party, but in the process, they had downloaded his cell phone and found very interesting information about his whereabouts the night Nikki was killed. 
Google board dashboard GPS data helped them realize that his phone had pinged in all the places involved in the murder of Vanderheyden and that he had incessantly researched the case on Google. 
They now knew that he was at Richard Craniums, went to his home from 2:32 &#8211; 2:38, arrived on Berkley road at  3:01 a.m. and stayed there until 3:53 a.m., went on to the Bellevue field at 3:58 a.m. until 4:02 a.m. and returned home at 4:22 a.m. At 4:05, he was on highway 172 where her personal effects were found. 
You add all the DNA matches found on her naked body to the exception of anyone else, and his goose was cooked. 
Beauty &amp; the Beast
But Big C was not one to get too troubled and had quite a few tricks in his bag. 
He knew from following the case that Detrie had been arrested and that he was at he house with Dylan when he took Nikki on Berkley road so to save his butt, he concocted a story that pointed the finger at him. But in the process, he had to admit being with Nikki, driving her home to have sex, and dumping her body and her clothes. 
It was not an easy feat but he came up with a scenario to explain their encounter and the hookup of Beauty &amp; the Beast. It must have been very difficult for the cops and her family and friends to envision someone like Nikki socializing with Big C. 
The Trial
In spite of his efforts, the authorities did not buy his story and he was charged with 1st degree murder and arrested on September 7th, 2016. 
Burch and attorneys
He got all lawyered up with public defenders who got busy trying to throw Doug Detrie under the bus. To this day, I wonder why they did not make him throw himself at the mercy of the court and cop a plea. 
His team of public defenders included Jeffrey Cano, Lee Schubart and Scott Stebbins and their defense was basically that after Big C drove Nikki home, they had sex in the Chevy Blazer (the one that got torched not long after and crushed so it could not be inspected) and Detrie snapped when he discovered Nikki and Burch in the vehicle down the street and rendered Bic C unconscious and proceeded to kill his girlfriend on their street by the neighbor&#8217;s home. 
When Burch came to, Detrie, who was standing there waiting for him to wake up, ordered him at gun point to go dump the body at a specific spot. Once the deed was done, Burch managed to push Detrie and left in his truck without problems. And all that happened in 4 minutes. Detrie then had to walk back home with his gun while baby Dylan was allegedly left alone at home. End of tale. 
Judge John Zakowski 
I was surprised that judge Zakowski allowed the defense to implicate Doug Detrie, considering that the investigation did not lead in that direction, but the catch was that if he wanted to implicate Detrie, Burch had to testify. 
Judge Zakowski was excellent and the epitome of fair, firm and friendly. It was a respectful and fair trial for both sides. He did not let either side badger witnesses and stopped argumentation to revert to questions during cross examination. 
He did not allow prejudicial information to come in about Burch like his past trial for murder or some unflattering facts about Doug Detrie that could have influenced the jurors.
You can click to read the defendant&#8217;s motion to introduce evidence that Douglass Detrie murdered Vanderheyden. 
I watched the trial with an open mind and gave Burch total presumption of innocence. After all, real life is sometimes crazier than fiction and I could not wait to hear his side of the story. That was obviously before I wrote this blog and any cynical comments about Big C&#8217;s defense. 
The Defense &#8211; Doug Did It
Burch&#8217;s attorneys basically had no defense apart from Doug Detrie did it. During opening arguments, his attorney implored the jury to give Burch the benefit of the doubt and presumption of innocence, but did not extend the same courtesy to Detrie. 
Scott Stebbins -Doug Did It
In fact, they went for the jugular and proceeded to attack him like a pack of hyenas during the entire course of the trial. They did not oppose any of the evidence but said that Doug did it. It would have been simpler to just play a tape that repeated Doug did it. 
Even if Detrie&#8217;s house, his car and his garage were thoroughly inspected and searched, they tried to say that they might have missed something. When the deputies said that Doug was broken and reacted very emotionally, they read silly emails of spats between Nikki and Doug. They came up with witnesses who said that Nikki&#8217;s car might not have been in the garage, in spite of an insurance gadget that proved otherwise and that he vehicle was thoroughly searched. They argued over the position of the front seats as if it had any importance.. 
When they brought up at trial that Detrie was wearing a Fitbit that recorded no activity at the time of the murder, they tried to say that the technology was not foolproof. The same with his cell phone. 
Instead, they floated the theory that the man would have left a baby alone in the house to go explore a dark road to see if his girl was in an SUV with someone. And confronted with her having sex with the Green Bay giant, would have hit the giant on the head with a handgun he did not own, and brutalized his girl right then and there without leaving any DNA on her. 
The defense kept repeating that Detrie had a conceal and carry permit, but he did not own a handgun so it meant nothing, but they tried to suggest that he had a secret one. It was all make believe and they really only had the fact that Nikki sent a few nasty texts to Doug as their big ha ha moment. 
They tried to destroy his character. And frankly, even if Detrie was not Mr. Wonderful, it had nothing to do with the facts and evidence of the case. 
Burch Testimony 
I must admit that when Big C took the stand, and started talking about his childhood, close relationship with his father, marriage and children, I found him to be quite personable. And I could then imagine Nikki talking to the man or accepting a ride from him.
Burch spiffed up
It did not take away from the fact that he looked kind of scary even dressed up with a ponytail, and that, in my opinion, even drunk as a skunk, this attractive young mother still breastfeeding would have never had any physical contact with him, but Burch had scored some points. He told the jury that he had met Nikki at Richard Craniums and that they had struck up a conversation when she stood at the bar beside him. 
According to Burch, they had a few drinks until closing time. My beef with this is that no witness ever came to testify that they had seen her there and when last seen or talked to, she was slurring her words and highly drunk so what are the odds of Nikki showing up at the bar looking normal and starting a conversation with a stranger? 
She was known to be very friendly, but at that moment in time, she was very upset at her boyfriend and lost in the woods.  
He proceeded to testify that after closing the bar, they stopped at his place, but did not stay because Jackson&#8217;s father was there which never stopped him before from bringing girls in his room. At first, he told cops that he had stopped to get a condom. Maybe he was hoping for Nikki to go to his room and she refused or he really needed a condom. Or maybe she was passed out in the car. We will never know for sure. 
If Nikki had recovered and was not drunk, why did she not plug her cell phone at the bar? Burch had mentioned that they have individual plugs. She had to know that people would worry about her and try to call and that her little baby needed her. 
More reasons to conclude that after closing time, he might have simply picked her up on the streets because she was drunk and disoriented and accepted a ride to get home. 
According to Burch, Nikki gave him directions to go to her house on Berkley road but he did not know about her kid being home. OK. 
Wire found on Berkley road
According to the data, he remained parked on that road during 50 minutes. The rest of his testimony was about having sex with Nikki in the Blazer while she laid on the back seat and he stood outside the door of the back passenger seat because he was too big to fit with her in the back. 
Good save George because looking at the inside of the Chevy Blazer, you know that it would be physically impossible. 
I wish the prosecution would have measured the height of the seat because I do not see a giant with his shorts around his ankles being able to have sex with a woman without having to spread his legs or go down on his knees. Without being graphic, it made no sense at all. 
Joggers see Nikki&#8217;s blood on Berkley road
Because Nikki had injuries inside and around her vaginal area, Big C admitted having rough sex. Another difficult scenario to swallow when you think of a woman whose breast milk is probably starting to rise, wanting rough sex with a stranger on her street while her baby is a few feet away. She was a mother, not a hooker. 
Poor George followed suit by saying that he came to later with Detrie pointing a gun at him and that Nikki was on the ground behind the Blazer. Leading us to believe that he was hit on the head and went down on the ground while the murder took place. 
What sounds more logical is that when she was being raped, Nikki fought hard and managed to get out of the SUV and ran into the road where he silenced her with a wire cord around the neck and she bled on the side of the street from the beating during their fight. He then carried her back to the Blazer and left blood on the road and the cord he used to strangle her with traces of his DNA on the ground in his haste to get out of Dodge. 
If Detrie had found Nikki with a man, he would have made a scene but would have made sure to get her out of the car and bring her home. His first thought would have been that she was being assaulted, not that she was having sex freely with a stranger. After all, he knew how drunk she was and that she could have never consented. 
To add insult to injury, Big C wanted the jury to believe that as a former quarterback and a guy being able to confront and stare down dangerous gang members, he would not have fought back or push Detrie who was much smaller and weaker. It was getting more and more difficult to believe his story. 
His language was also quite interesting, he had a real hard time repeating anything that Detrie told him. He kept saying that he was advised to do this or that which sounded too polite and business like. When asked for specifics, he did not have much to say. I took note of interesting sentences he was throwing around: Several times, instead of saying he, Burch said they when he was talking about his assailant. &#8221;They said look what you made me do,&#8221; &#8221;I didn&#8217;t know if it was in my own head trying to figure out what was going on.&#8221; &#8221;I completely freaked out a little bit.&#8221;
 He kept repeating that he was running out of options and wondering what his options could be. &#8221;I didn&#8217;t know what to do, how to remove myself from this situation.&#8221; It sounded more like a man considering his options after committing a crime than someone facing an attacker. And the first thing that registered with Burch is when Detrie told him to pick up Nikki. Really? That would be the first thing you register? And he would revert to saying they instead of he. Like he was getting confused while trying to imagine the scene. 
The very strange description of going to the field with Nikki and Detrie in the Blazer really stuck with me. Burch kept saying how small the SUV was and knowing his height, we know that the front seat was eating the space for the back seat. And Detrie would have been sitting there holding a gun with Nikki sitting beside him folded in two with her head towards the middle. Yikes! 
When they allegedly arrived at the field, he described Detrie coming out of the truck leaving Burch free to flee with the dead body in the back. He said in court that he was not sure if Nikki was dead. So you would think that he would have tried to save her life if any of it was true. 
Once again, he does as advised and delivers Nikki&#8217;s body on the ground and then finds the audacity to push Detrie who does not retaliate, go after him or shoot at the truck.
Burch suddenly combative on cross
Burch gets into his car and does not go fast because if he said that he put the pedal to the metal, they would have realized that the absence of tire tracks would have contradicted his statement. He is a very practical guy.
The last whopper was about Nikki being naked during it all when her bloody clothes clearly indicated that she bled while wearing them. They were removed from her body so she would have less chance to be identified. As if Detrie could have ever done something of the kind. 
Burch testified that he never told the cops about what happened to him because he was in violation of his parole in Virginia and was afraid to get caught. He also said that the disappearance of the Chevy Blazer that could have provided some clue was a fluke. 
Closing Arguments 
The defense closing argument was simple: Doug Did It
Defense closing arguments
If they had not pushed so hard on the accusations against Detrie, I might have felt sorry for the public defender who had to present this defense to a jury. 
The prosecution simply underlined the DNA and other evidence pointing at Burch&#8217;s guilt and their job was done. 
It took 3 hours for the jury to deliberate. I am usually insulted when jurors do not take the time to review all the evidence, but in this case, it was slim pickings. 
I always feel some pain for victims, but also for defendants who throw away their life and freedom and will have to live in a cage for the rest of their existence. Nobody ever plans for a future in prison. 
Burch arrest &#8211; Jesus with crown of thorns &amp; Grandma
You could tell that Big C was willing to throw an innocent man under the bus to avoid that ride to the big house. That is how desperate he was to keep his freedom and maybe not bring shame on his sons. 
These type of actions usually stem from lack of impulse control and pent-up anger. it was not just another day at the beach for Burch. I have a hard time believing that he intended to kill Nikki Vanderheyden when he picked her up or met her at the bar. Something triggered his anger or he realized that he went too far and there was no return ticket. 
Looking at the autopsy report, we see that there was a lot of rage involved and we probably will never know what was unraveling in his life or was said or done to send this Giant in the red zone. 
He will be sentenced on May 4th by Judge Zakowski whose only role will be to decide if he will eventually get parole eligibility. His conviction was first-degree intentional homicide that carries an automatic life sentence. 
A farcical defense, a great judge, a fair trial, and a sad ending for so many. Aaron Kulinski never imagined how dead on he would be when he told Nikki that she was a Babe in the woods. 
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	What About Evelyn?
In the light of a recent A&amp;E series covering the murder of Laci Peterson, I could not help comparing her case to the one of Evelyn Hernandez who hardly received any media attention, even on the day her body was found in the bay or when her death was confirmed through DNA months later, on Labor Day.
It is a textbook example of the power of the media and how it can help make or break a case. The family and friends of Evelyn Hernandez would have loved to see trucks and reporters descend on her street to encourage viewers to call in their tips.
The detective assigned to Evelyn’s case felt at a loss without leads or any kind of exposure.
But as we saw in the case of Laci Peterson, media attention can become a double-edged sword because the cops are pressured to find a culprit and to get fast results. Expecting father, Scott Peterson, paid a high price for this exposure, unlike Herman Aguilera, the father of Evelyn’s baby, who was not even considered a suspect and eventually ceased to cooperate with the police.
They accused Peterson of not wanting his child and of disposing of his wife and son in the bay and left Aguilar alone even if as a married man, he was clear about not wanting the child.
There was a rush to judgment towards Peterson who was praised as a good husband and hardly any interest in Aguilera who had a reason to want Evelyn gone.
Evelyn Hernandez 
Evelyn Hernandez
On July 24, 2002, the partial remains of Evelyn Hernandez were found floating in the San Francisco Bay, underneath the city&#8217;s landmark Bay Bridge.
She had been reported missing by her married lover one week after she was last seen on May 1st, 2002, after picking up her 5-year-old son Alex at daycare.
Evelyn was 9 months pregnant when she disappeared and the body of her infant was never found. Her beloved little boy Alex was never found either, and was listed as missing.
Evelyn was 24 when she vanished. She was a legal immigrant from El Salvador who came to the US at the age of 14 and was living in the Crocker Amazon area of San Francisco with her 5-year-old son Alexis.
She was trained as a vocational nurse and had worked at Costco and in the hotel industry.
Evelyn, whose English skills were limited, was from the school of hard knocks but had been able to remain optimistic, calm and dedicated through adversity, and her goal was to forge a good life for herself and her children.
Alex’s father was in the Navy and had cut ties with them. She received no financial or emotional support from him.
Despite the difficulties that being a single parent entails, Evelyn was described as very positive and quite endearing. She worked hard and focused on her son.
At the time of her disappearance, she was 1 or 2 weeks away from giving birth to another little boy she planned to name Fernando.
As bad luck would have it, she had dated Herman Aguilera who worked at the airport and as a limo driver. And this older man had lied to her about being single.
When she got pregnant and delivered him the good news, he confirmed to her that he had a wife.
Alexis Hernandez
According to friends and family, the man was not thrilled and did not want to be part of the child’s life. He was trying to distance himself from the situation, but it seems that Evelyn told him in no uncertain terms that she would go after him for child support.
The tragic disappearance of Evelyn and Alex right before the birth of her child made it logical to suspect her cheating lover.
Hernandez’s case barely made a dent in the community and in Bay Area news, shows and newspapers. Instead, the eyes of the nation soon became transfixed on the search of another pregnant woman who would vanish and become nothing less than a national obsession. Her name was Laci Peterson.
It took a month to hold a press conference about the disappearance of Evelyn and her son and no arrests were ever made. The married lover was questioned but not taped or brought to the police station on the first night and the alibi his wife conveniently offered was accepted. They were not going to jump to conclusions.
Evelyn’s family tried to get a search organized, but the volunteers were hard to find considering the limited information being disseminated about the case. There was no uproar about the pregnant lady who disappeared with her little boy. And the cops were not eager to accuse their main person of interest.
One can only deduct that as an immigrant, Evelyn, who was from a lower socioeconomic background and a single mom with a deadbeat dad and married lover, did not represent big ratings for the media.
No matter how hard her family had tried to have her case featured, it did not happen right away and scarcely created interest.
The whole case was basically shoved aside to focus on the disappearance of pregnant Laci Peterson who was reported missing by her family on December 24, 2002, in Modesto, California and whose remains were found on April 14, 2003, after her infant’s remains had been found a day earlier on the San Francisco Bay shore in Richmond’s Point Isabel Regional Shoreline park, north of Berkeley.
From the first two days of her disappearance, up to 900 people had been involved in her search.
The exact cause of Laci’s death was impossible to determine because of decomposition; the body had no head, both forearms were missing, the right foot was severed, and the left leg from the knee down was missing.
In Evelyn’s case, whose remains were found in July 2002, a badly-decomposed pair of legs and a torso were found floating in the San Francisco bay. She had no hands, head or feet and her body wore a maternity blouse. There was no sign of her almost-full-term baby Fernando, or of her son Alexis. The cause of death was undetermined, and they were unable to determine if her baby was forcibly removed, delivered naturally or expelled in a coffin birth scenario.
You would think that the two cases would have been instantly linked and that they would have put as much effort to solve each one of them, but this is not what took place.
Instead, when Scott Peterson&#8217;s lawyers requested access to Hernandez autopsy reports in 2003 after he was accused of murdering Laci, only the autopsy photos were provided.
Evelyn’s timeline
On May 1, 2002, Evelyn dropped her son off at day care, used an ATM machine, continued preparations for a baby shower, and later picked Alexis up. From then on, they vanished.
Her wallet was found in a parking lot, containing $40 and a check with her name on it. It indicates that robbery was not a motive.
The fact that Herman Aguilera reported her missing only after a week and before her own family members and friends thought of contacting the authorities could be perceived as very strange considering that they were preparing a baby shower for her.
The parking lot where the wallet was found was close to a gas station often used by the limo company that Aguilera worked for. In other reports, it is stated that he worked near this station.
Aguilera was questioned because of his strong motive, and the fact that Alex also disappeared and would have been able to identify him.
Aguilera initially co-operated fully with the investigation but lawyered up and eventually refused to talk.
He maintains his innocence and his alibi that he was at home with his wife.
His wife knew that he had an affair but she did not know Evelyn was pregnant until informed by the police. At least, that is what she said.
No warrant was ever issued for Aguilera’s arrest, and there is no forensic evidence connecting him to the crime.
He was described as &#8216;not a serious suspect&#8217;.
The parking lot where Evelyn’s wallet was found was easily accessible and frequented by many. If Evelyn was dismembered and her baby removed, where did this happen?
And where was her young son Alex?
If Aguilera or his wife were involved, it would have been a huge endeavor that would have required a space other than their home and a lot of preparation.
It does not appear that they received many tips or investigated thoroughly to find answers to solve this sordid crime and to find young Alex.
Investigators were adamant that there was no connection between Evelyn and Laci but they both ended up in the SF Bay in 2002-2003 while heavily pregnant.
Initial reaction to Laci’s disappearance
Modesto Police Dept Detective Al Brocchini
The minute Laci was reported missing, the detectives showed up and decided that Scott Peterson was their man. 
His house and warehouse were searched with his permission on that first night. He was brought to the police station, taped and interviewed right away. Detective Brocchini admitted to having never done that before.
Scott’s alibi was simple, he drove to his warehouse and then went out fishing at the Berkeley marina. It was easily verified because he was on his computer at the warehouse and had a ticket from the marina and some witnesses had seen him and his boat.
There were no signs of a struggle or any DNA at the house or at the warehouse. Scott did not have scratches or injuries and even if described as very upset, was considered emotionless by the investigators.
At the time and by all accounts, he was a great husband and he and Laci had a great marriage. You could not find one soul to speak badly of him.
Initial reaction to Evelyn and Alex Hernandez’ disappearance 
Police did not convene an information conference until a month after their disappearance. It took a year for the mayor to offer a reward of $10,000.
Within a week, the reward for Laci Peterson was at $500,000. She also had a vocal family advocating on her behalf, and the financial and public relations help of a well-connected crime victims group in Modesto, the Sund/Carrington Memorial Reward Foundation.
A friend of Evelyn named Twiggy Damy said &#8220;This girl (Laci), she&#8217;s white, they have money, and there is a family behind her. Who cares about Evelyn, a single mother who moved to San Francisco from El Salvador when she was 14?’’
&#8220;The first time I heard Laci&#8217;s case, I got flashbacks from Evelyn, because it is the same case,&#8221; Damy said. &#8220;That&#8217;s very hard to see, why one gets more attention than the other.&#8221;
Families of crime victims know that the media spotlight keeps pressure on police to work quickly to solve the case and that publicity helps them enlist the help of citizens whose tips might lead to the recovery of the victims or their safe return or to an arrest.
Holly Pera still haunted by the case
San Francisco police inspector, Holly Pera, took on Evelyn’s case when it became a suspected homicide and declared &#8220;Our greatest hope would have been for someone to say, yes, I saw her here, with this person.&#8221;
At first, they conveniently speculated that Evelyn may have gone away to have her baby on her own, and that is why their 1st news conference happened a month after she vanished. 
I am sorry, but that made no sense. Evelyn&#8217;s suitcase with everything she needed to give birth was found in her apartment and nothing was missing to indicate she had left.
Evelyn’s small circle of friends and a sister who lives in the East Bay planned a memorial service in San Francisco that drew 100 people. It was the same small community that had circulated flyers when she disappeared.
According to a Vanity Fair reporter who was in Modesto at the time of Laci’s funeral, there were more limos than for Elvis Presley’s funeral. There was a choir and a huge crowd.
Friends and family tried repeatedly to get Hernandez&#8217;s case featured on &#8220;America&#8217;s Most Wanted&#8221; but were rejected because no warrant had been issued for a suspect. 
But the show had done a story on Laci Peterson although no suspects had been named in that case either.
Evelyn finally obtained a segment on an episode of America’s Most Wanted in 2003, and two pages in People magazine were published about her case.
Rush to Judgment
There was an obvious rush to judgment in the case of Laci Peterson. The detectives worked on proving that her husband, Scott Peterson, was guilty and ignored very important aspects of the investigation.
They came up with a narrative that left no room for presumption of innocence.
Frey
Detective Brocchini had decided that he was guilty on the first night of the investigation. 
The fact that Scott had 4 dates with a woman called Amber Frey before his wife disappeared and that he lied about losing his wife to have sex with her, gave the detectives the excuse they were waiting for to start their guilt campaign with the help of the media. 
They had this girl give a press conference that would make sure to inflame viewers and renew the interest of the media.
In the case of Evelyn Hernandez, the detectives did not jump to conclusions. Herman Aguilera was interrogated and they accepted the alibi provided by his wife.
Even if he had lied to his wife and his mistress Evelyn, they did not feed any narrative to the media or try to sensationalize the case. They were not interested anyway.
There was no DNA at the Peterson’s home or at the Aguilera’s home, but they still considered Peterson guilty while accepting that they could not prove that Aguilera had anything to do with his lover’s death.
It was not the same group of detectives, but they are supposed to abide by the same rules of law.
The lead detective in the Hernandez case would have loved some help from the media to get tips from the public or any kind of witnesses. But it did not happen.
The lead detective in the Peterson’s case did not care much about tips from witnesses who saw Laci and her dog. He only cared about witnesses that could prove that Scott did it.
Trimble
No dogs were used in the Hernandez’ case. 
They used several scent dogs in the Peterson’s case and gave credence to the one that could not pass the sniff test but pointed at Laci being at the marina. 
That same dog failed its certification and lost it a year later. The other canines did not detect the presence of Laci in the boat, at the marina or in the boat.
They used the brief affair Peterson had to call him a pathological liar, while the other detectives in the Hernandez’ case, respected due process even if Aguilera only told Evelyn he was married when she announced her pregnancy.
The two cases were strikingly similar but were treated in a totally different manner.
The Media
Allred &amp; Frey at Night of 100 stars
The media persecuted Scott Peterson, created a star witness with a mistress who was simply a booty call and helped her create tapes that would serve as evidence of nothing.
They cheered viciously ignorant jurors and made room for ambulance chasers like Gloria Allred, Nancy Grace, and many other outrageous pseudo reporters who came out of the woodwork after they smelled blood to cash in; financially or career wise.
They mostly ignored Aguilera or any person of interest and did not really try to gather interest in the case. 
Considering that little Alexis or Fernando could still have been alive somewhere, I would depict their attitude as criminally negligent.
Mind you, when you look at the way they contributed to send Peterson to death row based on his fishing trip in a small boat in shallow water, I cannot help thinking that if Aguilera was innocent, he got lucky they did not get involved. 
Otherwise, like Peterson, he might now be sitting in a cell in San Quentin.
The role of the media
After watching the recent A&amp;E series on the Laci Peterson murder, I was reminded of the positive role of the media in such a case. It is to present both sides in an impartial manner.
A media outlet finally included the missing elements of the case with commentaries from main players from both sides.
It was a rude awakening for a lot of viewers who had followed the case in the media and were repeatedly fed the same narrative.
The legal analysts who still have a reasonable doubt about the case were demure and professional. On the other side, we saw the prosecution side sounding vindictive, and even vicious at times.
The jurors that appeared on the show did not even realize that they were a testament to the unfairness of the case. They sounded ignorant and vindictive.
Richelle Nice &amp; other juror
To think that to this day, Richelle Nice still thinks that Laci was wearing the same pants as the night before, and that Trimble the dog who failed miserably, was convincing.  
She also lied on her jury questionnaire and had the nerve to perpetuate the lie on the TV show.
Juror 8 who intimidated the first foreperson and is responsible for his dismissal and for the booting of another juror who had reasonable doubt, came across as a vindictive fool. 
He also produced his theory on Peterson being a porn addict and in his book, demonstrated that he did not even realize that Amber Frey was lying during her taped conversations with Scott and bloody well knew that he was married.
How can he not get a new trial after this horrendous display?
Detective Buehler said on camera that he did not know that there were witnesses who saw Laci, but in a subsequent interview, admitted interviewing 3 of them.
Another detective admitted leaking information to a local reporter because she was pretty. 
The prosecution tried to say that it was impossible for Laci&#8217;s body to be dumped in the bay if not by boat, and very uncommon. 
They even alleged that Laci&#8217;s body was spotted with a Sonar, but could not be retrieved; which was strongly refuted by the person in charge. 
Strangely, the detectives had told the search team that the bay was a huge dumping ground and they could come across bodies. 
And what about Evelyn? How did she end up in the bay? 
Mark Geragos was right to say in his closing argument that the investigation was not well coordinated. The right hand did not know what the left hand was doing, and it became a huge mess.
The role of the media is to make sure that a defendant gets a fair trial and that both sides are reported fairly and truthfully. What went wrong there?
I am glad that A&amp;E finally had the courage to present a more balanced report.
The media failed Laci Peterson and Evelyn Hernandez by pushing a guilty narrative on one side while ignoring the other. 
What about Evelyn?
What about Evelyn? There might never be justice for her and her 2 boys. The detectives had no leads and were too slow to react, and the media did very little to help find her boys or her assailant/s.
Let us hope that her family and friends will eventually get the answers they are looking for.
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	The Ballad of Emma
The Mad Song
I went out to the hazel wood,
 Because a fire was in my head,
 And cut and peeled a hazel wand,
 And hooked a berry to a thread;
 And when white moths were on the wing,
 And moth-like stars were flickering out,
 I dropped the berry in a stream
 And caught a little silver trout.

When I had laid it on the floor
 I went to blow the fire a-flame,
 But something rustled on the floor,
 And someone called me by my name:
 It had become a glimmering girl
 With apple blossom in her hair
 Who called me by my name and ran
 And faded through the brightening air.
William Butler Yeats wrote “The Song of Wandering Aengus” in the late 1890s. It was first printed in 1897 under the title &#8220;A Mad Song.&#8221;
It is about an old man reminiscing about an event long ago when he was compelled to go out to cut a branch for fishing. With it, he caught a magical silver trout, which was then transformed into a vision of a “glimmering” maiden. The life-quest he set himself was to find this girl who called his name before she vanished.
When I read this poem, I could not help thinking of Emma Fillipoff because since she vanished in 2012, her family, friends and many concerned citizens are on a life-quest to find her; her memory indelible and clouded in mystery.
Not unlike the glimmering maiden of Yeats, and by all accounts and the sum of all testimonies, she lived between two realities. Ordinary life and the mystical other world of dreams.
She seemed to wrestle with handling practical things of life and the strong compulsion to follow her dream and any cosmic sign. Kind of stuck between the abstract and the concrete.
Finding Emma Fillipoff
‘’Je m’appelle Emma
Et je ne sais pas
Si jamais cœur aima
Aussi fort que moi’’
In French, the name Emma sounds like the past simple form of the verb ‘aimer’ which means to love. It is beautiful, light and whimsical; exactly like Emma Fillipoff.
Empress Hotel
Emma was last seen in Victoria, British Columbia, on November 28, 2012, in front of the Empress hotel. She was talking to two police officers who had been dispatched after an acquaintance called 911 because he was worried about her mental state after spotting her hesitantly standing at a street corner clutching her shoes and looking paranoid. After walking with her, he realized that something was off and went to a nearby café to call for help.
What happened next has been reported countless times in the newspapers, blogs, TV news, reports and shows.
After talking to Emma for 45 minutes, the two cops decided that she was fit to be on her own and moved on to other pressing cases.
She was never seen again.
The website www.helpfindemmafillipoff.com contains all the details of her disappearance and ongoing search.
Writing this blog might not bring any new details to the search, but it is an opportunity to underline some points I found over or under emphasized during the investigation. And to keep her memory and case on the forefront.
Many people disappear, but this case of the vanishing maiden is to say the least, puzzling.
Emma
Emma was born on January 6, 1986, and raised in Lanark County, Perth, Ontario. She was born in a family with 2 brothers and 1 sister, a teacher mom and an artist father. She was described by her mother as shy, quietly happy and content.
Contrary to her athletic siblings, she excelled in the arts and chose dancing instead of sports as there was not a competitive bone in her body.
From a very young age, she had a smile that moved mountains and the heart and sensibility of a poet, which could be light and charming on the outside. But what went on inside Emma’s heart and head was always kept close to the vest.
Her parents’ divorce was not only painful, but became a hardship because her mom, Shelley, literally lost it, and would not accept that her husband had left her for a younger woman. She suffered a mental breakdown that lasted a couple of years, and even attacked her ex with a knife. Sadly, Emma was the one who had to call the cops on her mother.
In the mist of the divorce, her father confided in Emma and she felt compelled to support him, which cause lasting friction with her mother.
Emma was a listener, but felt that nobody was there for her, which probably was because her secret nature did not allow others to penetrate her shell easily.
Always the free spirit, she left home at 16 to live with a friend’s family because she would not accept curfews and rules. When she realized that her friend’s mother also had rules, she moved out and lived with a platonic boyfriend who at the time, was 10 years older than she was.
After quitting regular school, she attended a special program where she excelled. Her good grades allowed her to get grants to study culinary art in Campbell River and to go to photography school in Ontario.
She spent a short time teaching English in China and went to live in the Maritimes for a while to be with her sister.
It was the beginning of her adventures. She was eager to see the world and to leave Perth behind.
She adored her family, and had practically helped raised her little brother, but felt that it was time to put some distance between them.
Culinary art in Campbell River
She ended up working in a pub in Campbell River, BC, where she studied also. We know that she had a steady boyfriend there and it became a complicated relationship. I am surprised that hardly nothing was said on the subject.
Her childhood friend said that Emma attracted the best and the worst. Her kind and generous nature made it hard for her to discriminate against anyone and it became a curse and a blessing. She also strangely stated that her good looks made her the object of pursuits that hindered her quest for personal growth. I would imagine that at that age, it goes both ways, but at the time, it seemed to become a hurdle for Emma.
Maybe it explains why we hardly hear of her romantic relationships once she came in Victoria. She went back to Perth after leaving Campbell River, but decided to go to the island to pursue her dreams or to listen to the call of nature.
Emma was a nature lover and she was known to walk for hours in the forest barefoot or otherwise and to avoid being part of the urban race.
Victoria and Mikaela
When Emma landed in Victoria, she had a place to stay and a vague plan; nothing too precise, but at least, something to hang her hat on.
At first, she stayed with an old friend called Mikaela who was a law student and took her in for a few months. She lived with a boyfriend at the time, and invited her in from October until December 2011. Emma also eventually lived in an apartment in the same building.
That’s when Mikaela and her boyfriend noticed the change in Emma. She would declare that she was drawn to Victoria because it was the center of something important. She had no clue what, but believed that it was meant to be.
Durant that period, she did not look for work and spent her time walking and hardly sleeping. They also noticed that she did not eat very much.
Her friend became worried because Emma felt compelled to walk for hours while picking leaves and redistributing them all over the place. She would come home with rocks and other articles of nature and would cover the table with them and seemed intent on having some strange rituals or compulsions.
One night, Emma shared a poem with them and as she was reading it, she was shaking and crying; it was about her being the moon, them being the sun and their connection to the cosmos. And it was related to a change.
Emma was upset after her friend said that she did not really get her point. That’s when Mikaela talked to a few mental health specialists and tried to get Emma to consult, but she refused. She even told her dad, but it did not yield any results either.
When Mikaela moved to the Philippines for work, she basically had to leave Emma behind.
She could never imagine what would become of her good friend while she was away.
When Mikaela came back to Victoria in October 2012, she emailed her but had no clue she was now living in a shelter.
Julien Huard
Julien Huard
When Emma was still in Perth, she had met a French guy named Julien Huard who became a walking companion. They had met at a musical festival and started hanging out to go canoeing, walk mostly at night and mostly, followed Emma’s spur of the moment lifestyle.
From the very beginning, it was clear that Julien was infatuated. Emma was beautiful, sensitive, talented and mostly very unusual. She would bring her ukulele and strummed the same string when they would go for a walk. She never talked about the past or the future; she lived in the moment.
Julien was from Quebec and he stayed in Perth for two years. After one of their long walks where he noticed that she wore the same pants all the time, she put her head on his shoulder and he kissed her. She then held his hand. He was on cloud nine.
But the day after, she realized that it was a mistake and told him they were through because she was leaving town and did not want any relationship. It was very abrupt and Julien was quite disappointed. He called her a few times to try to make sense of this but she had her dad tell him to stop calling.
That was it for Julien.
But strangely, she called him later and said that she did not like the way she handled this and came to visit to talk to him. After a 20-minute conversation, they parted as friends, and he felt better about it.
Even though Julien was accused of being a ‘stalker’, she is the one who showed up at his door on another day to ask him if he wanted to go for a walk.
Emma made the rules.
He was surprised, but went anyway. After he dared mentioning that she was wearing the same pants every time they met, she got upset and told him that she would finish the walk on her own.
The day after, he left a little note with a friend of Emma to tell her he was sorry that his comment offended her.
And that was it.
Fifth Estate clip
I resent the way Julien was presented on the show Fifth Estate about Emma’s disappearance.
They said that he followed her to Victoria a few months later when in fact, he went there a year later and it was after considering several places where he could ride his bike and get a room. He did not have a car and liked the ocean.
They presented him as a stalker, which he was not. There are not many cities you can move to in Canada and the West Coast is appealing. Vancouver is too big and costly, but Victoria is just right. Plus, as he said, maybe on a certain level, he would have liked to see her again, but he sure did not stalk her.
Meeting Emma in Victoria
One fine day, Julien saw Emma across the street and went to say hello. He said that she was happy to see her and gave him a hug. Her smile stayed with him and considering her warm welcome, he told her where he worked and asked her if she wanted to go for a bite. She declined on that day, but he did not ask her where she lived or where she worked.
He did not want to be pushy.
There was a music festival coming up and he would have liked to invite her so he sent a Facebook to her dad saying that he would have liked to bring Emma to the festival so maybe he could transmit the invitation on his behalf. He told her dad that he did not have to worry because he would not ‘stalk’ her like in Ontario.
That was a big mistake that would come back to haunt him. Being French, he had used the word stalking because he knew that her dad had told him to stop calling Emma while in Perth, and he did not want her father to think he would be insistent.
Sometimes a tree is just a tree
In retrospect, Julien had not been stalking her. He had simply tried to see her and would return call and try his luck. He was quite taken by Emma and he is not the first guy to have done that.
The next few times he would see Emma on the street, she would be withdrawn and not interested to engage in conversation. The opposite of the smiling girl he had encountered earlier.
The last time he saw her was on November 28, 2012. He was in the bus going to a government building to get his health card when he saw her on the sidewalk. He was not even sure it was her because she was wearing a big coat with a hood and her hair was like a mane. She was carrying many bags and looked lost.
He came out of the bus to see her and had to basically stand in front of her to make sure it was her. When he asked if she needed to talk, she shook her head. He walked away and surprisingly, saw that she was still there when he came back from his appointment.
That would be the last time he saw her. And he promised himself that the next time, he would not bother talking to her. He never imagined that she was in a state of 911.
Julien did not have to tell the authorities that he saw her at all. At first, he thought it was the 27th, but checked his schedule and realized it was the day she vanished.
But it was morning and she was seen many times during the day and during the evening was nothing fishy about their encounter.
He did not own a car and lived in a room he rented in a house owned by an adult woman. He had no game and no opportunity to take her or do anything to Emma.
But to this day, the court of public opinion and the media are looming large on the poor guy.
Emma calls home
Emma did not own a cell phone and did not give her family any specific address. When she sent an email, it was optimistic and poetic. This is how they knew her to be so they never questioned if she was doing well or not.
While in Victoria, she lived on boats, slept in the forest and ended up staying at a shelter for women at risk for months. It was called the Sandy Merriman House. Maybe it was to save money to go on a trip to Japan with her father, or maybe it was because she was lost, but nobody in her circle knew about it.
Emma had almost $3000 in the bank and owned an older Mazda van that she parked wherever she could and where she stored her belongings. It was once towed away to Sooke and she hired a tow truck to retrieve it. She told the driver that she would go back home to surprise his family and she could not wait to see the snow.
Emma&#8217;s Mom
It was November in Victoria and it gets very dark and dreary over there with the rain. Emma was wondering how she would survive such a time on her own. She basically was alone and quite depressed.
A few days before her disappearance, she called her mom unexpectedly late at night, and told her to come and get her. She was crying and in a state of despair. But then, the day after, she would call and tell her not to come. She did that for a few days, when her mom Shelley decided to come anyway after calling back the number of Sandy Merriman that her daughter had used to call her.
She thought it was the name of a friend, but was in for a shock when she realized that it was a shelter.
The staff would not tell her anything about her daughter because of privacy laws so Shelley decided to come and get her daughter.
Shelley arrives in Victoria
When her mom arrived in Victoria and headed to the shelter, she was told by the staff that Emma had not claimed her bed that night. She was spooked because the staff told her that her mom was coming. To this day, Shelley insists that she did not tell them she was coming.
After leaving the shelter, Emma was seen several times. People called the cops several times to report how weird she was until she met an acquaintance from the library who decided to call 911 after spending 30 minutes with her.
She was paranoid and afraid to walk under some specific construction.
When he saw the cops show up, he left thinking she was OK.
What he did not know, is that they would leave after talking to her because she had not shown signs of extreme distress. She told them that she had things to sort out and would be going to a friend’s place.
Her mother was very upset about this, but being from Vancouver, I know how many people roam the streets and the cops can only take care of the most extreme cases.
Sandy Merriman
At first, Shelley thought that it just a matter of time before she would encounter Emma. She went back to the shelter, talked to the police and did her due diligence, but there was no sign of Emma.
When the police got involved, she went back to the shelter and that’s when she found out about her daughter’s deteriorating condition in the recent weeks.
The staff of the Sandy Merriman had called the police when Emma started putting furniture and electrical devices outside because they were talking to her. She was living with the curtains drawn and showed signs of paranoia.
They told the staff to call back if it got worse, but they never did.
Emma at 7-eleven
They even told her mom that towards the end, they were afraid of Emma. She had undergone a total reversal and was not the girl they knew when she arrived who would chat with them and be friendly.
One thing Shelley also found out is that her daughter had given up coffee, cigarettes and many types of food and was hardly eating.
She found her van and in it, was her passport, computer, cameras and personal effects.
She was caught on camera twice on November 28th going to a 7-eleven to buy a $200 credit card and later on, a cell phone. She kept peering through the door as if someone was watching her. Probably in the throes of an episode of paranoia.
Emma at YWCA acting strange
Shelley also learned that after learning of her arrival, her daughter had taken a cab to the airport, but when the driver told her the fare was $60, she reneged and asked to be brought back. Once back at her initial point of departure, she asked him if she could remain in the cab and questioned what the sounds coming from his receiver were.
She was also caught on video at the YWCA on November 20th as she was coming and going 6 times in a short period of time as if she was in a state of confusion.
It did not look or sound good.
Follow the money
The money in her bank account remains untouched to this day and the cell phone she purchased was never activated.
Emma&#8217;s timeline
On the other hand, they found a man who was using her credit card to buy cigarettes. After talking to him, he told them that he had found it by the side of the road and had waited a week to use it. And they believed him!!!
And the man reached out to Emma’s mom several times to tell her that he was so drunk that he was not even sure where he picked up the card.
I cannot believe that they made Julien Huard a strong suspect and included him in a TV show, but are ignoring this guy with his song and dance.
When does a drunk find a card and waits a week to use it? The day he used the card is the day Emma was deprived of it. And it could mean that this guy knew more than he was saying.
A witness saw Emma walk with an older man on the afternoon of November 28th.
The lead that was not
Just another weirdo
Another element that bothers me about this case is the photo of a guy who went into a shop in Gastown in Vancouver and said that Emma was his girlfriend and did not want to be found because she hated her parents.
This guy is just another loonie from the area. They are everywhere and will say anything to anyone. There are a lot of people walking around in Vancouver with untreated mental illness, addictions and crazy stories to spill. It is right by downtown East side and anyone who takes a walk there or has lived in the area will know that it was not a valid lead.
Not that it should not have been pursued, but it did not deserve this type of attention.
The elusive Emma
According to her mother, mental illness runs on both sides of Emma’s family. You have to admire Shelley for her candour. After reading the thousands of letters and journals left by her daughter in her van, she realized that her daughter was suffering from serous mental deterioration and had been depressed and troubled for a very long time, and did not want to bother anyone with her pain.
She realized the extent of her despair, but too late.
On her computer, they found a note from Dead Emma, but it does not matter if it was real or not because her mood fluctuated with the wind so she could have written on a bad day or simply because she knew that one day, someone would find her computer and it would mean that she would be dead.
Mind you, I agree with Julien Huard who remarked that Emma was so private that the idea of anyone reading what was on her computer would be because she was dead. And I suspect that Dead Emma was often contemplating ending it and at other times, Happy Emma was enthused about life. She was ill so keeping her head above eater must have been more and more grueling. As she said herself, she was missing from her own life.
Shelley remained in BC for a few months and visited friends and acquaintances or anyone who could have seen or talked to Emma.
Emma had worked in a seasonal restaurant and they were expecting her back for the reopening of the place, but she never showed.
It was like she had evaporated into thin air.
A team of divers scored the harbour but found nothing.
Billboards were erected on main roads and a reward of $25,000 was offered, but to no avail.
What’s in the cards?
This case has become an enigma and many have talked about it around the water cooler or participated in physical searches.
Even Julien Huard had tried to look for Emma before he realized that they suspected him.
By the way, he passed a lie detector test with flying colors and anyone who listens to his interview will have no doubt as to his innocence in this case.
Because I had nothing new to add but my humble opinion about the case, I decided to consult Pamela Valemont from Australia who does forensic numerological criminal profiling,  and had never heard of the case before. Her website is: https://forensicnumerologyprofiling.wordpress.com/tag/numerology/.
I gave her Emma’s name and date of birth and the date of her disappearance:
E M M A   F I L L I P O F F
5  4 4  1     6 9 3 3 9 7 6 6 6
= 14           Master 55
69/6
30/3 Soul
39/3
EMM+1 = 5+13+13+1= 32/5
AEM+6 = 1+5+13+6= 25/7
MAE+1986 = 13+1+5+24= 43/7
&nbsp;
Cycle: Aged 26 in 2012
2012 birthday
26+ Age
2038= 13/4 Death Cycle, mediated through the Master 38/11 between her birthday on 6th January, 2012 and 6th May, 2012. This is when the illness struck.  Most probably in the month of January, between 6th of January and 6th February. She was then in a Personal 12/3 Year (6+1+2012=12/3) ruling the throat, and when you add the number 1 for the first month, you get the number 13/4.  So death month in a death cycle, mediated through the illness ruling the goitre.
I think she had a goitre problem initially, which progressed to Hashimotos
Disease: I think she was suffering a thyroid storm.   In all likelihood, left untreated, she would have lapsed into a coma and died eventually. Prior to that, she would have been so disoriented she would not have been capable of taking care of herself or her financial affairs. It is possible dementia and extreme paranoia ensued prior to death. As I said, hopefully someone rescued her and got her medical aid, but it is a small hope really, isn’t it?
G O I T R E
7  6 9 2 9 5 = Master 38/11
On the face of it, she does have the potential to totally remake her life, and may have made a decision to change direction entirely. Life Lesson 31/4, and Soul Number of 30/3, indicating independent lady who fits well into the male business dominated world.  She would be drawn to Australia and the UK. In November 2012, she was having a reversal in friends and fortune. 12/3 Year. Throat problems, possibly thyroid which can cause mental illness. On her birthday in 2013, she entered the Death Year, 13/4 but she had already vanished by then. Can be a dangerous year for suicide, and terminal or life-threatening illness; but equally it can be a remake or break year, do or die year, and she may have decided to begin again far away. In November 2012 she was in her Soul Cycle at that time, dominated by the numbers 42/6 and 8. The former indicates a love relationship, and either marriage or commitment and a new home resulting or negatively divorce and separation and moving out of the coupled relationship. 8 means it could have been with a person of either sex.
Best to look into who she was seeing at the time, and where that person is right now.   I think that will give you the answer you seek.
I have found another number which means that she also had connections to the USA. So, she may have disappeared with someone who was American, Australian or British by birth. I am absolutely sure she was in some kind of relationship or thought she was anyway, at the time of her disappearance, and this has led to her sudden departure from the scene. She may have called that person to come and get her after being picked up by the cops.  Clearly, she was thinking of leaving the country, or the city at least. I can’t find any concrete evidence of foul play. Another number I have found on her chart clearly indicates the likelihood of thyroid disease, like Hashimotos, and if this was not diagnosed, I’d say that was the cause of her mental illness. I would say that if she has come to harm, it did not happen immediately, but after her birthday on Jan 6, 2013. This suggests she may have gone voluntarily with the person she left the scene with, rather than an abductor.  However, given her parlous circumstances, that person she left with may have feigned friendship, of course, to take advantage of her condition. If she did have Hashimotos, as I suspect, without medical intervention, she would die within days, weeks or months. Sounds like she was in a pretty bad way. She should have been admitted to hospital for tests.  Anyone who tried to help her may have found themselves with a dead body on their hands in pretty quick time. They may have been afraid to come forward. Hopefully, best scenario is she found medical help in time, but if so, it is strange that no doctor or hospital has come forward to announce they had treated her.
Iodine deficiency caused by no salt intake is fatal and many people, in fact, most people, do not realize that. What was the season at the time, November, it would have been cold by then.  If she fell down unconscious in the woods, she would freeze to death overnight. Falling into a coma suddenly is what people with Hashimotos do. Can you find out if she was losing hair at all? Falling or thinning hair, dry skin, feeling unnaturally cold and putting on extra layers of clothing when others are quite warm would not have been noticed in November, though it would have been in summertime. Losing weight is another symptom.
She could have died after January 2013. Clearly, she was not far off that year numerologically, so the illness was becoming more and more serious by Nov 2012. My diagnosis is she developed severe thyroid disease and this caused her illness in the first place. Can you find out from her Mum if she was ever tested for that illness?  That is very important in determining what might have become her fate. She could have fallen into a coma and died somewhere, which is what happens with Hashimotos disease if it is not diagnosed in time. It sounds like she was having a thyroid crisis at the time of her disappearance. All the symptoms are there: manic, hallucinations, and yes, vegan diet without any salt containing iodine will definitely cause Hashimotos Disease.  This disease and the mortality rate from it is the very reason salt is now required to contain added iodine. Without iodine, cretinism in babies and severe mental illness is the result. Master 38/11 on her chart means she was/is in the firing line for this disease.
A walk in the woods
I found her reading quite interesting, considering that we know now that Emma was suffering from a severe mental breakdown when she vanished.
I wondered if they checked her health card and who she had visited during the recent months. Was there a case of a Jane Doe in Seattle in any of their hospitals?
Was her story published in the US and especially in neighboring cities?
It would have been easy for Emma to slip away with someone to the US or deep into the country, but not in Canada where her face is known. I know that she can change her appearance, but there is an unforgettable quality about her.
My fear is that Emma who could walk for 8 hours at a time, went deep into the woods until the point of exhaustion and passed at one with nature.
I prefer to think that she quit her life and found a new one away from her worries, but I doubt that she joined the homeless drug addicts of Vancouver downtown eastside. Her mental health would have been such that she would have been noticed or picked up eventually and brought to a hospital.
I know that area very well and it is not that anonymous. Plus, $25,000 is a lot of money so someone would have made a call.
Until the mystery is resolved, we are left with Emma and her poem:
&#8220;There is promise of flight.
And I lay in fear
In fear somehow
Somewhere
Sometime
Fear crept in.
She’s missing.
I am missing.&#8221;
EDITOR’S NOTE: I was sad to hear what happened to Emma’s mother and to her brother Matthew. The gossip machine took over the Internet and some people made a huge deal out of it while accusing her family to use donations and of being responsible for Emma’s disappearance. I am glad to know that Shelley has been cleared. What an ordeal for the entire family. My thoughts are with them. And it obviously has nothing to do with the case at hand. The quest is not over.
Podcasts about Emma: https://www.nighttimepodcast.com/episodes/emmafillipoff5
https://truecrimegarage.com/podcast/blog/emma-fillipoff-52
Blog:
http://exuberantbodhisattva.blogspot.ca/2015/10/where-is-emma-fillipoff-two.html
Facebook help find Emma
https://www.facebook.com/HelpFindEmmaFillipoff/
The Victoria Colonist had a series of articles on Emma
http://www.timescolonist.com/news/local/every-day-is-a-sad-day-emma-fillipoff-s-mom-still-searching-1.3259310
Help Find Emma Website
www.helpfindemmafillipoff.com
There is the Fifth Estate TV show but I do not recommend it as it is full of clichés and frankly biased.
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	The Trials and Tribulations of Pamela Smart
In 2014, an HBO documentary called &#8211; CAPTIVATED The Trials of Pamela Smart &#8211; was presented at several Film festivals where it received rave reviews. 
The film examined the media circus that the trial of this young woman became in 1991, in a small town of New England. It was the first gavel to gavel televised trial in the US and Smart happened to be the perfect high profile prototype: an attractive young lady at the center of a saga involving sex, video and murder.
We could say that the ideal formula for litigation TV was born and it was cause for celebration for the media who took out the cigars to welcome the birth of this very lucrative practice.
It was the most covered trial in NH history and came right after the Persian Gulf War was winding down on CNN and people were hungry for more sensationalized programming. This scenario featured teenager William Flynn&#8217;s tearful account, it had an attractive and unemotional attractive young widow and some taped conversations you could hardly decipher, which should have not been allowed at trial. It also had parents pretty mad at presiding Judge Gray for allowing the trial to become such a media sensation.
Captivated attempts to take a look through the lens of impartiality at what really happened in the case of Greg Smart who was murdered by 16-year-old Bill Flynn and his 3 conspirators after he engaged in a sexual affair with his wife Pamela Smart.
The media and public at large kept referring to Pamela as a teacher who had an affair with her pupil, but it was never the case.
At the time, she was a media administrator at the SAU media center.  They never talked about the fact that innocent little Billy was also having an affair with another woman in her 20s, and was called Bill by everyone.
They renamed him Billy in the media and said that he was 15 at the time to make him sound like a juvenile even if their relationship was not illegal. His criminal background was not presented at trial because of his age.
The movie director, Jeremiah Zagar, said about the case and Pamela Smart, ‘’It’s a trope’’. ‘’She fits into that trope. She is that Lady Macbeth, she is that Eve to that Adam.’’
Click here for Mayhem Media interview with Zagar 
“Ultimately, it’s about an intimate moment between a young woman and a young man, and we weren’t present at that moment,” he said. But, he believes he could show in his film that “there was a trial that seemed incredibly unfair, and incredibly influenced by the media.”
Zagar made the movie artificial-looking to remind viewers that he’s just a small part of the “storytelling apparatus.’’ He tried to illustrate how he cannot prove Smart&#8217;s guilt or innocence, but he can prove she received an unfair trial because of the media attention.



She received a harsher sentence than the teenagers who admitted to actually murdering her husband and unlike them, she is not eligible for parole.
Pamela Smart was found guilty because of a compelling narrative supported by images in the media.
The media made a narrative about the narrative from a stolen image of Pamela Smart
According to media and its viewers, Smart did not shy away from media attention, but they didn’t either.
The novelist who wrote the book version of the movie To Die For confuses Pamela Smart with her main character. Nicole Kidman plays the role of Pamela in the film without having studied her or even met her.
According to Pamela&#8217;s friends and family, the TV movie was also fiction. She was a hard working nerd and not a femme fatale. Helen Hunt simply played her character according to an image produced by media.
The photos of Pamela in a bikini were shot by a girlfriend and she had to be coaxed into taking them for a modeling contest. They were never meant to entice the teenager.
The teenagers were housed in the same prison pod so could have easily concocted their story to get a deal. The only one who was housed in a different cell block told a different tale, and to this day, is told in no uncertain terms by authorities not to talk about the case. They were caught laughing and high- fiving after testimony. When first caught, they denied her involvement.
One of the jurors who recorded her thoughts every night (sic) thought Flynn&#8217;s testimony was disingenuous. By the way, she tried to sell the tapes to Smart&#8217;s attorney for $25,000. 




Cecilia Pierce who was wiretapped to entrap Smart signed a $100,000 option for the screen rights to her story. What was omitted from the narrative of the case is that Smart&#8217;s attorney had warned her of the fact that Cecilia would tape her and she willingly and stupidly talked to her to get her to spill some information.
And to add insult to conspiracy, Pierce&#8217;s uncle was mysteriously released from prison after she accomplished this task. The tapes should have never been admitted as evidence. You could not hear properly what they said or at least, hear the words in context.
Click here to read about the tapes and Smart&#8217;s state of mind at the time.

The image of Pamela Smart was created by the media and basically became a successful patent. It was an identity theft that ended up costing Smart a lot more than if she had been unknown. Without the wide coverage of her case, she probably would have received a lighter sentence and might even have been exonerated. We will never know.
 Pamela Smart now
That media persona followed her in prison where she was attacked by two inmates and ended up with a fractured eye socket and other injuries that caused permanent damage.
The eye socket damage left her with no sensation on that side of her face and plastic surgery required installing a metal plate because of the horrible beating .
The rumor is that she was attacked for snitching on two inmates&#8217; relationship, but whatever the case is, nothing justifies this type of beating.
One guard took semi-nude photos of her that he sold to Playboy and she claimed to have been raped. I doubt anyone would have paid so much attention to her, if not from the publicity surrounding her case.
Smart received over $23,000 compensation for the nude photos and she is now well-respected in prison where she tutors other inmates. She has earned a Master&#8217;s Degree in the Science of Law and a Master&#8217;s of Arts while incarcerated. The real Pamela Smart has emerged and has been exemplary so why wouldn’t she be allowed the possibility of parole? She was a young woman at the time and she didn’t pull the trigger. She is still hoping for a reconsideration of her sentence and the high-profile nature of her trial renders it impossible.
 Billy Flynn
Bill Flynn, who allegedly committed the murder is part of a work-release program and will be paroled in 2015.
His co-conspirator Patrick Randall was paroled in 2005, Vance Lattime will be eligible for release as early as June 2015 and Raymond Fowler was paroled in 2003, but sent back to prison in 2004 for violating his parole terms. He was paroled again in June 2005.
From all accounts, Pamela Smart was very responsible at work, but her level of emotional  maturity was meager. At the time, she was a skinny, hyper girl who was prescribed a very high dose of  Prozac and had just learned that her husband was unfaithful.
She should also get a chance, but her notoriety and the fact that she claims her innocence will keep her from being paroled. I don’t know if she was innocent or guilty, but her trial by media was totally unfair. The means do not always justify the ends. Click here to listen to a very informative podcast interview with Pamela&#8217;s mother.

“A superb example of the form” – Anthony Kaufman, SundanceNow
“A fascinating and haunting meditation on America’s flawed justice system” &#8211; VICE
Check Pamela Smart&#8217;s website
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	Jack and Jill Went up the Hill to Fetch a Pail of Liquor; Jill Fell Down and Broke her Crown and Jack Went Back on Tinder
On August 8th, 2014, 30-year-old Gable Tostee pleaded not guilty to the murder of 26-year-old Warriena Wright, who had fallen to her death from the 14th floor balcony of his Surfers Paradise apartment in the Avalon building that had a striking view of the New Zealand Gold Coast and Nerang River.
 Gable 90210
They had met on the Tinder dating app while Warriena was in town for a wedding and eager to meet cool guys; especially Gable who reminded her of Sam Winchester from the TV show Supernatural.
Being on Tinder was a way of life for Tostee who liked to brag about his sexual conquests. He had been banned from all the main Surfers Paradise nightclubs  because of his unsavoury behavior, and dating sites became the last resort and ideal hangout for this strange bird who could not relate well to people, virtually or otherwise. Let’s face it, being online offers more leeway for strange encounters of all kinds.
Warriena was less experienced in the matter, but she saw her visit to the Gold Coast as an opportunity to visit the zoo, shop, explore and have an encounter on Tinder.
The night poor Warriena ended twisted like a pretzel on the sidewalk in front of his building, Tostee obviously did not want to talk to the cops so he dialed his lawyer right away without connecting with him,  and then proceeded to leave his apartment to go buy a slice of pizza and call his dad to tell him: ‘There are a million cops around my building. I’m fucked.’
Click here to read his conversation with dad.
 Warriena Wright
A trial ensued and Tostee’s defense argued that their client was using reasonable force to defend himself against Wright who had hit him with decorative rocks and had also tried to hurt him with a telescope clamp.
Their theory was that Gable had sequestered Warriena on his balcony and locked the door to escape her attacks, instead of showing her to the door, and she had ended up jumping to her death without any provocation or intervention from her date.
The prosecution’s argument was that Tostee intimidated Warriena to the point of physically restraining her and locking her up on the balcony and that she was so terrified that she tried to escape by jumping down.
The presiding judge, John Byrne, told jurors that to convict the defendant, they had to believe that the intimidation caused the victim to climb from the balcony and caused her death.
 Justice John Byrne
He also declared that the possible defenses offered to Tostee, such as self-defense, removing a disorderly person, or preventing repetition of insult, needed to be excluded for the jury to return a murder or manslaughter conviction.
What struck me the most about this investigation and the trial that ensued is that both sides agreed that Gable Tostee had not pushed Warriena off the balcony or put her on the railing.
To this day, considering the evidence and witnesses’ testimony, I do not get how they came up to this conclusion with such certainty.
Gable Tostee 
 Gray and Helene Tostee
Tostee is the eldest son of Gray and Helene Tostee, a wealthy couple living in Carrara in the Gold Coast&#8217;s canal region. His name was inspired by actor Clark Gable and his younger brother Tennyson was named after British poet Lord Alfred Tennyson.
As a child of privilege raised by dutiful parents, he was educated at a Christian private school where he did not excel in sports but still managed to play golf and tennis and obtain good grades.
After graduating in 2004, he worked part time as a labourer for his father’s carpet laying company and earned the decent salary of $70 an hour. Some say the high-rise apartment he occupied was paid by his father but there are conflicting reports on this.
The reason his parents remained so intertwined in his life and career is probably because of the problems he experienced through the years.
Socially awkward, Tostee’s activities tended to center on the outskirts of acceptable behavior.
In 2004, he had been caught for a fake ID racket on the Gold Coast and ended up behind bars. Tostee would produce the cards and his friend would sell them.
Police had raided his home and found images of an Australian $50 note on his computer. He had to plead guilty to charges of forgery and uttering, possessing a counterfeiting instrument and making counterfeit securities.
At the time, the Queensland judge did not record a conviction against him and put him on probation. He was told to focus on his intellectual abilities instead of pursuing illegal activities.
I would imagine that he was given a break because of his age, his social status and the fact that he was diagnosed by Dr. Curtis as having a severe, unrelieved compulsive disorder and as an emotionally estranged person who could not establish clear cut rapport with others.
The same doctor thought he had personality problems indicative of at least a partial expression of autistic spectrum disorder; Tostee was indeed very skilled, but at a disadvantage in the normal social world.
Another medical expert, Dr Derek Matthew, told the judge that Tostee had an above average intellect but was hindered by &#8216;behavioural problems that come partly under the umbrella of Asperger&#8217;s Syndrome with very marked obsessional compulsive and anxiety features&#8216;.
It was also revealed that he had been seeing a psychiatrist since 2009 for treatment for ‘’insecure social anxiety, obsessive compulsive disorder and depression.’
The judge could not help noting that for someone with an attention deficit disorder, Tostee &#8220;was incredibly focused on himself&#8220;.
In 2015, he was jailed for six months after a confrontation with police. He had taken the cops on a drunken high speed chase driving at 200km/h with a blood alcohol reading of 0.2. The officers had to install road spikes to stop him and ended up blowing his two front tires. He travelled one kilometer before his car gave way and was finally arrested.
Consequently, his parents were growing desperate to try to shelter him and stir him in the right direction.
Virtual reality 
What his parents could not control or even imagine is the virtual world where their son was now living, probably to avoid facing the difficulties of the real world. Online, he could reinvent himself and pull strings without suffering many consequences or reactions to his increasingly reckless behavior.
He also discovered body building and became a frequent guest on the forums of bodybuilding.com where he was known as GT and is still getting a lot of support.
Tostee who had adamantly refused to talk to police during the investigation, decided to defend himself just a few months after the tragic death of Warriena by writing a post titled ‘’Regarding the balcony tragedy’’

Tostee met most of his conquests on dating apps and Tinder became the link that connected him to Warriena. They were not the only ones using the virtual world, this trial was almost aborted after a juror posted about it on Instagram. Not to mention all the discussions that took place in private Facebook groups and other social media sites.
Warriena Wright 
 Warriena and sister Marreza
Warriena Tagpuno Wright who was 26 at the time of her death, was born in Bulacan, a province in the Philippines. After her mother Merzabeth Tagpuno moved to New Zealand when she was about a year old, they settled on a state housing estate in Porirua, north of Wellington. Mom worked as a bookbinder and became a deacon at the Seventh Day Adventist Church where she enrolled Warriena and her sister Marreza.
Their childhood was simple with no perks. The two sisters grew extremely close following difficult family circumstances. Contrary to Tostee, they were not born with a silver spoon in their mouth, and could only count on each other for support.
&#8216;It had always been the two of us together,&#8217; Marreza told New Idea magazine. &#8216;We&#8217;re not that close with our parents and we had never lived apart.
&#8216;Her main goal was for us to buy our own home where we felt safe. That&#8217;s all she wanted for me, to be safe.&#8217;
Warriena had worked at PixiFoto in Porirua and went on to work in the credit card division at Kiwibank. She had taken time to attend a former co-worker&#8217;s wedding and had decided to stay on for a holiday.
 While in Surfers, and after the wedding, Warriena spent time with childhood friend Savana Lesa who later spoke about their last days together.
&#8220;We were hanging out, taking selfies relaxing on the beach, visiting the tallest building in Australia, cruising around and talking about the good times we had together as buddy ole pals making the best of our time together.&#8220;
Back on August 1, when Wright was looking at Tinder on her cellphone, she had come across a guy she liked the look of and swiped her phone to the right. It was Gable Tostee and he exchanged text messages with her over the next few days and even arranged a date for the evening of August 8th. The rest as they say, is now history with a touch of mystery.
Fatal Tinder date
 Meeting of Tostee and Warriena
At 8:45pm on August 8th, 2014, street security cameras captured the meeting of Warriena and Gable outside a surf shop. A short time later, they were seen entering the Surfers Paradise Tavern’s beer garden, presumably to buy alcohol even if they came out empty handed. Their next stop was to buy a six-pack of beer nearby.
At 8.58pm, they were caught on camera at his apartment building, walking up the stairs and into an elevator. How ominous when you know what happened shortly after.
Warriena stayed at Gable’s pad for 321 minutes. At trial, we heard tales of heavy drinking which was proven by the blood alcohol level of Warriena that was three times over the legal limit. It was revealed that they had to take fluid from her eyes for the test that returned a reading of 0.156. A sample from her chest cavity returned a higher result but it was dismissed because of possible contamination.
Tostee was only tested 14 hours after the incident and it hindered the results.
The defense’s argument was that they became intimate until things went south and Tostee asked her to leave, locking her on the balcony when she became &#8220;psycho&#8221;.
Police testified at trial that after Warriena drank a large amount of Tostee&#8217;s home-distilled vodka, he attacked her, then proceeded to lock her outside, ignoring her screams and pleas to go home.
During testimony, we heard that she was terrorized to the point of climbing over the balcony to escape and that she fell to her death at 2.21am.
The tape
Tostee made a phone recording of the hours leading up to Warriena&#8217;s death that became the most crucial piece of evidence at the murder trial.
He started recording the events in his apartment, as he often did, and the audio provided an insight into what happened that evening.
His attorney, Nick Dore, said he never asked his client why he recorded three hours of his date with Warriena.
A police transcript of the recording gives minute-by-minute detail into the hours before the tragic death.
A lot of drunk rambling goes on but it is interesting to note that Tostee mentions falling from the balcony or throwing her off the balcony several times. He once had the chalk outline of a dead body on his cell phone. For some reason, he seemed focused on this. Knowing his compulsive personality, it makes me wonder if he had been obsessing over this macabre event for a while.
1.06am: Wright says she loves people and that &#8216;she is all good with dying&#8217;
1.07am: Wright says &#8216;I know you want to kill me because you told me so.&#8217; Further reference to dying from smoking.
1.08am: Further conversation about galaxies, travel to Alice Springs, religion and gods.
1.09am: Tostee says that he &#8216;doesn&#8217;t think there is anything after this, you die and that is it&#8217; and says, &#8216;throw me off the balcony and that is it. This is it, boom.&#8217;
And as the night progresses
.35.31am: The music stops.
1.35.40am: Wright says: &#8216;Where is my sister&#8217;s s***? Where is all my f***ing data? Where is my iPhone?&#8217; Tostee says, &#8216;do you want me to ring it?&#8217; Wright: &#8216;Yes, I would love you to f***ing ring it.&#8217;
1.36.19am: Tostee: &#8216;Hey I didn&#8217;t say you have to leave. I said that you have to stop beating me up.&#8217; Heated conversation.
1.36am: Wright: &#8216;Are you going to f***ing untie me because I will f***ing destroy your jaw. It is not f****ing funny &#8230; &#8216;Get it for me&#8217;. Tostee: &#8216;No, you get it.&#8217; Wright: &#8216;I am going to call the police.&#8217;
1.37.21am: Repeats she is going to call the police.
1.38am: Wright: &#8216;Cmon Cletus.&#8217;
1.38am: Wright: &#8216;I am going to call the police.&#8217; Tostee: &#8216;What are you looking for? Where is my money? How are you going to call the police without your phone?&#8217;
1.39.13am: Tostee: &#8216;Your phone must be out of battery &#8230; it must be out on the balcony.&#8217;
As it turned out, her phone was in Tostee’s pocket, but he wanted her to go get it on the balcony.
1.49am: Tostee says that people with white coats are going to come in and states that she would jump off the balcony.

 There we go again with the balcony. How could this sound like a coincidence?
2.10am: Sound of a struggle. Wright: &#8216;That really hurt my vagina.&#8217; Tostee laughing and female replies: &#8216;You sound like a f*****&#8217;.
Tostee also tells Warriena &#8220;you&#8217;re lucky I haven&#8217;t chucked you off my balcony, you goddamn psycho bitch&#8221; and later on comes the choking, the apology and the pleading to go home.
2.17.49am: &#8216;Cmon, get up. Get up&#8217;. Wright states, &#8216;I am so sorry&#8217;. Tostee states, &#8216; I don&#8217;t care&#8217;. Struggling. Tostee: &#8216;you don&#8217;t understand do ya. You don&#8217;t understand anything at all do you.&#8217;
Struggle. Tostee states, &#8216;let go. You think that you hit me and I was going to fall down like in the movies&#8217;. More laboured breathing sounds. He states, &#8216;let go of it. Let go. Let go.&#8217; More choking sounds.
2.20.46am: Tostee: &#8216;Who the f*** do you think you are? Hey?&#8217; Wright: &#8216;No, no, no. No! No no no.&#8217;
Tostee: &#8216;You tried to kill me huh? Well, why did you try and hit me with that. Huh? Shut your filthy mouth.&#8217;
Wright: &#8216;No, no, no, no, no. (screaming).&#8217;
Tostee: &#8216;It is all on recording you know. It is all being recorded.
Wright: &#8216;No no no no no no no no no no no no. Just let me go home.&#8217;
Tostee: &#8216;I would but you have been a bad girl.&#8217; Sound of door sliding shut.
2.20am: Wright: &#8216;Just let me go home. Just let me go home.&#8217; Last words of &#8216;just let me go home&#8217;. Tostee- heavy breathing. Faint scream detected.
2.21.50am: Tostee makes call to lawyer Mick Purcell.
 crime scene
Some say that without this tape Tostee would have been toast, but as we do not have a video of the events, we can only go with what he says and use our common sense.
It is obvious that he is keeping her from breathing and saying things that do not correspond with the reality of his actions. She is not the one trying to kill him, because she is being choked. He is setting up the scene.
He is enraged and as she apologizes and asks to go home, there is absolutely no reason to restrain her and put her on the balcony. She is drunk on his homemade brew. How do we know what it contained? They did not bother analyzing it so we will never know how badly intoxicated she was except for the alcohol level in her blood.
How is he not responsible for loading her with this brew causing the unexplained behavior that she displays during the night? Throwing decorative rocks and being rough does not make her a threat. He took her phone and is manhandling her. The only acceptable action on his part would have been to let her leave.
The witnesses
 Tostee confessed to his father that he tackled Wright to the ground, and then the recording appears to back up the prosecution’s argument that he then locked her on his balcony. He also told his dad: &#8221; She kept drinking and I think she thought it was like a joke or something but she kept beating me up and whatever. It was because she was really drunk.&#8221;
And after hearing this, his defense attorney has the nerve to say in court that his client acted like a gentleman.
Moments later, Wright falls to her death.
The recording then hears Tostee leaving the apartment and calling his father.
&#8220;I met up with a girl for a date &#8230; she started getting really aggressive. We had sex in bed and then after that she kept drinking.&#8221;
When you take into consideration that she is much smaller than he is and totally drunk and acting erratically because of his crappy booze, it makes no sense to deduct that this guy did not have the upper hand. Plus, he admits that she was &#8216;jokingly&#8216; hitting him -nothing really threatening.
I also do not see how they could have deducted that he did not put her on the ledge railing. He had plenty of time to do this and no witness saw what happened on the balcony.
Multiple witnesses have testified to hearing Wright’s screams, describing them as terrifying.
“It wasn’t just an ordinary scream. It was a terrified scream,” James Evans, who was nearby the apartment block.
He says he then heard a “large bang” before seeing a man, who has since been identified as Tostee, running from the building.
Another witness, Nick Casey, was visiting a friend two floors down from Tostee’s apartment and heard Wright’s cries for help.
“I heard her say, ‘I want to go home’. I heard her say, ‘help’ and at that point I said to her, ‘go back inside’ and it wasn’t long after that she fell,” he told the court.
“She fell off straight past where I was standing on the balcony and ricocheted off a few balconies below us and kept on going to the ground,” he said
The biggest red flag or smoking gun was the testimony of Emily Ellis who lived below Gable Tostee&#8217;s apartment. She provided a graphic re-enactment of Warriena’s fatal fall.
Police re-enacted the fall by lowering a female officer over the balcony of Tostee&#8217;s apartment in the days following her death.
What is amazing about her testimony is the fact that she saw Warriena go down with her back facing the balcony and not the other way around like the photo circulating in the media.
&#8216;I heard a girl say &#8220;I just, I just want to go home, please let me go home &#8221; and she was quite scared,&#8217; Ellis said in the re-enactment for detectives.
She saw her &#8216;legs dangling&#8217; from above and then said, &#8216;Oh God, she&#8217;s coming over&#8217;
&#8216;I&#8217;ve said &#8220;I don&#8217;t, l don&#8217;t know what, what is she doing? Like I don&#8217;t know what she&#8217;s doing&#8220;.
&#8216;Her legs were there first &#8230; it wasn&#8217;t a lowering or a gentle, cautious &#8230; she wasn&#8217;t hanging on, she wasn&#8217;t facing that way &#8230; she wasn&#8217;t facing that way to hold on.&#8217;
 The feet were actually pointing in the other direction
The police then repositionned the female officer re-enacting Warriena&#8217;s fall, so that her &#8216;feet were pointing away from the building, her back was towards the building &#8230; and she was a little bit lower&#8217;.
Ellis agreed that the female officer was in the right position and said Wright had been &#8216;flush against the building&#8217;.
 None of the witnesses saw what happened on the balcony so how could they know if Tostee did not put her on the ledge before going back inside?
The most crucial witness said that she had her back flush against the building with her feet pointing away from the building. The photo circulating shows Warriena with her feet pointing towards the building.
Ellis also says that Warriena was twisting her body. The only way she came down this way is if she was left sitting on the railing and in her state of terror, tried to lower herself by twisting her body in the other direction before falling. She was hysterical with fear as we all heard on the tape. That they would conclude that Tostee had nothing to do with her death after this re-enactment is hard to believe.

The audio sounded like he was with her during most of the screaming and it is logical to think that if put on the ledge, she would not have been able to hold on. Why would she scream bloody murder if he had simply deposited her on the balcony floor and retreated? The man was choking her and refusing to let her go because she was a bad girl. If that is not unlawful confinement, what is? She had threatened to call the cops which could have meant prison for him. He had clearly lost control.
The trial
During the trial, the jury was kept from hearing all the details about Tostee’s past to make sure it would not taint their decision.
They were not told about his weird and numerous sexual encounters and his problems with the law, or that a girl ran out of his apartment in fear after spending time with him on the balcony.
&#8216;Had a 21-year-old Tinder date come over for drinks, we’re getting along fine, start kissing, feeling each other.&#8217; 
&#8216;She’s small so I go to hug and lift her up and take her inside from the balcony but she totally freaks out, mumbles something about getting back to her parents and bolts out the door. Deletes me off both Tinder and FB.
&#8216;Maybe I acted too abruptly and snapped her out of her little lust-trance by manhandling her.&#8217;
The chalk outline of a dead body on his cell phone and jokes and poems about a gun and his van would have been considered character assassination.
What mattered was if Warriena died because of Tostee’s actions.
After taking in all the arguments and evidence presented at trial, the jurors started deliberations. After admitting they were having trouble reaching a verdict, they were told by Justice John Byrne to listen carefully and objectively to each other and go back for further deliberations. They came back several times with questions for him.
Pushing for a verdict even if jurors are deadlocked is not a practice I usually condone, but it is very frequent because judges obviously want to see the case resolved. If these people did not find ways to come to an understanding, I do not see how they can change their mind with the same evidence unless they cave to get out of there.
The first question asked by jurors was &#8220;at which point on the audio recording Tostee made is it regarded as removing a disorderly person from his property.&#8221;
&#8220;It does not matter when,&#8221; Justice Byrne replied.
The jury asked if Tostee putting Ms Wright on his balcony constituted removing her from his property.
Justice Byrne’s reply was brief. “Yes, he answered.”
When asked if Ms Wright’s level of intoxication when she died was a factor they must take into account when determining if her decision to climb over Tostee’s balcony was rational and reasonable, Justice Byrne answered “A jury of your accumulated experience of life scarcely needs a judge to point out that excessive consumption of alcohol can impair judgment &#8230; People, when drunk do things, they would not when sober.”
 Tragic Twin Towers jump
The good judge was right to a certain extent, but even drunk as a skunk, nobody jumps off a building unless their life is threatened.
One can only think of the people jumping from the Twin towers in New York to avoid burning alive. The jury was totally in their right mind when they asked him the question, and his answer should not have been so condescending and simplistic.
They also asked Byrne if Tostee’s language could be considered as force.
&#8220;The short answer is no,&#8221; Justice Byrne replied.
He told jurors not to be concerned with the ‘’physical force’’ used by Tostee, and whether it was more than reasonably necessary. He went on to say that only physical force used to move Warriena to the balcony should be regarded as force.
 Forget about it. It was no big deal. He &#8216;probably&#8217; won&#8217;t do it again.
Interesting comments considering that most of the case presented by prosecutor Glenn Cash was based on ‘more force than reasonably necessary,’ ‘unnecessary force to restrict her breathing’ and ‘physical intimidation considering her size. ‘Force to keep her pinned to the ground’ and ‘Intimidating comments’.
The fact that the prosecution and defense had agreed that Tostee had not done anything else than put her on the balcony, left the jury with very little wiggle room to work with if you eliminate the abject terror caused by his forceful actions and words.
I was baffled by some of the road blocks Justice Byrne made sure to impose on the jury and by the fact that pathologist Diane Little said that red marks on the victim&#8217;s neck could not be linked to manual strangulation because of no evidence of muscle or bone injury. She did not die of strangulation and being smothered for a short time does not necessarily lead to these injuries.
It seems that defense barrister Saul Holt focused mostly on the psycho bitch argument. Warriena was acting erratically, attacked poor Gable who had to lock her on the balcony to get away from her.
&#8220;Massively drunk&#8221; Ms Wright said and did erratic and irrational things entire evening, (she was) &#8220;out of control&#8220;
Tostee managed &#8220;craziness&#8221; of person he&#8217;d only just met with patience, gentlemanly manner.
Tostee lawfully permitted to restrain her because she attacked him with rocks in his own home.
If there ever was a case of slut shaming and victim blaming, this one fits the bill.
The judge and the prosecution decided to put the blame entirely on Warriena’s drinking and actions. As if Gable was untouchable. Was it because she was a Maori girl? A case of rich man justice? Did they value the defendant’s life over hers because he is from the right side of the tracks?
Considering his behavior with women on Tinder, his rap sheet, his disastrous social interactions, his obsession with a fall off the balcony, and the fact that he fed her the booze, choked and forcefully contained her before putting her outside, this is shocking beyond words.
As to be expected, the jury returned a not guilty verdict; their hands literally tied by the judge’s instructions and the agreement made by both sides not to accuse him of pushing or putting her in danger on the balcony.
The aftermath
Gable Tostee logged back on to Tinder just days after Warriena Wright&#8217;s death.
Two months after Tostee (now Eric Thomas) was found not guilty in the death of the New Zealand woman, the Queensland state coroner reopened the investigation into her death. “The Coroner will be reviewing all the documentation before making a decision whether to hold an inquest,” a State Coroner’s Office spokesman told News Corp.
A charge such as deprivation of liberty could still potentially be recommended by the coroner in the case.
Tostee&#8217;s lawyer was quick to point out that these inquests are very rare in Queensland so it seems unlikely that it will happen.
He gave a paid interview to 60 minutes and for a while, had a girlfriend named Lizzi Evans who publicly bashed Warriena for being a psycho.
They have since parted ways, and dear Lizzi now thinks that she might have been a bit hasty in defending the guy. They are now both claiming to have dumped the other.
Eric Thomas is now an architecture student and from the look of it, his obsessive compulsive disorder seems to have shifted to food.
He now proudly publishes photos of himself eating giant plates of food and even won the challenge of drinking a 5 litre &#8216;Godfather&#8217; milkshake at a Gold Coast café. You can click here to read about his food exploits.
He has gained virtual female admirers eager to praise his gargantuan appetite and good looks.
 Warriena&#8217;s mom
Wright’s mom went back home very upset that the tape of her daughter’s last moments was made public, leaving her with nothing to offer the media. She wants to close this chapter.
How sad that this poor girl’s life was cut short so tragically, and is now news fodder and just a blip on her assailant’s radar.
No lessons learned here, but maybe a warning of the dangers of swiping your phone a little too fast on the right and of judging a date by its virtual cover.
As a proponent of restorative justice, I have to throw in the towel on this one. You need an admission of guilt and remorse or at least some regret and compassion for the victim to redeem yourself, and so far, except for a futile online post, we have not seen a concrete iota of it.
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	Here Comes the Judge! Oh Wait…It’s a Bird, It’s a Righter of Wrongs, It’s ZUKER!
Justice Marvin A. Zuker who presided over the trial of Mandi Gray versus Mustafa Ururyar was described as “a 30-year veteran of the Family Court of the Ontario Court of Justice, and an Associate Professor at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education at the University of Toronto. 
He has made prolific contributions to scholarship at the intersection of educational, criminal, and family law, including youth criminal justice, the impact of legislative changes, and the rights and responsibilities of parents, school councils, and private schools. 
Zuker&#8217;s work has helped educators to understand the legal context in which they operate. A notable advocate for the rights of women and children, he is the co-author of Canadian Women and the Law, Children’s Law Handbook, Education Law, and Inspiring the Future: A New Teacher’s Guide to the Law, among other titles.  He is also a frequent presenter to educators and legal professionals.”
In 2012, when Zuker was asked by Victoria Starr to write a retrospective of his career in the Family law section of the Ontario Barr Association bulletin, he was happy to oblige.
Click here to read it. He clearly states his interest in family law, and his acute awareness that there was no such a thing as equality between women and men and the notion that all people are equal under the law was only a dream.
I will agree with his statements about equality, especially considering his ripe age, but we all know that men have been at the bottom of the totem pole in matters of child custody and child support since the rise of divorce and in matters of domestic violence. It is still routine for the cops to arrest the man if there is a domestic violence call of any kind.
In his recent verdict in the Mandi Gray trial, the judge illustrated very well the notion of all people not being equal under the law. At least, not in his courtroom if you are a male accused of rape.
In 1970, he co-authored a book with now deceased journalist/activist June Callwood called Canadian Women and the Law. In 1976 came The Law is Not for Women.
Mandi Gray
He also mentions reading I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings, Maya Angelou’s autobiography which became a constant in his life.  It is really all about four words: The Future of Hope.
So when it was mentioned in his decision after declaring Mustafa Ururyar guilty, it was not because of Miss Gray’s tattoo commemorating her alleged rape, but because it is part of his mantra.
He describes his role as a Family Court judge as also being one of psychiatrist, psychologist, social worker and, yes, parent.  He goes on to say ‘’It is great to know the law, although we have appeal courts to set us straight, but what about all these intangibles?  Talk about bringing our own history and background to the table, to the Bench.’’
Zuker is basically describing himself as much more than a judge who has to uphold the law without any personal bias. He embraces the fact that he brings his history and background to the table. The court relies on psychologists, psychiatrists and social workers and listens to the parents, but the judge does not have that kind of expertise. Having some skills is one thing, but to fancy yourself a multifaceted expert is a completely different bowl of legal cherries.
Inara Amarsi
The tragic case of Inara Amarsi is proof that even with the best of intentions, the court and its judges are fallible when it comes to family law. Z chastised Inara’s father for wanting control and nothing but control (same words he used for Ururyar), but relented and let him have the child overnight. During a standoff with police, the suicidal father threw his daughter onto Highway 401 and later killed himself by jumping 15 meters to his death.
Click here to read about the case and how Zuker felt regret.
We could agree that the path to success for Justice Zuker was paved with good intentions, but as they say, could also lead to hell.
It is also fair to say that Z encountered a few ethical bumps along the road. In 2005, when he found out that some court transcripts would be used in appeal, he committed judicial misconduct by altering them. An Ontario Judicial Council let him off the hook because he was contrite and also because of his illustrious career and the emotional stress he suffered because of the media coverage. Suffice to say that it sent shock waves through the legal community and a petition circulated to have him removed. Click here to read about it.
At the time, the Canadian Family Forum through canadacourtwatch.com, wrote of their indignation at Z not being held accountable for his transgressions and being allowed to teach at the University of Toronto. In the same token, we learn that a respected Toronto lawyer indicated that Zuker had once plagiarized his own legal writings in one of his rulings. Click here to read article. 
This is what Dahn Batchelor wrote on his opinion page about the good judge. “Mr Justice Marvin Zuker, family court judge in Toronto whom I have had the pleasure of appearing before as an advocate for several clients, made a terrible blunder while conducting a trial. He used profane language at one point in a case he was presiding over and after realizing what he had done, he arranged to have the profanity erased from the transcript.”
“Section 139. (1) of the Canadian Criminal Code states that every one who willfully attempts in any manner to obstruct, pervert or defeat the course of justice in a judicial proceeding, is guilty of: (c) an indictable offence and is liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding two years, or (d) an offence punishable on summary conviction. The Criminal Code is clear and refers to ‘every one’ in Canada.
It is also very clear in that it states, “in any manner to obstruct justice in a judicial proceeding.” There are no exceptions made for judges to obstruct justice and in fact the Chief Justice of Canada’s Supreme Court, the Honorable Beverly McLaughlin stated on June 3, 2004, “In a democracy, everyone from the simplest citizen to the highest politician, must conduct themselves in accordance with the law.”
Click here to read the page about terrible judges.
Dong Nguyen
On an even stranger note, in 2011, a man named Dong Nguyen, 55, had pleaded guilty at Old City Hall court to beating three baby raccoons with a shovel, probably killing one and breaking another’s foreleg, because they were destroying his garden.
He had made 19 court appearances before his defense lawyer struck a deal by which a dangerous weapons charge was withdrawn and he received a conditional discharge on the charge of cruelty to animals.
Z made sure to give the man a much stiffer sentence than the defense had anticipated. Click here to read the article. I wonder if he considered Nguyen’s illustrious career, remorse or stress due to media coverage or the fact that he perceived raccoons as pest?
Mandi Gray versus Mustafa Ururyar
I do not understand why the trial of Mustafa Ururyar took place in a domestic violence court. Mandi and Mustafa were not married, cohabiting partners or remotely a couple. They knew each other since two weeks and had only gone on a few dates. They were friends with benefits because Mustafa had a girlfriend since a few years who had agreed to be in an open relationship while they were not living in the same town. A fact Mandi was aware of at the time.
At first, I thought that the case was in domestic violence court because there is a difference between a date gone bad and being assaulted by a stranger. It can lead to a peace bond or in the best of possible worlds, a restorative justice session, community service or a plea; depending on the circumstances and the gravity of the alleged offense.
The trial started on the same day as the Ghomeshi trial and has been coasting on its coat tails ever since the media got interested in it. Ghomeshi was found not guilty and his trial has absolutely nothing to do with this case, but the media and extreme feminists love to knit a sweater with all the links they can find so that it becomes a one size fits all against men.
Mustafa Ururyar
Gray and Ururyar were PHD students at York university when they met a year before the case went to trial.  It was a typical he says/she says situation, and I am surprised that it ended up in court, considering the evidence provided at trial, and the unproven nature of the claim.
I do not understand why Miss Gray waived her right to a publication ban and complains of being chastised on social media or in the press. She had every right to remain anonymous and not have her name associated to the testimony she supposedly found so difficult and embarrassing. According to her website, she did not want to remain another Jane Doe.
In fact, not unlike Lucy DeCoutere, it appears that she wants to become the emblem for victims everywhere, and thinks that the police should not be involved in such cases; not unlike pesky raccoons stepping on your flowerbeds.
She showed up in court with her entourage of feminists, got prepped for a month before the trial and was represented by David Butt; a Toronto lawyer who provides legal assistance to victims of sexual assault. Some of his proposals sound fine and dandy until you hear him quote flawed statistics and express views that could only put most men at a disadvantage.
I totally agree with helping rape victims but every case is different and should be treated as such. It is delusional to think we could have special courts where all women would be believed unconditionally or to move to a civil court model.  It is a criminal act that has to get its day in court and not be compared to other cases. There is no cookie-cutter solution.
Saying that most cases result in an acquittal is a myth. The same way that saying that most women do not report sexual assault is unfair because it is based on surveys that are flawed.
When you find out that 50% of the females surveyed said they did not report assaults because they were not important, you know that they were asked about any unpleasant contacts. A survey in the US had a high percentage of women saying that they were assaulted but did not know it at the time.
Many cases don&#8217;t make it to trial because they are dropped or there is a guilty plea, and according to Statistics Canada, of the complaints that do proceed to trial, fewer than 50 per cent end up with a finding of guilty, which is mathematically way more than what the media and some advocates assert.
Click here to read a page from Statistics Canada on how other types of crime are not reported, do not end up with a guilty verdict or do not go to trial.
The system is far from perfect across the board, and sexual assault victims can find the process especially grueling, but the answer is not to relax the burden of proof, and to stretch the boundaries of the definition of sexual assault.
There is no such thing as victimless crimes; sexual or otherwise, and there is no such thing as perfect justice or redress considering the various outcomes, types of punishment, wrongful convictions and the damage done to victims and all involved.
The assault
According to Gray, on the morning of January 31, 2015, she was raped by Mustafa Ururyar at his apartment where she went willingly after inviting herself, and having sent him an earlier text asking if he wanted to meet for hot sex. A fact she omitted to divulge when she reported the incident to the police.
She described herself as a little tipsy on the way to Mustafa’s place accompanied by another girl who ended up jumping into a cab to go home after refusing an alleged invitation by the host for a ménage à trois.
According to Mandi, after their friend left, Ururyar became belligerent and called her “needy,” “an embarrassment,” “a slut” and a “drunk.” But she did not leave and decided to go to his place anyway. She said that taking a taxi was not an option because of a recent bad experience with a cabbie and her lack of funds. I would think that most people nowadays have a credit card and a cell phone to call a friend.  Two days later, she was in a cab traumatized and alone to go get a rape kit done at the hospital; which revealed no signs of violence.
When they got to Ururyar’s room, she said that he was still insulting her and stuffed his penis in her mouth and raped her. She did not scream, and did not tell him to stop. She did not try to leave or to push him away. My question is how was he supposed to know she did not consent if she asked him for sex earlier, followed him home and did not resist verbally or physically?
Apparently, her self-esteem had suffered to the point of rendering her unable to react because of fear and confusion.
She told the court “I kind of checked out of my physical being.”
She also testified that Ururyar was not really yelling at her as she had stated in earlier versions. Instead, he was speaking to her harshly. Considering that his roommate testified that he did not hear any voices; raised or otherwise, it made it doubtful that he could have screamed at her so she consequently edited her story.
After leaving Ururyar’s place, she texted a friend and lied to her about having been black-out drunk and knowing that her date had fucked her.
She admitted in court that she was not black-out drunk but very tipsy. She could not drink too much because she was on meds and had only spent $30-40 for drinks. Plus, the 20-30-minute walk to his room would have sobered her up to a certain extent.
Saying to her friend that she knew her date had sex with her while barely conscious is very different than subsequently saying that he put his penis in her mouth and raped her when she was tipsy. She also told her friend, “If you don’t consent to sex, but you don’t not consent.” This statement alone should have turned things around in court.
By the way, if you are sexually assaulted, you do not need to survey your friends or anyone else to make sure it happened. You know; unless you were drugged or unconscious.
If she was attacked by a stranger, the fright rendering her unable to resist or talk would make sense, but she was willingly going on a date and could not really be afraid of this guy living with roommates and being smaller in size. Had she resisted or said no, and he had forced her to continue, I would be in her corner, but this is not how the messages entered as evidence describe the situation.
Ururyar said that he asked Mandi if he could penetrate her without a condom, and she said yes. The idea of a guy about to rape you leaving his DNA behind is a red flag, and she confirmed in court that she was not using protection but checking her cycle. As a side note, why on earth are people with multiple partners having unprotected sex in 2015?
They like me, they really like me
In court, Gray was described as a tough cookie, bold, brash, strong, not intimidated, unbroken. Watching her interviews, you do not see a fragile and scared female who will lose her power in 10 minutes if a guy calls her names.
You see an empowered student who filed an Ontario Human Rights complaint against the university even if the incident did not happen there, and they offered her an escort on campus. Click here to read the complaint and the university&#8217;s response.
Most employers taken to task by an employee in similar circumstances would not be as lenient because romantic or sexual relationships between employees, even if consensual, may ultimately result in conflict or difficulties in the workplace and are often against their employment policy.
Students are basically paying for an education and the University should not be held responsible for their behavior on or off campus.
Universities offer better security than most employers and they should be completely left out of the process when a crime occurs. It should be handled by the police. You cannot ask an institution to make decisions that could compromise their financing and reputation and not think that it could end up badly.
We have seen it countless times in the States where they practically removed all rights from male students because of the hysteria surrounding the rape culture mentality that exists in the mind of certain groups unable to face reality. In a first world country, knowing the safeguards in place, it is almost comical to resort to that language.
Ururyar’s version was of consensual sex after he broke up with Gray. He sent her a text message 5 days later apologizing for his behavior even though he felt wronged. The message was not an admission of guilt as they tried to portray it in court. It sounded like a simple apology for a night that digressed into something unpleasant. Probably not his proudest moment.
She had texted him &#8220;last night was fucked up&#8221; to which he had answered &#8220;OK&#8221;.
The only two people who know what happened that night are Gray and Ururyar, but Zuker chose side and decided to believe Gray even with evidence of consent provided at trial. Considering both scenarios and the humiliation suffered by the complainant, I personally think there was plenty of reasonable doubt.
He chastised the guy and declared the rape official as per his judgement. He knew that Mandi was telling the truth and mocked Mustafa’s testimony, even after reading the messages and hearing Mandi admit that he had asked her to stop touching him in the course of the evening.
Twice, he had asked her to stop rubbing his leg. But Zuker mocked him even if Gray admitted being told to stop. She expressed no recollection of the touching but remembered the admonishment. If the roles were reversed, Mustafa would have been accused of sexual assault for touching her against her will.
It is quite clear that in his 179-page decision, Zuker went off the rails. He made social comments and expressed opinions on the judiciary. He basically overreached his mandate. It was disjointed and illogical. He quoted authors and elements that were never brought up in court. He chastised the accused and decided to make an example of this case for womankind.
As journalist Christie Blatchford noted, &#8221;Sentencing, he said at one point, is about deterrence, rehabilitation, retribution and denunciation. He didn’t include, “berating the convicted man,” but he sure had that covered.&#8221;
With comments and clichés like “No other crime is looked upon with the (same) degree of blameworthiness, suspicions and guilt, it doesn’t matter if a victim was drinking, had previously had sex with the accused, did not fight back, how they were dressed or whether they were out alone at night. “No one asks to be raped.” and “For much of our history the ‘good’ rape victim, the ‘credible’ rape victim has been a dead one. When someone takes control of you and pushes their penis in your mouth what can you do?” It is obvious that Zuker&#8217;s mind was predisposed and that he excluded context and flagrant lies to arrive at his own conclusions.
And by the way, there is a lot you can do or say when assaulted.
Revoking Ururyar’s bail
After finding Ururyar guilty of sexually assaulting Mandi Gray, Z revoked his bail in a matter of days.
His sentencing is set for September 14, 2016 but the judge insisted on throwing him in jail because of the message if would send the public, and other rape victims, in spite of the sureties offered by his mother and partner and the fact that he lived in Vancouver with them.
“My issue is the seriousness of this offence,” Zuker said.
“What is the significance of rape if a person doesn’t go to jail?”
As if it was a known fact that Ururyar would be sentenced to jail.
Judge Quigley reinstates bail 
Ururyar’s defense attorney filed an appeal right away and asked a Superior court to overturn the decision to revoke the bail. Justice Quigley criticized Z for revoking the student’s bail. Click here to read the article.
The Superior Court Justice comments were very revealing. “That was a jaw-dropper,” said Quigley, referring to the number of academic references cited in Zuker’s judgment that had not been introduced as evidence during the court case. “That raises questions of having a predisposed mind.”
As some radical feminists applauded Justice Zuker for his defense of  women and for quoting their heroes Susan Brownmiller and Catherine Mackinnon in a supposedly impartial decision, the ones preoccupied with gender equality felt let down. Justice is not about getting a win for your team, no matter how unfair the process was.
And for the media to call this decision glorious and a free pass for future sexual assault complainants is right at the border of Rigoletto and Commedia dell&#8217;Arte.
We all want to see justice done. Rape victims have a hard time already without needing advocates making documentaries of their real or imagined ordeal with the leitmotiv that the system is against them even if they win.
Instead of expressing relief and gratitude, Gray declared that she had not won the rape lottery. She is right because going to trial is not a game. She sounded disappointed by a victory that could not support her &#8216;we never win&#8217; philosophy.
She was recruiting women on social media who wanted to share the commemorating tattoos of their rape. Either, she confuses the meaning of words or something is really skewed about this club.
Check www.slutornut.ca and you will see the media exposure this case brought in for the &#8216;victim.&#8217;
In the trailer of her documentary called Slut or Nut, Gray tries to make us believe that her attacker now has or care about her underwear, and that it is the ultimate humiliation. She mentions how embarrassing the questions asked of her were. What about the questions the accused had to answer? It is traumatic for both sides. And it has nothing to do with blaming the victim. It is about finding the truth and treating both parties with the due process they are entitled to.
Why not make an informative video to encourage women to come forward if they were assaulted and to keep their privacy and dignity in the process? The key is to inform and give support, not to be at war with the system and men in general or to spread ridiculous and flawed statistics about the failure of a system that aims at protecting everyone equally.
And please, stop encouraging women to see all men as villains, and calling it modern feminism.
Why is it that the media chooses these lightweight cases to illustrate the plight of rape victims? There are victims out there needing our support and this nonsense could only pull the rug from underneath them if these silly pursuits persist.
Zuker probably wanted to leave his mark of Zorro before retiring (which he did). His last hurrah for women and a decision that would be talked about for years to come. Indeed, it will be talked about for a long time, but unfortunately not for the heroic reasons he had envisioned. Sorry Zuker, but as a woman, I do not want or need a free pass or to win by default because of sins of the past; I prefer equality and due process.

Click here to read Z’s decision at the bottom of Christie Blatchford’s article.
UPDATE: I received a comment from Mandi Gray: Her compelling argument is that if I misspelled Ururyar&#8217;s name a few times (mea culpa and bloody WordPress), it invalidates the entire content of this blog. As Ururyar would say, &#8221;OK&#8221;
I will gladly post her comments if they pertain to the validity of what I quoted about the trial and Zuker&#8217;s career. The rest is solely my opinion and she can feel free to disagree.
My blog covers the legal aspect, but you can click here to read Irene Ogrizek&#8217;s blog &#8211; a very interesting view on personal responsibility and the tyranny of the weak.
UPDATE: Click here to read about Ururyar being sentenced to 18 months (maximum) by Z and having to pay $8,000 restitution. Let&#8217;s now wait for the appeal and the legal community&#8217;s reaction to this other aberrant decision.
UPDATE: As to be expected, Ururyar was granted bail one day after he was sentenced. I predict that he will easily win his appeal.
	Closing the Book on What Constitutes the Candy Crush Saga
Juan Martinez did it. He published a burn book about Jodi Arias and kicked his masterpiece tour in the hope of putting another brick in her wall of shame. It is called Conviction – The Untold story of putting Jodi Arias behind bars 
I was fortunate to have a friend generous enough to lend me her iPad containing this eBook. Otherwise, I would not have spent any money  for the pleasure of laying eyes on this Malleus Maleficarum written by the new and improved gentle prosecutor trying to pass his money-making essay as the untold story of the Jodi Arias&#8217; conviction.
Do not be fooled by the title, the content of the book is a complete rehash of police interviews and trial testimony. The only untold details are so unimportant and unrelated that it does not bring anything to the table, unless you belong to the petty “I hate Jodi Club.” And even then, the few morsels thrown by Juan will not be enough to satiate your hunger for hatred or revenge.
What struck me more about the content of this book is what was glaringly absent from it and the glossing over of important evidence. It runs on empty and does not take an in depth look at the case or its prosecutor.
It is the very lazy account of a man who more or less confirms his tendencies towards narcissism, cruelty and simplistic reasoning, but would like the readers to believe that because he speaks in a softer voice and adopt a calm demeanor during interviews, his conduct in the courtroom was simply a persona created to uphold the law and get results.
I mustered the courage to listen to his interview with Nancy Grace. I know it would necessitate a dose of Gravol to be able to keep your stomach content when Nancy gives her notion of the truth, but I was frankly curious to know if they would come up with some interesting arguments, instead of the usual character assassination. For those not preoccupied with the law, due process and justice, it did not disappoint.
It turned out to be a very one sided interview. Poor Juan could hardly say a word. As usual, Nancy was bombshell excited, and focusing on useless details like the fact that we find out in Martinez’ book (and take the little children out of the room first) that Jodi bought a bikini after Travis’death. And recently, Jodi called a guard a bad word in prison, which became the point of entry for a sex tape live excerpt, nude photo and a slew of insults.
Juan had to remind her that he did not introduce the bikini at trial because it was irrelevant and after the fact. Showing her disregard for the rules, Nancy said that she would have thrown it in anyway, and let the jury decide.
The interview was a disaster. She managed to get Juan to say that he used a harsh tone at trial because he did not want to be led like a dog on a leash by Jodi during cross-examination, and he surely was not going to be her court Jester.
In pure Dumb &amp; Dumber fashion, the next question should have been “So you were afraid of her, but why did you use that same angry tone with all the other defense witnesses?” And why did you yell at some of your own witnesses?”
But it was left to us the viewers to ask the real questions. And by the way, he became the Court Jester without any help from Arias.
To this day, prosecutor Martinez cannot admit that his tone and anger are counterproductive, and defends his harsh and confusing courtroom tactics as the only way to get to the truth. You would think that he would know by now that it does not work, and even if he gets notches on his belt, the concept of verity goes out the door in the process. Another notion that seems to evade him.
The proudest moment of his book is when he can finally tell everyone that he had figured out Arias&#8217; game because of the gas cans. He kept it under wrap for 4 years waiting to pounce. I could not help seeing a little Jose Baez transpiring with his bloody gas can theory.
And that brings me to another interesting subject ignored in the book: The Constitution.
Sixth Amendment
“In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the state and district wherein the crime shall have been committed, which district shall have been previously ascertained by law, and to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation; to be confronted with the witnesses against him; to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have the assistance of counsel for his defense.”
In his book, Juan simply says that Jodi remained in jail for five years so they would prepare for trial. Nothing about the right to a speedy trial or the fact that it gave the State an immeasurable advantage. 
In this case, it is confusing to know when and how Arias Arias waived her right to a speedy trial.  There were changes in counsel, motions and a motion to dismiss the Intent to seek death penalty was set aside so she would have proper representation. She basically had to agree to a continuance to prepare. It all boils down to money and not getting bail.
You can click here to read the story of Adam Picard whose first degree murder charges were stayed four years after the alleged incident occurred, due to lengthy delays in his criminal trial. And he is not the only one. The difference is that he lives in Canada and the Supreme Court had enough of these cases of complacency and tolerance of delay. By respecting the constitution, it will insure justice for both sides.
Eight Amendment
The Eighth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution reads:
“Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted.
When fixing the amount of bail for a particular defendant, the court takes into consideration several factors: (1) the seriousness of the offense; (2) the weight of evidence against the accused (3) the nature and extent of any ties, such as family or employment, that the accused has to the community where he or she will be prosecuted; (4) the accused’s ability to pay a given amount; and (5) the likelihood that the accused will flee the jurisdiction if released.” 
It is mentioned briefly in the book that Arias’ bail was set at $2 million, which was beyond excessive considering that her ability to pay the given amount was non-existent and she was supposed to be considered innocent until proven guilty. And at the time, she was claiming her innocence. She had strong ties to the community through her family and no financial means allowing her to flee the jurisdiction.
But Juan had the gas can theory going and presumed her guilty from the beginning so he was A-OK with her not being released on bail.
Everlasting damage of pretrial detention
In the U.S., which has the largest pretrial detention population in the world, 20 percent of detainees eventually have their case dismissed or are acquitted, but that was not a concern for Maricopa at the time.
Being detained while awaiting trial can cause lasting damage to a detainee. The loss of liberty and security, and being cut off from friends and family can result in lasting psychological impact. Not to mention the dismal medical care they usually receive and often have to fight for, as well as the scarcity and poor quality of the prison food.
So when Juan talks about the Jodi Arias he met in the courtroom five years after the fact, he does not mention that she was the product of years of detention in a horrible County jail because she was indigent. The jury never met the girl in a relationship with Travis, they saw someone who had suffered 5 years of incarceration.
What obviously mattered to this prosecutor was winning and demeaning, especially if it was going to be a high profile case. After all, this is how he usually proceeds; screams, asks yes or no questions in rapid fire, accuses the person on the hot seat of having memory problems and of lying about the evidence. The Arias case was not this clown&#8217;s first rodeo.
When he talks about her changed appearance and grey hairs, it is because the fairly young woman who had an encounter of the third kind with her former beau did not exist anymore, and according to the Constitution, was treated unfairly.
It is a known fact that most inmates who have no vision problems when they are incarcerated, end up wearing glasses within one or two years because of poor lighting, nutrition and conditions.
So when he questions Arias’ conservative appearance with her natural hair color and glasses, I realize that a lot of legal professionals who judged him harshly were actually right; he is not a bright man at all.
He goes as far as criticizing the fact that she was wearing large pants, but declares subsequently that she was fitted with a leg brace, not to mention a stun belt, which makes him sound like an insensitive fool. Was she supposed to wear tights or a ball gown over this gear?
He went through a transformation himself in the middle of the trial when is mane went from salt and pepper to Jet black to look better on camera, and for his photo ops outside the courtroom.
Arias had no access to hair coloring or the glasses of her choice in jail. And she dressed casual conservative because it was a courtroom, and not a night at the PPL ball.
In the US, more than 15 states have people locked up and awaiting trial for five years or more. It seems that no government or private entity is monitoring trial wait times nationally, making it impossible to know how broadly defendants’ rights are being violated.
According to Alicia Bannon, a researcher at the Brennan Center for Justice, “If we don’t keep track of the data, we have no idea if we’re respecting citizens’ constitutional rights,”
New York does keep this data, but even monitoring trial wait times does little to limit the time accused wait for justice.
According to Bannon, good data collection is an essential part of ensuring the proper administration of justice.
“Part of investing in our courts should be investing in good data collection,” she says, “so that we’re able to set good benchmarks to see how different states are performing against each other.”
Money bonds are not effective
Even if the cops and the state tried to make Arias appear as a great danger to society and pretended that she had left dead bodies in the desert to justify keeping her in jail, did it serve a purpose to keep up locked up for five years?
Why would people who paid money for their freedom be less of a threat? Arias had no priors and by all accounts, did not have a violent bone in her body before Travis’ death. And please, I do not want to hear about her kicking a dog who had messed with dirty diapers in the yard or how she would play kick the can under the table with her mother.
But does the money-based bail bond system, and resulting pretrial detention, keep criminal threats off the streets and ensure that alleged felons show up for their assigned court dates? According to the research, the answer is a resounding no.
 Michael R. Jones
According to Mike Jones, a senior project associate for PJI in Colorado who has worked on criminal justice and pretrial issues for 10 years, “This concerned us as we knew the research indicated that financial bonds plays no role in predicting who will show up in court or commit new crimes while released, so we started looking at pretrial risk assessments based on validated research on predictors of pretrial behavior as an alternative jurisdictions could use to assist decision-makers in releasing offenders.”
“The fact is, money does not address public safety, but systems act as if it does,” Jones said.
At an International Drug Policy Reform Conference in Denver, Jones was part of a panel discussion titled, “How Money Bail Exploits the Poor and Makes the Bond Industry Rich.&#8221; 
For-Profit Bail Bonds Industry
In Australia, Canada and England, it is a crime to write bail bonds for profit.
In the U.S., a century-old for-profit commercial bail bonding industry thrives around the cash-based bonds system.
Mind you, Jodi Arias was not even a candidate for bail bonds profit because her family was also indigent. But this is the kind of conversation I would like to read about, instead of the silly one about a defendant’s character.
Change of venue for high profile cases
The Supreme Court has ruled that proceedings may be transferred to a different location, at a defendant’s request, if local prejudices would prevent a fair trial. Courts may transfer a case at their discretion.
It obviously was not done in the Arias case that was as high profile as you can get. Not only that, but the jury was not sequestered because they have not done it for a long time and did not feel like doing so.
There you have it. This is how they roll in Maricopa County.
Impartial Jury
Juan made a concerted effort not to let in Black and Latinos during jury selection. He had his pick of a group of citizens who were already death penalty qualified so it is a bit like fishing in a barrel if you ask me.
If he had not asked for the death penalty, the jury pool might have been much less inclined to follow his lead.
Movies and books about trials
They make TV movies before or during trials, which is totally whacked and should be illegal, but when called on it, the producers invoke the First Amendment. Wow, how fast they forget the other Amendments but always retain the one about freedom of speech.
This is what Nurmi and Martinez hang their hat on: The First Amendment guarantees freedoms concerning religion, expression, assembly, and the right to petition.
Even if they were criticized by most ethical lawyers for doing so, they decided to write books about a case they participated in, even if the accused is appealing the verdict. Who cares, right? Click here to read one of several blogs written about the disgrace Kirk Nurmi brought to his profession. Even if he seems to be under the impression that he did not breach attorney/client privilege, I doubt that his deplorable actions will go unchallenged, even in seemingly lawless Arizona.
They now both criticize Arias for having a voice. If she writes anything on social media through a friend, the messengers are called minions and stupid followers and she is bashed for expressing herself.
She is not allowed to have any verbal altercation with a prison guard or talk about domestic violence through a Rap video, because according to them, the Constitutional amendments do not apply to her.
Sorry fellows, but she has rights.
Crime fiction author Anne Rule used to say that inmates had no right because they were in prison. Wrong, and she eventually paid the price for lying about an inmate in one of her books.
Sex, Lies, Videotape…and Gas Cans
Juan’s book is so full of dramatized details and his own interpretation of facts, that it does not sound like it was written by a legal professional.
It has the tone of Mean Girls&#8217; gossip conversation.
Exactly the same tone we heard at trial from his hired gun Janeen DeMarte.
He accuses Jodi of being a bad waitress, and bases his opinion on a few bad remarks during a period when her life was unraveling, but ignores the glaring recommendations  that prevailed throughout her career.
He keeps mentioning how she was a grammar Nazi. As if trying to better herself was a crime.
In spite of all the good things he heard from her former lovers, he goes for the word clingy or any negative he can find.
He exploits her tense relationship with her mother which should be considered normal considering the dysfunctional aspect of the family.
When he says that he hoped that Sandra Arias would not cry or make a scene in the courtroom like she did at the police station, it shows his true colors. It was fine for the Alexanders to wail and make faces but this mother had no right to be in pain. The Arias family was a class act in the courtroom
 Alyce Laviolette
In the book, Juan criticizes Alyce Laviolette, but do not condemn her public lynching, and he barely mentions his own expert DeMarte who had zero experience in domestic violence and only a few years of practice under her belt.
He still disrespects Dr. Samuels and denies Arias was suffering from PTSD even if she showed all the telltale signs of this condition. But he accepts the Borderline diagnostic of his own expert not realizing that it would explain the behavior he criticized as immature.
What he describes as Arias&#8217; weirdness or coldness during police interrogations and afterwards was explained in details at both trials by experts like Dr. Robert Geffner who testified for free and had enough experience to get rid all of Martinez’s lightweights in one fell swoop.
 Dr. Robert Geffner
But Geffner spilled his glass of water and belched on the stand so he was disqualified by the peanut gallery.
Juan keeps hammering the fact that Jodi is a liar and has no credibility. What about his own credibility? In his book, he keeps alive the fantasy of the gunshot being last. Everyone knows Travis was shot first. Even the ones who despise the accused.
He presents allegations as facts. Nobody can prove she stole her grandfather’s gun. The police’s report mentions a footprint on the door that was damaged during the break in. Did they photograph it or compare it to Jodi’s footprint? If they did, we sure did not hear about it.
He still maintains that she changed her hair color to brown for her covert mission in spite of photos dated before her trip that clearly show her with brown hair, but with two blond streaks in the front. We all know that the car rental agent saw her driver’s licence with the photo of a blonde, so it would explain a lot. And who cares if she colored her whole mane brown?
 Julie Christopher
Ryan Burns was told by Jodi she was becoming a brunette in their emails. Travis had seen her and she had announced it to a PPL friend called Julie Christopher who reported it on HLN.
It is the same ole stuff rehashed over and over again.
The letters allegedly written by Travis and presenting him in a bad light were no surprise because Nurmi had already spilled the beans. In fact, neither side could establish if the letters were authentic or not. The fact that Jodi wrote words on a small card that resembled the victim’s handwriting does not explain how she could have written entire pages and smuggled them without anyone noticing. It was not entered into evidence at trial and challenged or explained properly so I do not see the point of it all.
The stalking and tire slashing were revived in the book. Once again with no proof whatsoever.
The doggie door fantasy story came to life again and was once more presented as evidence. Just looking at the photo, you know she could have never squeezed in there, and she never had to anyway because the door was either unlocked or she could use the garage code. Plus, like many of his friends, she had an open invitation to la casa de Alexander.
Strangely enough, most of his arguments have the feel of a burn more than real evidence. It is like using a magnifying glass to burn a hole in your target with the help of the sun, instead of seeing the light and really analyzing and looking at what is really there.

Juan makes it sound like Arias or the other Estrella inmate that came forward about sending a message in a magazine are the only ones to have ever used that method to transmit a message on the outside. It is a popular method of communication in prison where there is no sense of privacy whatsoever. If the inmate who testified that she wrote the notes did not remember the exact names of the magazines or the pages where she scribbled something, it is because nobody would recall such details anyway. That was far from a Perry Mason moment. He did not debunk anything.
The gas cans do not constitute the ultimate proof. My sister who lives in Arizona has some in her trunk every time she drives long distances. Arias could have exchanged the kerosene can anytime at Walmart and the fact that they did not have the receipt is meaningless. This is Walmart we are speaking of and the store had moved. Who knows if they kept all returns?
You probably could exchange a dirty diaper at WM and they would take it back without fuss or paperwork.
The color of a rental car, a licence plate upside down, the uncharged phone and the cans are his entire case. Nothing new to offer. If the cans were filled in another state, it kind of blows the concept of using them only to avoid detection in AZ.
His gas calculations left a lot to be desired, and by the time he is through with his list, the portrait he tried to burn in people&#8217;s mind is one of vilification more than that of a crime.
The camera in the washer is the smoking gun, and proves she was involved in Travis&#8217; death.
Premeditation 
What he presents cuts both ways as far as premeditation is concerned. If you are very bright and you plan a covert operation, you are not, as a photographer, going to leave the camera behind even if the photos have been deleted.
He mentions in the book that Arias told them that some companies could retrieve the data. I do not know how he could present that as proof of premeditation if she tells them the photos can be retrieved.
I could not help but laugh even in the face of tragedy, when Juan said that he visited the crime scene hands his pockets, and looking at the room, saw a methodical killer. Are you kidding me?
It was a total mess.
Every scene he tries to present as planned and organized, we clearly see as frantic and chaotic. And once again, his theory of Travis in front of the mirror with Jodi stabbing him flies in the face of logic and the evidence.
If Arias had planned this murder, wouldn’t she have made sure to keep a solid alibi? Instead, she was frolicking with Travis and her plans with Burns were falling on the wayside.
How could she justify being that late and having that much mileage on the rental car if she had planned it so well?
She made calls from Arizona and she also called Gus Searcy to tell him Travis was dead. How is that for keeping up with her covert operation?
She did lie, but every human being stuck in a horrible situation tends to fabricate. So the fact that she eventually admitted her involvement should have provided her with a plea deal and some brownie points. How easy would it have been to pursue this charade without testifying at trial?
The woman finally fessed up and all she was offered was more grief. Not very conducive to telling the truth.
The fact that she could not shut up and did not preserve herself in any shape or form is proof that she was not a master manipulator, a monster or remotely persuasive. On the other hand, the mini court jester showed plenty of talent for manipulation.
Contrary to what Nurmi would have people believe, Arias’ legal team liked her and cared about what happened to her.
This is what her lawyer Victoria Washington had to say about Jodi.
The addiction and unhealthy attachment that some formed to the infamous Candy Crush is mind boggling. To this day, they have their ears peeled to the ground in case she says something or talks about the fajitas she ate.
And it seems that Juan is acting the same way. He could not let go and walk away. He had to write a tell all book to pat himself in the back to prove that he was right all along. He accuses Arias of never taking personal responsibility, which she constantly did during the process, but he cannot own up to any mistake or display any kind of self-reflection or humility. He caught the big fish and nothing that went wrong was his fault
He could not miss another opportunity to brag about his best hunting trophy, and even if he did not manage to get the death penalty, he sure tried so he would like to be perceived as your hero. So please give him a big round of applause until he retires and his history of prosecutorial misconduct catches up with him.
Conclusion
I would like to remind Martinez that two wrongs do not make a right and:
“It cannot be over-emphasized that the purpose of a criminal prosecution is not to obtain a conviction, it is to lay before a jury what the Crown considers to be credible evidence relevant to what is alleged to be a crime. Counsel have a duty to see that all available legal proof of the facts is presented: it should be done firmly and pressed to its legitimate strength but it must also be done fairly. 
The role of prosecutor excludes any notion of winning or losing; his function is a matter of public duty than which in civil life there can be none charged with greater personal responsibility. It is to be efficiently performed with an ingrained sense of the dignity, the seriousness and the justness of judicial proceedings.”
I am hoping that the Appeal will uncover the truth, and nothing but the truth, because it sure sounds like none of the appointed legal representatives who have spoken so far, are very interested in that notion.
Until then, I hope that this work of semi-fiction will close the book on what constituted the Candy Crush Saga and that great pain and effort will be taken to abide by the law when it comes to the treatment and rehabilitation of inmates. 
UPDATE: You can click here to read about Juan Martinez being suspended by the Arizona State bar.
As to be expected, Martinez is appealing his suspension. Click here to read the article.
Note: I will not post or answer hateful comments. The case has been discussed ad nauseam and I do not intend to argue Arias&#8217; guilt or innocence. It is not about the victim&#8217;s rights, but about a book written about an inmate still fighting for her rights and being pummeled in the court of public opinion and by the state every step of the way.
&nbsp;
&nbsp;
&nbsp;
	Tie a Yellow Ribbon Round the Ole Avery Tree
&nbsp;
&#8221;Brendan needs to be alone. When he sees me this Friday, I will be a source of relief. He needs to trust me and the direction I stir him into. We need to separate him from fantasy and get him to reality from our perspective.&#8221;
&#8221;I am learning the Avery family history and about each member of the Avery family. These are criminals. There are members engaged in sexual activity with nieces, cousins, in-laws.&#8221;
&#8221;This is truly where the devil reside in comfort. I can’t find no good in any member, these people are pure evil. A friend of mine suggested, this is a one branch family tree. Cut this tree down. We need to end this gene pool here.&#8221;      Defense Investigator Michael O’Kelly
Since the documentary Making a Murderer has bulldozed its way into the Netflix scene, under our skin, and into our hearts, you will not find a media outlet or social media platform not abuzz with the subject.
Filmmakers Moira Demos and Laura Ricciardi spent a decade following and filming the case of Steven Avery, one of the poster boys for the Innocence Project, who was exonerated after 18 years in prison for the wrongful rape conviction of a local Wisconsin woman.
Their documentary became an international sensation because of its unusual and eerie non-narrative cinéma vérité format, but mostly because of their subjects, Steven Avery and his nephew Brendan Dassey; who became entangled in the case because of the fact that he saw his uncle the day of the disappearance of Teresa Halbach, a local freelance photographer working for Auto Trader.
Even if Steven Avery was exonerated in 2003 because of new DNA evidence after having served 18 years in prison for sexual assault under very suspicious circumstances, his ordeal was far from over.
He was in the process of suing Manitowoc County for the cozy sum of $36 million when he got arrested 2 years later, in 2005, for the murder of Teresa Halbach who had visited the family Salvage Yard to take photos of his sister&#8217;s van the day she went missing.
The 10-part documentary follows the saga of Steven Avery and Brendan Dassey from day one of their trial and tribulations up to their convictions and appeals.
The 10 segments of the documentary depict an harrowing picture of the investigation and legal proceedings the two men went through.
We get to see both sides of the coin, even though the prosecution refused to participate or give interviews. The defense side was not thrilled at first, but they agreed and cooperated to a certain extent with the project. We see the Halbach family and get a pretty vivid picture of their pain, but the main focus is on the trial and judicial system, but in no way were the film crew invested in any independent or joint investigation of the case.
 Special prosecutor Ken Kratz
Two months before the Avery&#8217;s trial and after the filmmakers had requested an interview with special prosecutor Ken Kratz, Ricciardi received a phone call from the co-lead investigator for the Halbach case who wanted to serve them with a subpoena for any footage related to the investigation.
In the subpoena,  Kratz alleged that they were acting as an &#8216;investigative arm of the defense&#8216; He also wanted any electronically recorded material that was related to any communication they had with Avery.
Judge Willis who presided over the Halbach murder case quashed it, but it could have spelled disaster for them if Kratz had succeeded. It would have meant the end of the project; at the time they did not have the backing of Netflix and a very limited budget. Read the entire article here.
Ken Kratz
Ken Kratz who was the special prosecutor during the Avery&#8217;s trial after he was charged with the murder of Teresa Halbach, became one of the most polarizing figures of the documentary; and there were many. After refusing to be part of the process, he is now doing the media circuit to complain about the lack of objectivity and the bias he feels is projected in Making a Murderer. He has also provided some alleged incriminating information that he feels was omitted willingly from the film.
 They&#8217;re all guilty!
So far, his strongest media ally has been Nancy Grace from HLN. Need I say more? This woman after being wrong about the Duke Lacrosse players, and so many other cases, now claims that the documentary is flawed. No wonder the few viewers she has left are mostly hate mongers.
From the sound of it, and all the false information she conveyed on the air, she has not bothered watching it. She is probably too busy flying on her broom.
The other radio and TV stations have not been as supportive. They have listened to his side, but debunking his statements has turned out to be pretty damn easy.
This is the man who argued in closing arguments that reasonable doubts are for innocent people and that planted evidence does not mean a person is not guilty.
Click here to read what some legal experts have to say about Kratz unethical behavior.
Brendan Dassey
 Brendan Dassey
In my opinion, the saddest part of this entire case, except for the tragic death of Teresa, is how 16-year-old Brendan Dassey got entangled in this mess because of some heartless authority figures who went after him all gun blazing to make sure they could charge and convict his uncle, Steven Avery. So I will start with his participation or lack thereof, in this case.
We cannot help but feel sorry for Steven Avery for being incarcerated 18 years for a rape he did not commit while having a rock solid alibi. It is really tragic, but he had a criminal past and some of his actions had made him a law enforcement target; not that it justified pinning the crime on him in any way, shape or form.
Brendan Dassey was an innocent 16-year-old who had never done anything wrong in his life. He was a slow learner, and not unlike his uncle, was not blessed with a genius IQ. He lived near his uncle and on the day Teresa Halbach disappeared, on October 31, 2005,  after coming to the Salvage yard to photograph a van, he happened to receive a call from Steven asking him to help with a bonfire later on that day; not an unusual activity in that neck of the woods.
Because he basically was the main alibi for Steven Avery, the cops decided to descend on him at school to interrogate him alone. He was interviewed 4 times without his parents or an attorney. Like most people interested in the case, I have read or listened to these horrifying sessions where he is basically bullied into confessing. Every statement is fed to him until he breaks and repeats them. If he says he did not do it, they call him a liar.
Detectives Wiegert and Fassbender had to extirpate a confession from Brendan by figuratively using the jaws of life, but in the end, they got what what they came for: Steven Avery. Click here to read a resume of the main elements they made him confess to.
&#8221;We know something else was done…Something with her head.&#8221; Brendan responds with, &#8221;Huh?&#8221; and other guesses like: &#8221;That he cut off her hair.&#8221; &#8221;That he punched her.&#8221;
 Brendan unethically interviewed
They wanted Brendan to say that Teresa was shot in the head and after a while, detective Mark Wiegert whose interrogation was going nowhere,  lost it and decided to plainly tell him that Teresa was shot in the head: &#8221;All right, I’m just going to come out and ask you, who shot her in the head?&#8217; to which Brendan replied &#8221;He did&#8221;
They keep telling him that &#8216;they&#8217; already know what happened, but he can tell them the truth. But every time he tries, they interrupt him to say no, this is not what happened, tell us the &#8216;truth&#8217; now.
When they ask him to tell them the exact words his uncle used to tell him he raped Teresa, they do not get the words &#8216;fuck&#8217; or &#8216;get some pussy&#8217; they know Steven would have used. But as much as they try to reorient his thoughts, it is not leading results. His answers are all over the place, and any detective worth his salt would have put a term to this interrogation.
When it does not work according to their plan, they push and push to try to bring him to &#8216;their own reality&#8221;&#8217; It is simply disgusting to hear them guide him through a rape he obviously never committed and to hear them implant these false images in his brain. They even try to make him involve Chuck Avery in the mix. At first, he is in the garage helping his uncle, and had nothing to do with Teresa. Then, they put him back inside the trailer and twist his arm until he is seeing her on the bed. When Brendan does not follow their lead, he makes up details as he goes along until he gets their approval. Their actions are such that this teen will never know what the truth is anymore. You can click here to read a Psychology Today article about implanting false memories.
On the video, you can see a teen with an intellectual disability making sounds with his water bottle until the cops come back from their long break to continue torturing and damaging him in order to get a confession. Meanwhile, he is under the impression that he is going back to school after the interview. This is the stuff nightmares are made of.
To get to Brendan, they used his 14-year-old cousin who told them that he was depressed, had lost a lot of weight and confessed to witnessing the crime.
She retracted the entire story at trial, and it is not difficult to imagine that they had used the same tactics with her as with Brendan to get what they needed to shamelessly interrogate him alone.
It turned out that he had only lost 10 pounds and was sad about losing a girlfriend. He was not eaten up by guilt, and as we can see in the interrogation video, he seems placid and non reactive. He is not affected at all by a murder he does not seem to have witnessed or be part of. He looks and sounds totally out of the loop during the interrogation. He is the poster boy for false confessions.
They built an entire case on their own opinion, and had Brendan confirm their theory every step of the way or make up details as he went along. The problem is that they obviously were not very bright, because none of the points they make him corroborate remotely correspond to the alleged crime scene. Their scenario is not even in the realm of possibilities. And some of the stories invented by Brendan are ridiculous: cutting her hair and putting it on the dresser, cutting her throat when no blood is found on the bed, her screaming for help when Steven is on the phone, burning her purse. The lack of tattoo on her stomach, the wrong description of the clothes she was wearing, the lack or presence of pubic hair. It sure sounds like pure hogwash.
You can click here to read the official transcript.
 Brendan &amp; his mom overwhelmed
I have talked to lawyers and other legal professionals who said that they could not believe these coerced confessions were not thrown out, and it made them sick to their stomach. They had no right to treat him as an adult, and when you listen to Brendan&#8217;s conversations with his mom, you realize that she was lost at sea and even if she tried to fight, the system treated her as a nuisance and pushed her aside. In one segment, you can hear Brendan ask his mom what inconsistencies means, and neither of them has a clue. It says it all when he tells her that &#8216;they got to his head.&#8217;
The boy talks to the cops thinking he is going back to school and once in jail, wonders if he will be out in time for Wrestlemania. What they did to this boy is criminal.
Len Kachinsky
“We have a 16-year-old who, while morally and legally responsible, was heavily influenced by someone that can only be described as something close to evil incarnate.”
 Len Kachinsky
As we ponder how this might have been allowed to happen, enters Len Kachinsky, a public defender brought in from Neenah, Wisconsin, to represent Brendan.
He is the guy who actually allowed the cops to talk to Brendan alone, after he had left him in the hands of an investigator he had hired supposedly for his defense, but who was basically there to get him to sign a written confession, complete with drawings of the murder to help in the prosecution of Steven Avery.
After this debacle of a trial, Kachinsky was decertified by the State Public Defender&#8217;s Office on the grounds that he allowed Dassey to be interviewed by authorities without legal representation.
He has since been recertified to represent low-income clients, but not the ones charged with first-degree homicide. He also had to admit that he should have arranged for another attorney to attend his client&#8217;s interview if he could not be there.
His excuse for not attending at the time, was that it was his final weekend of Army Reserve duty. He had no clue that it would come back to bite him where it really hurts.
It was clear from the beginning that instead of planning Brendan&#8217;s legal defense, Kachinsky was working on &#8221;It&#8217;s Howdy Doody Time&#8221;. Every time he was on camera, he cracked his John Denver grin and seemed to revel in the limelight.
He sure sounded too happy for a guy working on a murder case. In court, he lied with a smile on his face about what he had told the press about Brendan and his uncle, which was unconscionable.
To help him defend/prosecute his client, our friend Howdy enrolled the help of an investigator named Michael O&#8217;Kelly.
You would think that the purpose of this was to save Brendan, but it is not how the story went. Instead, this pseudo expert was hired to seal and deliver a confession from his client with a blue ribbon on top.
The O&#8217;Kelly factor &#8211; Tie a blue ribbon round the ole display table
Michael O&#8217;Kelly was and still is a strange bird with a bad reputation. According to an article in the Gazette Review, he was a known expert on cellular technologies, brought in to help clear up technical points made by a defendant. Nothing to do with the case of Brendan, but let&#8217;s move on to the best part.
 

He was also a cell phone expert making statements about the technology in trials. In 2012, he was kicked out of a case for visiting the defendant, even after it had been found his testimony wouldn’t be needed.
He was among a small elite of a &#8221;truth detecting technique,&#8221; called SCAN, which relied on exploiting linguistic deviations in statements. He claimed that his technique was more dependable than a polygraph. An example of his technique is that if one were to say, &#8221;when I was a kid,&#8221; then that person was probably molested. Also, if you said the number 3, you were probably lying. He consulted on the Casey Anthony case.
Len Kachinsky basically hired O&#8217;Kelly to break Brendan Dassey. They both should have been tarred and feathered before being run out of town. Even if Brendan had a better defense team for his appeal, the damage was already done.












You can read the article here.
 










Even if O&#8217;Kelly&#8217;s polygraph examination proved to be inconclusive, he told Brendan that it showed deception. He made him sit in front of a table where he had spread out photos of Teresa&#8217;s bones, the memorial blue ribbon in front of the church and many other gruesome pictures.
He then proceeded to give him a questionnaire of his making, that was never used before in the history of a legal defendant, and ordered him to write his confession and put an X in the box saying he was sorry for his crime. After Brendan proceeded to write that he was innocent and to provide the real timeline confirmed initially by his mother, he was told in no uncertain terms to do it again because he was lying.
 Brendan&#8217;s coerced confession
In my book, it is the worst moment presented in the documentary. And note to Kratz: this is a fact and not biased. What this man did is so despicable that you get a visceral reaction to it. He is supposed to be there to help this poor kid, and he is throwing him to the wolves.
The other repulsive moment gracieuseté of Michael O&#8217;kelly is when he is called to testify at trial and proceeds to cry on the stand when he sees the photos of the church with the blue ribbon. When asked to read the communication he exchanged with Kachinsky, he continues to shed tears, not about the monstrosity he is saying out loud, but because of the bloody blue ribbon. Not to take away from the tragedy of the murder of Teresa Halbach, but these proceedings were about the life of a teenager who risked spending the rest of his life in prison if innocent of the crime of murder.
I was livid when he said that they should cut down the Avery family tree, while trying to divert attention to something else. At that moment, the camera zoomed on Brendan&#8217;s mother and grandmother. They had to listen to a man who, instead of helping their boy, was saying that the whole family should be exterminated. What had they ever done to deserve this? And why should Brendan spend the rest of his life incarcerated for being part of that family tree?
&#8216;I am learning the Avery family history and about each member of the Avery family. These are criminals. There are members engaged in sexual activity with nieces, cousins, in-laws.&#8221;
&#8221;This is truly where the devil reside in comfort. I can’t find no good in any member, these people are pure evil. A friend of mine suggested, this is a one branch family tree. Cut this tree down. We need to end this gene pool here.&#8221;
Sorry O&#8217;Kelly, but we will put a yellow ribbon round the ole Avery tree. No one can bring back Teresa, but these two men will come back home, to no fault of your own.
The murder of Teresa Halbach
 Lovely Teresa halbach
On October 31, 2005, Teresa Halbach went on 3 assignments for Auto Trader, and the last one was assumed to be at the Avery&#8217;s Salvage yard to photograph a van owned by Steven Avery&#8217;s sister.
In a recorded message, she left a voicemail about her appointment at the yard and clearly asked  them to call her back. Click here to listen to it. She says that she will arrive at 2:00 pm or a little later and to ring her back. The message was left on the answering machine of Barb Janda, Avery’s sister and Brendan’s mother.
The prosecution claimed that the voicemail proved a premeditated attempt to lure Teresa to the salvage yard and that Steven was obsessed with her. When Steven called Auto Trader at 8:30 am that morning, he did not disguise his voice to sound like a woman. He gave his sister&#8217;s name and phone number because it was her car, but she worked during the day so he had to be the one showing the van.
The address was the same, so Teresa knew she was going to the Avery Salvage Yard. There was no trickery involved. Avery did not request Teresa by name, and as stated by Jerry Buting &#8221;She was the only photographer for Auto Trader for that whole area of the state.  He didn&#8217;t say send Teresa Halbach, he said, send that woman you had out here to take pictures. We want another vehicle in your magazine.&#8221;
For a while, the cops believed that Teresa&#8217;s last visit was at the residence of the Zipperers. JoEllen Zipperer had called Auto Trader to get someone to come over to photograph her grandson&#8217;s car, and did not have a clue at what time she had arrived, but knew it was probably mid-afternoon.
When contacted by the police, the owner, George Zipperer, became very belligerent, lied several times about his activities, said he had never ordered a photographer, called Teresa a trespasser and threatened to unleash his dog on anyone daring to approach his property.
At trial, JoEllen Zipperer testified that she did not remember the time of Teresa&#8217;s visit, and it could have been at 3:00 pm. When she was reminded by the prosecution that it was at around 2:30 pm, she went with it.
She did not see Teresa leave and remembered that Teresa had left a  message stating that she was still looking for the place and needed directions, but had not answered the call because she was working outside. There is a possibility that she went directly to the Avery&#8217;s yard when she did not hear back from JoEllen, and then to the Zipperer&#8217;s place afterwards.
Phone records indicate that Steven called Teresa’s cell phone on that day at 2:24 pm, and at 2:35 pm and used *67. He obviously was returning her call and probably wondered why she had not showed up yet. The last call is at 4:35 pm, without the *67 feature because by now, they had met and he probably thought it was alright if she saw his number. The defense explained at trial that Avery had another vehicle for sale and wondered if she could either come back or book another appointment. If he had killed her, calling her back would only have attracted attention to himself.
 Victim of domestic violence harassed by Kratz
The prosecution says he was hiding his identity because he knew that Teresa was trying to avoid him because she was &#8216;scared of him&#8217;. How on earth would he have known that? It is not like Auto Trader would call him to say that their female photographer did not want to go there because he was sleazy. If they thought that anything improper had happened, they would have never asked Teresa to go on this assignment.
According to an Associated Press story published in 2007, the judge would not allow the Auto Trader receptionist, Dawn Pliszka, to testify about Halbach&#8217;s experience with Steven Avery. She had gone there 6 or 7 times in the past, and had told Pliszka that once, he had come out in a towel and she thought he liked her. According to Pliszka, they both laughed about it and Teresa said it was kind of &#8216;Eww.&#8217;
Kratz said that this was important evidence omitted from the documentary, but it was not admitted at trial. so they had no reason to include this 15 seconds conversation.
I think that by now, we all know that several women had a &#8216;Eww&#8217; moment with the special prosecutor and it does not mean he wanted them dead. If asking for Auto Trader photography services and not being properly dressed is interpreted as an obsession, we are all in trouble. Teresa was a very attractive girl, but opening the door in a towel would not have been the way to her heart, and Steven never made a move on her. He was simply in and out of the pool that day. She never reported that she was terrorized by it. She found it funny and in poor taste, that is all.
Teresa Halbach&#8217;s sightings
A school bus driver named Lisa Buchner testified that she saw Teresa taking photos of the van at 3:40 pm. She had nothing to lose or to gain by lying and these drivers have to maintain a very rigid schedule. It also matches the time Brendan was let out of the bus. But the prosecutor tried to say that she had mixed up the dates. The witness knew it was around Halloween and Teresa was not there on any other day around that date.
 Scott Tadych
Bobby Dassey who was Stevens&#8217; nephew and Scott Tadych who was dating his sister, both said that they saw Teresa, but earlier, at around 2:45 pm. They both provided a timeline that went along with the state&#8217;s case, but their timeline contradicted the bus driver.
Dassey and Tadych gave each other an alibi by saying that their path crossed on the road when they were driving to their destination. Bobby said he passed Scott at around 3:00 pm.
Dassey said that he saw Teresa walk in the direction of Stevens&#8217; trailer. According to Steven, &#8220;She came and took pictures of the car, she had done it before. She&#8217;s never been in my trailer, she came to the door to get money and left. I didn&#8217;t do it.&#8221;
It is obvious that if she was leery of the man, she would have never gone inside his trailer, and there is no evidence to the contrary.
 Bobby Dassey
Dassey and Tadych testified at trial and their testimony contradicted several facts they first told investigators. Tadych said he saw the bonfire that was 8 feet high, but had previously said it was 3 feet high. They should have been persons of interest from the start until they could be eliminated. One of them had scratches on his back he said were made by his dog.
Tadych had quite a history of violence with women. They were named as possible suspects in the appeal, but the defense was not allowed to raise the question at trial because the judge had ruled out the introduction of any third party reliability.
A propane delivery truck driver said he saw Teresa&#8217;s green SUV leave the Avery Yard in the afternoon between 3:30 pm and 4:00 pm. He didn’t know for sure if a man or woman was driving.
A couple called the police to say they had seen Steven Avery after 5:30 pm on that day, which would have eliminated the torture scenario and his involvement, but they were blatantly ignored. The two eye witnesses had gone as far as identifying the red and white jacket he was wearing.
Teresa was known to go very often on &#8216;hustle shots&#8217; for Auto Trader, in order to make more commission. She could easily have been doing this before or after her last scheduled assignment.
Teresa&#8217;s RAV4 is found
 Cell phone records of Halbach
It took a few days for Teresa&#8217;s roommate, family and friends to realize she was missing. A search started right away and soon became a dead end.
Her cell phone records indicated that she blocked a number on the day she disappeared and that a caller had been very persistent. Her former boyfriend said at trial that he guessed her password and checked her accounts. Some of her calls were deleted so we can only guess that he is the one who erased them, unless someone else had access to her password.
Looking at her cellular phone records, Steven Avery seemed to have been the least of her problems on that day. She had told a coworker that a guy was harassing her and it was not Avery. And you can bet that if he had contacted her in the past, the cops would have jumped on it.
The authorities should have investigated that aspect thoroughly instead of focusing solely on Avery.
On November 5, 2005, her SUV was found on the Avery Salvage Yard. A cousin of Halbach named Pam Sturm who was part of the volunteer search party suggested going to the Avery yard with her daughter, Nikole Sturm. She was given a map and after asking for permission to look around, she found the car in 30-35 minutes. She was a private detective and a car dealership owner. Some say it was too good to be true and that she was steered in that direction because the cops did not have the right to search. Avery&#8217;s lawyers expressed doubts about her lucky break, but I am willing to give her the benefit of the doubt.
 Pam Sturm channeling
She asked them to borrow a camera because most of the other volunteers had their own or their cell phones had the camera option, so I do not see this fact as suspicious. Finding the car so fast makes sense because of its location and the fact that Earl Avery testified that he pointed her in that direction.
It came out at trial that Chuck Avery had called his nephew Bobby Dassey late the night of Friday, Nov. 4, saying he had seen headlights down toward &#8220;the pit&#8221; and that Bobby and Steven went to the area to look for headlights, so it would be logical that if some people allegedly drove Teresa&#8217;s RAV4 on the premises to frame Avery, they would not have risked driving deep into the yard. This lane was the perfect spot to make sure it would be found.
It is interesting to note that Sturm was given permission to search the yard by Earl Avery who told police after the car was found that he knew the car was not there on October 31st &#8220;We drove right through there — where that car was supposed to be — and it wasn&#8217;t there&#8230;. We were rabbit hunting.&#8221; If he had seen the car, he would have never allowed her to search the area.
Click here to read a Rolling Stones&#8217; article about the Avery&#8217;s neighbor seeing a Rav4 entering the yard.
The real clincher about this is that Sergeant Andrew Colborn had found the SUV 2 days earlier, and had called in to verify the plate. When asked about it at trial, he tried to wiggle out of it, but it was pretty obvious that the car had been found, and then moved to the Avery Salvage Yard. What I find unbelievable is that they did not subpoena his cell phone records to know where his phone was pinging when he called in the tag and who he called afterwards. It is pretty damning evidence.

What is even more interesting about Colborn is that he is the guy who had waited 8 years to write a report about a phone call notifying him that they had another suspect in custody who probably committed the rape Avery was incarcerated for. Colborn was also named in Avery&#8217;s lawsuit. When Manitowoc County was told to stay out of this investigation to avoid a conflict of interest, he volunteered with his buddy Lieutenant Lenk, also named in the lawsuit, to investigate the case. They were the last guys who should have been involved. So color me suspicious.
When asked about not writing the report, he sounded like the Ruffles commercial Eskimo who says &#8216;If I give one to you, I will have to give one to everybody else,&#8221; but there is no one else around.  Colborn said he could not write a report about every call he received, but when asked how many other calls he received about this, he answered &#8216;None.&#8216;
Teresa&#8217;s car key
 Magic key
Finding the SUV on the Salvage Yard allowed 200 cops to descend on the property on November 6, 2005. They searched Steven&#8217;s trailer 6 times before finding the mother lode of evidence: Teresa&#8217;s car key.
On search 7, after we saw photos of the room with no key to be found, the magic key was spotted. And guess who found it? Lieutenant Lenk.
Two days before Avery’s arrest, on November 7, he searched Steven Avery’s trailer with a Calumet sheriff’s deputy who had been instructed to watch him.
The next day, he searched the same area without a supervisor, and found Teresa Halbach’s key after his Manitowoc colleague, Andrew Colborn, had allegedly shaken the desk. The problem with this story is that photos of that same desk show that it was removed completely from its location before and thoroughly searched so no rattling would have dislodged a key.
On November 9, Steven Avery was arrested and initially charged with felony possession of a firearm. His own lawyer could not contact him because they would not tell him where he was incarcerated. They wanted to isolate Avery in spite of his legal right to an attorney. This is one of the reasons it infuriates me when Kratz talk about the documentary being biased and pro-defense. The bulldozer actions of the state speak for themselves.
On November 10, Kocourek, who was the Sheriff during Avery’s false imprisonment, and who would have had to testify at his civil trial, announced that the trial was now on hiatus. Avery had to settle the case for peanuts to pay for his legal representation.
It has to be said that the Insurance Company had refused to cover the lawsuit and that Manitowoc County would have been stuck with the bill if this blue collar guy ever won. And no doubt, some heads would have rolled.

At trial, Teresa&#8217;s sister, Katie Halbach, identified the lanyard and showed the jurors that the lanyard loop clasp clipped to the fob found at the trailer. The problem is that it did not look like the original key she would have kept with her other keys. It looked like the valet key.
It had Stevens&#8217; touch DNA on it, which probably was simply from transfer, but nothing from Teresa. As if she could have held that key for years and not leave her prints and DNA on it, but Avery&#8217;s DNA would be there. It made no sense. 
They never found Teresa&#8217;s other keys, but they had a photograph of Teresa holding a set of keys taken beside her RAV4. The valet key was either in her purse, left at home or with a friend or family member; which opens the door to a huge non-investigated can of worms.

Lieutenant Lenk

The blood in Teresa&#8217;s RAV4
They found Teresa&#8217;s blood in the back of the car. According to the expert, it probably came from her hair being swiped over the surface of the car panel as she laid injured. A few stains and droplets of Steven&#8217;s blood  were found in the car, but not his prints. At trial, the state said his finger was bleeding profusely in the car, but the key conveniently found in plain view in his room after 7 searches was blood free.
Someone would have to explain to me how you can bleed if you are wearing gloves. It is either one or the other: you bleed because you do not wear gloves and leave fingerprints behind or you leave no trace at all. Aside from the swipes of blood, the car was Avery free; leading us to believe that Avery was smart enough to wipe all evidence, but left obvious blood stains behind. It does not take Sherlock Holmes to deduct that it was planted.
We also have the matter of the log kept by the police guarding the RAV4 that showed inconsistencies as to who had access to the SUV and when. Who signed out, but had not signed in? Lieutenant Lenk.
The damages to Teresa&#8217;s car tell a story and it does not correspond to the scenario of the car being on the yard and simply moved and covered with debris. It could easily be because it was towed away after it ran into something.
The DNA on the latch of the hood
Kratz has been whining publicly because Making a Murderer did not include the fact that they found what he erroneously calls &#8216;sweat DNA&#8217; on the latch of the hood.
It turns out that the technician who was searching Steven&#8217;s Grand Dam did not change his gloves before he subsequently searched Teresa&#8217;s SUV. It went nowhere in court. It was a simple case of transfer and nothing sinister as Kratz  tried to portray. He must miss the old days of smoke and mirrors that worked so well for him in the backwoods.
The magic bullet
After several searches of the garage, and 4 months after the fact, a bullet fragment was found and a state DNA expert said it had Halbach&#8217;s remnants on it.
William Newhouse, a gun expert with the Wisconsin State Crime Lab, said he couldn&#8217;t conclusively link the bullet found in a crack in Avery&#8217;s garage to a .22-caliber rifle seized from his bedroom, but the bullet found under an air compressor was likely fired from it. Who had custody of the gun? The cops.
The state&#8217;s lab technician, Sherry Culhane, ran the test, but it was contaminated with her own DNA
At trial, she testified that it probably happened when she was talking during a training session with two people. They had kept the defense from participating in the test, but did not mind having trainees while examining this &#8216;important piece of evidence.&#8217;
 Sherry Culhane
It also came out at trial that agent Fassbender had told Culhane that she needed to &#8221;place Halbach in the house or garage.&#8221;
This is a simple case of accidental or intentional transfer, and because the lab used all the sample, there is no exception to the rule: the test should have been declared inconclusive.
Need I say more about this non-bloody bullet fragment magically appearing in the garage while none were found in the pit or anywhere else? They seized 970 articles and not one showed any trace of Teresa&#8217;s presence.
Click here to read a report dating a few years, and where Sherry Culhane is mentioned for having falsified test results.
The blood vial
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	Dead Man Dancing – The Richard Glossip story
‘’I am going to dance to the death chamber and walk there of my free will. It is going to be the happiest execution they have ever seen.’’ Richard Glossip 
&#8220;We now return our souls to the creator,
        As we stand on the edge of eternal darkness.
        Let our chant fill the void
        In order that others may know.
        In the land of the night
        The ship of the sun
        Is drawn by the grateful dead.&#8221;        
          &#8212; Egyptian Book of the Dead
 Richard Glossip
Let it be known that Richard Glossip would not be grateful to die, but his statement about dancing to his execution expresses how at peace he is with his actions and ready to go to his death, grateful for the fact that he feels exonerated by his numerous supporters, if not yet by the stubborn Oklahoma killing machine.
Through the years, he has learned to enjoy the simple things in life and never lost his joy. It does not mean that he does not have moments of fear and desperation, but he always rises above the darkness and lives his life free of hatred or anger, which are built-in emotions usually associated with a wrongful incarceration.
Several prison guards support Glossip and felt compelled to talk about his great attitude and character. During all his years of incarceration, he never was manipulative, unruly or difficult. And this is the same man his supporters, friends and family learned to love and respect.
Every time Glossip was up for execution, the prison protocol required to have him moved to a special cell for 35 days where he would be deprived of his personal effects and any human contact until D day.
“The worse thing is they took away my music, I had a $4,000 MP3 player.”
In Oklahoma, inmates have to pay $2 a song if they want to add to their collection and Glossip was no exception. He has been relying greatly on music to keep his sanity and spends hours every day listening to his favorite groups to soothe his mind and make his spirit soar. For Richard, to be without his music is the ultimate deprivation.
Ironically, when asked about his favorite group, he answered ‘The Killers’. But when I think of Richard, the Grateful Dead comes to mind; an American rock band formed in 1965 in California. To this day, GD has a devoted fan base still delighting in their eclectic music.
I recently became aware of their music and realized that I had never paid attention to the group before because I was under the impression that the name Grateful Dead meant dark and heavy metal music; which is not the case at all.
I also became aware of the Richard Glossip’s case fairly recently; considering that he has been on death row for 18 years. And not unlike the Grateful Dead music, I realized that in spite of the death penalty hanging over his head and the gravity of the crime he was accused of perpetrating, Glossip was a pretty nice and eclectic guy. Not at all the dark mastermind killer that the state of Oklahoma had tried to portray.
Richard Glossip
Glossip was born in Galesburg, Illinois in 1963, as the seventh child of a poor family of 16 children. In spite of their limitations, his parents always worked really hard to put food on the table and a roof over their head.  But the total lack of space and privacy made him answer the call of the streets at a young age and at 14, he had already left home to try to make it on his own.
 Glossip daughters from 1st marriage
His education was limited but he was a very hard worker and possessed street smarts galore. He married a lovely African-American girl at age 16 and they had two daughters, but the marriage eventually broke down and he left his family behind. By his own admission, it was not his proudest moment. The marriage was rendered very difficult because of outside racial tensions and their tender age.
Glossip moved on and it was not long before he held managerial positions in the pizza business. His specialty was to take on a low producing restaurant and make it profitable again. No job was too menial or too big for Richard, and he was so good at revamping a dead franchise that he became highly in demand and went from one location to the other yielding the same great results.
He remarried and had two more children and even if his employers were all raving about his work, it meant that he often neglected his family life to be the excellent performer that they wanted him to be.  Not only did he work extremely hard, but he had the reputation of being honest and reliable; qualities that made him a valuable asset for employers.
When his second marriage fell apart, he moved to Oklahoma. In 1995, he took a job managing the Best Budget Inn owned by Barry Van Treese, a businessman who owned another motel in Tulsa and would visit the motel every two weeks to retrieve the receipts, inspect the premises, and make payroll.
In exchange for his work, Richard Glossip was given a free room at the motel and he lived on site with his then girlfriend, D-Anna Wood. He had to work at all hours of the day and night, but as usual, he did it with gusto. He was given a monthly salary of $1500 and a monthly performance bonus.
They had a day desk manager named Billye Hooper and in 1997, Glossip brought in Justin Sneed also known as Justin Taylor and his half-brother Wes Taylor to help him with maintenance work. In exchange for a free room and the occasional meal, the brothers helped him with the upkeep of the rundown rooms. Justin and Wes were part of a roofing crew from Texas and had decided to quit to stay at the motel.
Their father who was a known skinhead came back to get Wes who had to turn himself in for probation violations in Texas, and basically left Justin behind.
By his own admission, Richard was surrounded by criminal elements even within his own family, and at his place of employment, but he managed to keep his nose clean. He did pride himself in paying his taxes and earning his own money. To this day, what he misses the most is holding an honest job. In jail, he kept his pod so clean that he was set as an example by employees. He is the type of man who  likes earning his keep.
Justin Sneed Taylor
 Justin Sneed Taylor
Justin who was only 19 in 1997, and already a father, was a known meth head and a small time thief with not much education. His brother Wes was also involved in drugs and had proposed to set up a lab and rob people at the motel before returning to Texas. Wes had even approached Glossip to steal from Van Treese, but he had flatly refused to get involved.
Sneed could have worked with the roofing crew if he wanted to, but chose to stay and hang around the motel. Glossip befriended him and would share food and video games with him, not knowing he stole from cars and some of the rooms while doing his maintenance work. But in no way did Justin depend on Glossip for his survival. He could have gone back to his roofing job at any time.
Some say that Glossip was a figure of authority for Justin, but knowing how rebellious the teen had been in the past, it is doubtful that a straight arrow like Richard could have had a negative influence or held any power over this already troubled guy.
 Barry Van Treese
 Barry Van Treese
Van Treese was born in 1942 in Kansas City, Mo., and grew up and went to high school in Lawton. He graduated from Cameron University in 1963 and received a master’s degree in banking and finance from Southern Methodist University in Dallas in 1979. He became a motel owner in 1979. A solid family man and father of 5, Van Treese was known to be a tough boss, but with a good heart. He had brought Richard Glossip on board in1995 to make his motel profitable again; not an easy feat considering the place was literally in shambles.
Two years later, on January 7, 1997, Van Treese was found murdered in room 102 of the Best Budget Inn.
The murder 
At 4am on January 7, 1997, after his usual late hour bedtime, Glossip said he heard a loud banging on the door and some noise his girlfriend D-Anna later described as scraping on the wall. When he opened the door, he saw Sneed standing there with a black eye and acting strangely. Sneed told him that two drunks had broken a window and that he had to chase them away. When asked about his black eye, Justin said he hit his face on the shower tray, but when asked again, bluntly said that he had killed Van Treese. Looking at the parking lot, Glossip did not see Barry’s car at his usual spot, and if he is to be believed, did not take Justin’s murder statement seriously, and concluded that the guy must have been messing with him.
 motel broken window
He instructed Justin to put plexiglass on the broken window and accompanied him later on to make sure it was done properly. Glossip denies ever entering room 102 and none of his fingerprints were ever found at the scene. Justin had taped a shower curtain to cover the inside window and the thermostat was jacked up to keep the place cool. Once the outside window was covered, Glossip went back to his room to catch some z&#8217;s with D-Anna.
Let’s not forget that it was not the Hilton, but the Bates Motel so it would have taken much more than what he saw or heard to hit the panic button. He was used to this place being a bed of oddities, strange happenings, noises and even fights. He might have reacted with more urgency in other surroundings, but this was just another night at the crazy motel.
According to Glossip, when he woke up later on, he made his usual rounds and then went to cash his check with D-Anna before going to Wal-Mart. While in the store, they were paged by the motel desk clerk who told them that their boss’ car was found but they could not locate him.They went back to the motel and were told that it had been searched already and Van Treese was nowhere to be found. This is when he asked D-Anna if he should talk about what Justin shared with him, but she told him to keep it to himself until they knew more. He admits now that it was a big mistake.
Richard had a first interview with the cops and he was very cooperative, but never told them about Justin’s statement. Instead, he told them he would bring him to them if he could find him.
After a second interview, he was arrested and held until Justin Sneed was apprehended.
After his first police interview, Glossip started selling personal effects to get an attorney. It was obvious that he was in trouble and knew he had to get legal representation. The amount of money he collected from the sale plus his paycheck is what he had on him when they arrested him as he was coming out of a lawyer’s office.
The police interviews
I read the Richard Glossip’s police interviews and listened to the poor quality taped interview conducted by detectives Bemo and Cook as well as the Justin Sneed’s interrogations.
It was clear from the start that these dicks were not conducting by the book interviews. Their approach was kind of similar with both men; give up the other and it might be beneficial for you. They jumped to conclusions right away and decided what was what without the benefit of evidence or of a thorough investigation.
At first, Glossip did not name Sneed even if he promised countless times to direct him to them if he saw or heard from him and to let them know right away if he found out where he was. In fact, he was adamant about it.
He definitely should have told them right away about Sneed’s comment, but he had already painted himself in a corner with this one and most people get that it is not our first reflex to snitch on someone we know, unless we are sure that something illegal really happened, and even then, we prefer that the cops figure it out on their own not to carry this burden.
Even if they had no evidence against Glossip, it was clear from the start that they were accusing him of being involved and that he had to defend himself pronto.
I found it quite interesting that without knowing that Cliff Everhart, the guy who worked security for the motel, would point the finger at him or that the desk clerk, Bonnye Hooper, would try to smear his name, he had already told the investigators that he suspected Everhart was involved and that Hooper and a friend were making money under the table by renting rooms and keeping the proceeds. They would clean the room very early in the morning so no one would know it had been occupied and would pocket the price of admission.
It might explain their eagerness to cooperate fully with the authorities and the sometimes doubtful comments they made about Richard. Hooper told the cops that Glossip asked her not have housekeeping done in room 102 that morning because it was rented to a couple of drunks who busted the window. But in fact, it was Sneed who had told the maid not to go in there.
Glossip reminded the cops that he was always very cooperative with them when they came to the motel in any official capacity. The place was crawling with seedy people, prostitutes and drugs and every time the cops came by, they could count on good ole Richard to be on the right side of the law so he thought they would trust him to tell them the truth.
He basically told them that Sneed was different since a month and that they had distanced themselves from him. He was hanging out with the wrong crowd and less and less with him and D-Anna.
He recounted the story of the drunks, the broken window and going shopping with his girl until they were asked to come back.
During the second interview, they accused him of having stolen the money in his possession and of having masterminded the attack on Barry. Glossip had $1,700 on him when he was arrested because he had just sold his personal belongings and cashed his paycheck. He had the names and phone numbers of the people who gave him cash for his aquarium, vending machines and other items. Cliff Everhart freely admitted that he had bought some of the items. But the cops did not even bother calling any of these people.
They had not found Sneed yet and they made it clear that when they would, he would tell on him and things would get worse for him. It sounded like they wanted this case solved and fast. So they were pressuring him into a confession to close the deal.
No matter what he said, they were not listening no more.
It turns out that Justin Taylor Sneed was hanging out under a bridge with his roofer friends doing drugs during the week he was missing. He kept a drawer of personal effects at the roofers’ apartment and they found bloody money in it. It had Van Treese’s DNA and his on it. He was cooked. And let’s not forget that the fact that he had some space at these guys’ pad, indicated that he was in no way shape or form stuck at the motel under Glossip’s thumb.
 Justin Sneed injury
He gave the cops so many different versions that I am surprised anyone could believe a word this guy had to say about Glossip or anyone else for that matter.
At first, he said he didn’t even know Richard’s last name or Van Treese. He had nothing to do with the whole thing and just in case he had to throw someone under the bus, he said that his brother Wes had initially mentioned staging a burglary to get Van Treese’s money.
What the cops should have taken from this first statement is that Sneed had just established FACT 1: it was a well-known fact among the residents of the motel from the beginning that Barry came regularly to pick up money and would have some in his room or in his car. And his own brother mentioned robbing the guy.
After denying any involvement, Sneed was told by the cops that they knew he had participated, but that they believed he was not the mastermind. They also told him that they had Glossip in custody because ‘some people’ thought he was involved. They told him ‘’He is putting it all on you.’’ He had tried to involve his brother in the planning, but they were now offering him Glossip and lying about it to boot so it became his lucky day.
FACT 2: Sneed then admitted to the robbery. He never intended to kill Van Treese, but he went in with a baseball bat just in case. It was never supposed to be a murder.
FACT 3: He said he wanted to steal the car keys to get the money in Barry’s car, but when Barry woke up, he hit him just to knock him out. When things got out of hand, and Barry put up a fight, Sneed ended up breaking the window with the bat and killing the poor man. But it was never his intention. The fact that he broke the room window in his crazed state, should have told them that he was not in his right mind.
FACT 4: After killing VT, Sneed took the car keys, moved the car and stole the money. He never had any further plans as what to do with the body or clean the room. This proves in itself that he never intended to kill him and it was a robbery gone bad done by a meth head too out of his mind to do or know better.
Instead of leaving it at this, the cops kept on pressuring him to name Glossip, which Sneed did happily to save his own butt from the death penalty. They offered him life instead of death in a medium security prison if he testified against Richard, so he obviously took the offer. It makes one wonder if they work on commission and had something to gain by catching two birds instead of one.
In a way, it is hard to blame this screw up of a guy for taking the deal and snitching on his friend. When your life is on the line, you will do anything to avoid dire consequences. He was only 19 and pretty messed up to begin with. And if he was to recant, he would probably have faced horrible conditions; but there is also a moral concept called ‘doing the right thing.’
He told the investigators what they wanted to hear: ‘’We went to get the money out of the car and took it back to my room, so I guess his girlfriend wouldn’t know nothing or nothing like that. And we split the money.’’ When they asked him how much did you get, he said ‘’Uh, like about $1,900. I mean, he told me that the guy was sitting on like $7,000, but it only come out to being a little less than five, I think.’’
According to Sneed, he had obeyed Glossip to get money, some job opportunities and to help  because VT intended to fire him. It did not really make sense, but it gave the investigators what they wanted.
Two birds with one bat
The cops thought they had their men and had unilaterally decided, without any evidence whatsoever, that Glossip was the mastermind and Sneed his accomplice. A gift all tied up with a big bow.
The problem is that Sneed’s prints were all over room 102 and in Van Treese’s car. Glossip’s prints were nowhere to be found, at least where it mattered. The $1,700 found in Sneed’s drawer had DNA evidence linking it to VT. Glossip’s money was not tied to the murder, and came from the proceeds of the sale of his personal belongings and from his paycheck, which was a verifiable fact.
They thought that $1,700 each accounted for the $4,000 mentioned by Sneed, but what did they think that Sneed did the week he was missing and hanging out under the bridge with his roofer friends? He was buying and doing drugs. So he had already spent most of the loot.
Did they ever find these guys to ask them what Justin did or said? No they did not because they had already made up their mind.
The trial
While Sneed went his merry way to a medium security prison, Glossip stayed incarcerated for almost two years in the county jail before his trial. He was denied bail because they said he was a flight risk. Where does a guy who has never been in trouble with the law and has no money supposed to flee? The camping aisle at Wal-Mart?
 Wayne Fournerat
Bobby Glossip hired attorney Wayne Fournerat to defend his brother Richard because he had earned a small settlement for their sister in a simple civil matter. What a mistake it would turn out to be. To this day, I do not know if Fournerat was plainly incompetent, ill prepared, mentally ill or malicious, but he turned a very simple and winnable case into a disaster and single-handedly sent his client to death row; no ifs or buts about it.
The man was eventually disbarred and is now trying to inject himself on social media to ‘defend’ Richard Glossip. The problem is that each and every time someone asks him for transcripts, or a summary of the events, he is too lazy to even come up with anything. He keeps throwing his grain of salt in every debate, and if pushed for answers, tells his interlocutor that it is making his wife cry or starts speaking in tongues.
After trying to obtain details from Fournerat, I realized some of the dates he gave me about the case preceded the murder. I felt his client’s pain. To this day, he cannot lift a finger to do something constructive to help the man. The best thing he could do would be to stay away from everything Glossip and the abomination he created.
Mr. Fournerat was not happy about the way he was portrayed by the Wisconsin Law Review and filed a claim that was dismissed. Click here to read it.
Even if the prosecutor had it in for Glossip, it would have been easy to show the taped interview of Justin Sneed to the jurors to illustrate that his role as an accomplice was coerced. It is plain to see. His lawyer did not lay a proper foundation for the admission of the tape or other evidence. It should also have been a slam dunk to cross-examine Justin and show him for the twisted liar he had become. Detective Bob Bemo should also have been under fire for his interrogation tactics, but Fournerat did none of that.
He did not put any defense and did not challenge Everhart, Hooper or any of the other witnesses. The jury even asked about the taped interview, because they had questions. No answers were ever provided.
Cliff Everhart who was the principal witness against Glossip was an OIDS investigator and an employee of the state. The jury never knew he had a relationship to the defense system and the state of Oklahoma. How could he be an investigator for the state and be a reliable witness? Plus, he said he had a share in the motel that Van Treese had signed over to him on a napkin, but it was denied by Mrs. Van Treese.
In the case of Hooper, the bone of contention was that Glossip  had told Van Treese not to rehire her after she took a sick leave and she held a grudge. Plus, he suspected that she took money by not recording the guests officially. Sneed even testified in court that it was him who told the maid not to clean room 102 and not Glossip as Hooper said.
Some people heard several voices in room 102 and what sounded like an argument; the client in the next room thought he heard a female voice, contrary to what Sneed had told the cops.
All elements that should have been brought up at trial.
The case is thrown out
In 2001, after two years on death row, the case of Richard Glossip was thrown out by the Oklahoma Court of Criminal appeals due to ineffective assistance of counsel.
You would think that it is time to rejoice when a verdict is not upheld, but when you have no money like Glossip and the system has already claimed you as his own and held you in his tentacles, it becomes harder to win than the first time around. The powers that be do not like losing and the public defenders are not the best option.
At first, Glossip was pretty confident because his appellate lawyer, G. Lynn Burch, was excellent and had laid out a strong foundation for the new trial that he intended to win. This time, they would play the interrogation tape and establish the facts:

Even if they said that Van Treese was going to fire Glossip because some money was missing, it was never demonstrated in court because when asked for official receipts, the state said they were destroyed in a flood.
Van Treese’s brother who took over the management of the motel, said that the sums missing were small and inconsequential. He also said Barry liked Glossip and the motel made profits. So there was no reason to fire Richard.
Glossip had received his performance bonuses 11 months out of 12 during the last year, so how could he have stolen from the motel? He never had problems getting jobs and could have moved on any time to a new management position with less working hours.
And killing the boss would not have meant keeping his job. On what planet is it a logical argument?
 It was going to be easy to show that the crime was a robbery gone bad that did not involve Glossip. The only crime they could have held him accountable for if they really wanted to, was accessory after the fact.
During the first trial, medical examiner, Dr. Chai Choi, said that Van Treese might have survived if Glossip had called the cops after Sneed notified him because he layed there bleeding for hours. A fact contradicted by the autopsy report that indicated no blood loss. According to forensic pathologist Michael Baden, Van Treese died within minutes, so it made no difference if Glossip spoke up or not.

 Falsity
But Mr. Justin Sneed came to the state’s rescue one more time when he said that Burch who had interviewed him before trial, had threatened him to make him change his testimony. The new prosecutor, Connie Smothermon, decided to add Sneed’s lawyer to the witness list to testify that her client was intimidated by Burch. This interview was not recorded and the allegations were strongly denied by Burch who had to recuse himself from the case.
Richard ended up with lawyers from the Oklahoma Indigent Defense System (OIDS) Silas Lyman and Wayne Woodyard, and in a sad case of déjà vu all over again, they failed once more to introduce Sneed’s interrogation and did not go after Bemo or anyone else. Instead, they seemed to help the prosecution.
Sneed had been coached properly and had stepped up his game to the hilt. This time around, Glossip became the mastermind who was pressuring poor Justin who was simply going along for the ride to help his master. He was now offered $10,000 to do the deed.
He also testified that he was instructed to cover the window with Plexiglass and to go fetch some trash bags and muriatic acid for the dead body. In this new scenario, Glossip had gone to room 102 and taken $100 from the pocket of Van Treese and told him to crank up the air conditioning. And he, the poor powerless boy, was asked several times to kill VT.
His testimony would have been easy to debunk because he testified that he had no idea that Richard had been arrested or that he was in police custody when he confessed. The interrogation transcript would have cleared this lie very easily. But Richard&#8217;s legal team were sleeping at the switch.
In 2004, Richard Glossip was found guilty a second time of the first degree murder of Barry Van Treese. The same mistakes were made in his second trial, but this time, the decision was upheld. Go figure.
This is what happens when the system conspires to keep you prisoner for a crime they basically pinned on you. They have invested too much in your conviction to let go and if you have no money, you are doomed. They will use every trick in the book to win.
Richard was even offered life in prison instead of the death penalty if he took a guilty plea. But he would not admit to a crime he did not commit.
Richard Glossip new legal team
Sitting on death row, Richard reached out to as many people as he could to claim his innocence and try to gather some support. He was finally heard and the media started publicizing his case and help started to trickle in. Sister Helen Préjean, Susan Sarandon, Richard Branson and many other public personalities believed in his innocence or at the very least, that there was a reasonable doubt. Dr. Phil produced a whole show on the subject.
Many people took notice and started reading the facts and scratching their head. How could he be on death row when the guy who brutally murdered Van Treese was a pathological liar held in a medium security prison? Something did not jive here.
At trial, the brutality of the murder was an aggravating factor, but they could never prove that Glossip was even in the room or remotely tied to this crime, except for the word of a brutal troubled teenager.
And if you watched the police interrogation, you know for a fact that Sneed lied after being pressured by the cops. He is at the very least, a very unreliable witness who keeps changing his story.
Don Knight, Kathleen Lord and Mark Olive formed his new legal defense team and took his case pro bono. They produced affidavits from a former inmate who heard Sneed brag about setting up Glossip and from a drug dealer who witnessed Sneed’s addiction and petty thefts. They established that the police interrogation techniques elicited a false confession, and that he was a thief addicted to meth as well as an admitted snitch.

The psychiatric report of Justin Sneed also indicates that he mentioned a burglary and Glossip was never involved. Click here to read it.
According to Dr. Pablo Steward, an expert in substance abuse, the crime committed by Sneed is consistent with a meth addict acting alone. He was treated with lithium at the time of his arrest. It is quite a contrast between the circumstances of Glossip who was clean and not in the habit of stealing or taking heavy drugs.
Click here for a resume of the new evidence gathered by Glossip new legal team

Sneed’s own daughter wrote a letter on behalf of Richard to say that her father wanted to recant several times, and she believed Glossip to be an innocent man.
There is also a grey area that was not explored at trial or during the investigation. Barry Van Treese had $23,000 in cash in the trunk of his car that was recovered by the police. After his murder, his widow insisted that it was not theirs. In a report, the police thought it was marked as taken in a robbery.Click here to read the official document.
It should have raised a huge red flag, but it was not even admissible at trial. It sure sounds like it could be related to what Justin Sneed told his mother in a letter about this case involving important people she could not imagine.
Was it a case of murder for hire or a fender bender?
 Another day, another story
A pro-prosecution sounding reporter from the Frontier resurrected Justin Sneed in an epic interview where he sounded more coached than ever. She kept shoving words in his mouth and asking leading questions. He never denied having talked to his daughter about the case, but instead, said she was confused. In her letter, she said that she talked to her dad about the case for two years. No confusion there, but he was never put on the spot or asked the hard questions.
The interview sounded like a damage control exercise for the prosecution. He basically had answers to rebut the new defense elements and changed his story again. It was pretty obvious that he had been coached by his team because his vocabulary would suddenly go from street to sleek when he was giving out the &#8216;right&#8217; answers.
In his revamped version, he kept saying that Glossip was on his ‘bumper’ about killing Van Treese. He would not leave him alone about it. Really on his ‘bumper.’ There was so much pleading that he was finally pushed over the edge and coerced.
If it was not so pathetic, it would be funny that he says that the cops made false promises, but he told the truth anyway. There was nothing false about giving him medium security and no death penalty for a brutal murder if in return, he implicated Glossip.
Even if he testified in court that Glossip did not own gloves, he now said that he wore gloves to cover his tracks in room 102. And now, the money did not come until the end, and after Sneed brought it to his room, Richard wanted half of it.
It is priceless when he says he thought it would be an average day or whatever.
He also says for the first time that to add pressure, Richard told him that his girlfriend D-Anna was pregnant.
He now emphasizes that Glossip told him to do it that night or he would be kicked out out of his room. Funny enough, he joined the roofing crew the day after the murder, but now says in the interview that he thought they had already left. Is this guy for real?
His mantra was that he was just a boy. I wonder if he was told that he might get a pardon one day if he sticks to his story and even up the ante with a few more juicy details
I guess this video should help the defense after all. Don Knight and Glossip’s other attorneys stated that Sneed’s interview strengthens their case.

4 delays of execution for Richard Glossip
 Mary Fallin
So far, Richard Glossip’s execution was delayed 4 times. Enough to make any man go crazy or suffer from serious PTSD. Every time he is scheduled for execution, they move him to the isolation cell where they deprive him of all his belongings so that he has nothing else to think about, but his imminent death, which is a form of torture.
On September 16, 2015, he had received a brief reprieve issued by the Oklahoma Court of Criminal Appeals.
On September 30, 2015, after the Supreme Court declined to stop Glossip’s execution, governor Fallin announced at the last minute, a 37-day stay of execution because of problems with the three-drug-cocktail they were using. Glossip had been sitting in his cell once again, waiting to be executed. Even Pope Francis had drawn a call for mercy earlier in the day.
Is that Midazolam in your pocket, or are you just happy to torture me?
As pharmaceutical companies started to refuse to provide the US with drugs used to kill other human beings, many states have had to ‘wing’ it.
Oklahoma was the first state to use pentobarbital in a three drug protocol in 2010. Their first use of a three-drug-protocol starting with midazolam was botched in 2014. An investigation revealed that they had used potassium acetate instead of potassium chloride in the execution of Charles Warner on 1/15/15.
In 2014, a state judge struck down Oklahoma’s lethal injection secrecy law, stating that it violated inmate’s right to due process. They had 5 different lethal injection cocktails, at the discretion of the Department of Corrections.
 Clayton Lockett
Oklahoma’s execution protocols have been under fire since they executed Clayton Lockett who regained consciousness and went through an agonizing death. The rest of the inmates were mad at Lockett for resisting and cutting his arms with a razor because it led to stricter measures on death row. They were all punished for it.
Glossip’s lawyers challenged one of the chemicals of the three drug cocktail, but ultimately lost the case. Click here to read about it.
When the governor announced that they had received potassium acetate instead of potassium chloride, I did not see this as a mistake. In my opinion, it was a case of fearing the consequences if Glossip’s execution went badly because of the public scrutiny surrounding the case.
According to the autopsy report. Oklahoma used potassium acetate instead of potassium chloride in Warner’s lethal injection, even if potassium chloride is the only protocol allowed.
They cannot mess with drug protocols because they have no chemist on board to make sure they have the right dosage or the desired effect.
A multicounty grand jury inquiry started in October 2015 into the execution drug mix-up. The director of Oklahoma department of Corrections, Robert Patton, has since resigned. One week after she testified, Warden Anita Trammel retired.
There is now an indefinite stay on all executions until they work out the problems and go back to business as usual. I hope that in the meantime, the US comes to its senses and scraps the death penalty.
As far as Richard Glossip goes, I pray he will be released someday, free to listen to music, work, feel the wind and be reunited with his loved ones. He has paid dearly for not being more forthcoming 18 years ago. No human being should have to go through the legal mess he had to endure. That Governor Mary Fallin can call this ‘having his day in court’ is appalling.
Richard gave instructions to his friends in case of his death, to spread his ashes on a beautiful lake while playing the song Free and Lonely from X Ambassadors.
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	RAISING THE BAR – BUT CERTAINLY NOT IN ARIZONA
With a defense attorney like Kirk Nurmi, who needs a prosecutor like Juan Martinez?
 “To fully get a visual of what Ms. Arias did to my brain, you would have to find some fecal matter, throw it into the pan, add a chopped up dead rat and scramble the whole mess up. Once completely cooked, this concoction would then approximate the effect that Ms. Arias had on my brain.” 
 Kirk Nurmi
This is an excerpt from the book Jodi Arias’ defense (and I use the term loosely) attorney wrote, possibly on the back of toilet paper, after he was released from a case he did not win or even remotely tried with professionalism, competence or common sense. 
I would imagine that this pathetic attempt at redeeming his image or boost his legal career, might eventually cost him more than he bargained for.
I do not know what is in the water in Arizona, but the prosecutor working the same case is also publishing a book, probably available during the Holidays and so handy to offer as the gift that keeps on giving for those eager to spew hatred.
The difference being that the prosecutor is supported by a big publishing company and the defense attorney had to handle his own publishing. It is a story of David and Goliath, and even if the little guy defeated the big fat giant, the only losers had to be Lady Justice standing by looking revulsed, and of course the defendant, Ms. Arias, who was stuck between these two malefactors after the death of her lover.
 Kids, the Circus is in town
One was supposed to defend her because the other one wanted to kill her. Even if their goals were legitimately opposed, it is now difficult to differentiate between the two. And the fact that they are both writing a book to disgrace Arias even if an appeal is underway is beyond unethical, not to say mind blowing.
How is it even possible or allowed? It is a blatant attempt at throwing the book at justice.
Are they so afraid that the decision might not stand on appeal that they are desperately trying to sink her case? They are like the Arizona mafia making sure they leave only dead bodies in their wake. They both struck out so now they are back for a homerun and want to make sure the defendant is sunk, but with blocks of cement this time; and what better way to do this than through public opinion and with added details they could not inject in the trial.
Passing the bar
 Bar exam
Becoming an attorney is no easy feat and it requires dedication and countless hours spent studying, especially if you are not of superior intelligence, but just average Joes like Nurmi and Martinez.
It is not sufficient to pass the exam to become an attorney. Bar examiners also assess the character and fitness of applicants for a law license. They seek background information because law is a public profession and once licensed, attorneys have the power to inflict substantial harm to their vulnerable client if they so desire.
Many fail the bar exam several times and Nurmi was one of the numerous students to encounter this roadblock. But he persevered because, according to his book, he had a passion for the law and wanted to become a public defender.
 Juan studied at AZ State University
Martinez also succeeded in his quest to become a lawman in spite of his humble origins, and managed to become the first in his Mexican family to have reached this level of education.
They both frequented average institutions and eventually found their way to Arizona to fulfill their legal ambition. Martinez as a prosecutor and Nurmi as a public defender. They had never faced each other in a courtroom but their mutual experience in capital cases was the link that eventually brought them together.
The lawyer’s oath and office
 Justice Miller
Justice Miller of the Supreme Court described the lawyer’s office in these terms ‘’the lawyer in this country is one of the administrators of justice. The judge who presides in the court is another, with more authority of position, and, perhaps, in some respects, a more burdensome one. 
The court, and the clerk, and the marshal, the sheriff, the jury, the lawyer, all constitute ministers of justice; and a lawyer who consciously undertakes to thwart justice is unfit for the position, as much as the judge who accepts a bribe, or knowingly decides a case against the law and the right; and it should be understood that they are subjected, to their clients; but this is not the first duty, as is generally supposed. Their first duty is the administration of justice, and their duty to their client is subordinate to that.’’
What happened in Arizona? You have sheriff Arpaio ruling as a tyrant and the prosecutor and defense attorney of a high profile case with an appeal underway deciding to write a book about it with the authorization of the DA’s office. Will the presiding judge, Sherry Stephens, dance the Can Can during Juan Martinez book tour?
And what to say about jurors from this particular case, partying with the victim&#8217;s family? There are no words.
Instead of raising the bar in Arizona, this small cluster of legal beagles decided to limbo under the bar, go over the bar, to the bar or through the bar. But whatever they did has nothing to do with their first duty which should have been the administration of justice.
Their fixation on lowering the bar when it comes to the Jodi Arias case is troubling and seems to stem from egotistic pursuits.
Trapped with Ms. Arias
 Nurmi violating his oath of office
To say that this book is a mess would be an understatement. It is lacking in every aspect possible; poorly written, inconsistent, illogical, unprofessional.
In this lowly effort, Kirk Nurmi seems to be bent on revenge. He was poorly perceived during this high profile trial and is desperately seeking approbation from his critics. His narrative is crippled by striking contradictions. He is against the death penalty but if Arias screams at her own mother over the phone to give her money for Doritos, and talks to supporters while sitting alone in a shitty jail, it becomes offensive enough to wish death upon her.
Beggars can&#8217;t be choosers and it also goes for her choice of attorney.
I would like to see him in jail with no money in his commissary account, fed only two meals a day and with no one to talk to. I have the feeling this ogre would roar. The telephone or video conferencing often becomes the only lifeline of inmates.
 9 days out of 10, I try to save my butt
At trial, his defense was that his mentally disturbed client was abused and acted in self-defense in the death of Travis Alexander. He also tried to explain during his closing argument that the covert operation and premeditation presented by the state did not hold water.
In his book, he cannot go against his own defense theory  without paying the piper, so he says in a roundabout way that she kind of deserved to die but because of observations he made while spying on her jail conversations. He tries to  run with the hare and hunt with the hounds.
I doubt that his phone will ring off the hook to request his legal representation after this one. Who will trust him now?
One cannot help but wonder what could have triggered this vindictiveness against Arias. The fact that he allegedly heard his wife being called a blonde skinny bitch by Sandra Arias during an exchange with her daughter probably did not help matters. The details he heard had absolutely nothing to do with the case and were never used by the prosecution; which emphasizes the fact that they were totally irrelevant.
 Just doing my job
I still cannot get over the fact that he sat for hours on end, like a Peeping Tom and a word voyeur, enraptured by all his client&#8217;s private conversations that he is now using to vilify her. He is threading  through the shoals and sandbars; between a breach of confidentiality and what he can use without being reprimanded by the bar association. Good luck with that!
I have rarely read such illogical hogwash coming from an attorney and the cruel tone used against Arias persists throughout the book. A lawyer must remain objective and detached and should not want to hurt his client in any way.
He says Arias was flirtatious with him during their early encounters and later considered him as her boyfriend. Consequently, she did not mind if he saw her naked photos but threw a fit because he wanted to make them public during trial.
I know he says he is no psychologist, but a cauliflower would have more reasoning power. Is there a female on the planet who could believe that Arias tried to flirt with Nurmi? On the contrary, she probably tried to make him feel at ease because of his physical shortcomings. I wonder if in his next installment, we will learn that his co-chair and the judge made a move on him.
But for the sake of argument, let&#8217;s say she did, and it was because of the patterns he suspected came from abuse. Reporting it so negatively would absolutely forfeit his supposedly concern over her well-being because there would be absolutely no motivation to publish his suspicions except to do harm.
 Architecture at Yale Law School. The lawyer is supposed to have the stubbornness of the bulldog, but not necessarily his looks.
And if he does not understand the horror felt by a woman whose genitals and quasi pornographic pictures are about to be exposed to the world, he has no compassion or common sense whatsoever.
Arias did not see him as her boyfriend, but she thought of him as her lawyer. Of course, he could see her photos and every aspect of the case. Why would she have felt outraged by it? She did not have a choice anyway. He was supposed to be her ally until he decided to go into private practice and quit on her.
He does not seem to comprehend why a client whose life is on the line would be upset if her lawyer walked out in the middle of the case because he wants to go in private practice and does not give a damn about her. And especially because he cannot take the heat and would prefer to join the mob.
 Estrella Tent city
The concept of incarceration also seems to evade him completely. When a young woman lives in a jail cell in Arizona, she is bound to be needy, eager to have human contact and someone to work on her case diligently. If her life is threatened by the state, she wants the undivided attention of her lawyer. Duh.
It is abhorrent to read the echo of his constant whining about doing his job: he even worked once on the weekend to meet Arias’ mother and he did not like her or her attitude.
She was supposedly not grateful enough for his half-ass effort to represent her daughter. A mother whose daughter is on trial with the death penalty on the table will certainly not qualify as a great candidate for the Nurmi Fan Club.
But, jeez, he had to work on the weekend so get lost Sandra Arias because you were no mother of the year and you live in Yreka. Nurmi expressed his disdain for Yreka and exposed the vacuous feeling emanating from the Arias family home where he did not feel very welcome. And darn, Jodi&#8217;s mom had to go to work. How inconvenient for him. It was not a lack of interest for her daughter, but the need to earn a living.
Did he expect Happy Days at la casa de los Cunningham? The Arias family has been devastated in more ways than one and they did not roll out the red carpet for him. Was it so hard to understand that he was not their savior or hero, but the public defender of the last resort dragging his feet since day one?
And by the way folks, he did not like Jodi’s cat either or being asked if he petted the little feline.
The man could not comprehend that her cat might have been one of the few anchors left in her life and very precious to her. Funny how he keeps floating the idea that Jodi was cruel to animals as a child, but he despises her bloody cat and will not bother with it.
He sounds like Martinez during a sidebar, trying to squeeze in that Arias would hold her cat a little too tight. These two are so desperate that it borders on SNL.
I also took exception to his comments about the Arias family not caring about Jodi, including her sister and brothers. Did it ever occur to him that they had no intention of confiding in him because they did not trust his actions? By all accounts, her siblings adore her.
Instead of a mea culpa, his book is a mea innocentia. You would expect a narrative of the case point by point with explanations as to why it went wrong; lack of expert testimony about the crime scene, blood spatter, no gun expert and how the prosecutor’s intimidation of the domestic violence witness and the psychologist worked against him. His client&#8217;s testimony being way too long. The role of the media that turned his client into a monster and made his work an uphill battle. Or how he was too repetitive and kept bringing up the bloody sex tape ad nauseam.
He is defending himself and not Arias. He is attacking her and keeps delivering low blows to show the legion of Jodi haters that he did not mean to represent her, but was forced to do so. He cannot really do it without sabotaging the entire defense he presented and risk being disbarred so he picks her apart in several other ways that are totally irrelevant to the case and conveniently not verifiable.
At trial, he deplored Travis&#8217; abusive language towards Jodi and used it as a mitigating factor, but he now uses terms like &#8216;dead rat&#8217; and &#8216;feces&#8217; in reference to his client. He is desperately trying to redeem himself by joining the bullies who kicked his client when she was down. I cannot imagine that this will not be included in the record on appeal.
It turns out that Kirk Nurmi hates Estrella Jail. News flash, all the inmates hate that horrible dungeon, but it is his job to visit his client every week in a capital case.
He did not like to go to Mesa or Yreka either. In fact, he did not like to do his job at all. Digging to find evidence or witnesses to support his client’s case was a real burden.
Are we to forget that Nurmi was paid $2.5 million for defending Arias?
 Brewer &amp; Arias
And talking to her was also a burden. Strangely, when other people enjoy talking to Arias, he deducts that she has the quality of a cult leader. It is not because she is nice or generous, it is because she hypnotizes them.
I wonder what Darryl Brewer saw in her. Could it be that she worked hard and was very nice to his son? Or was she a cult leader who happened to pay a huge share of the mortgage?  And what about Matt? Did they remain friends after he cheated on her because she had a hold on him? She could not make him faithful with her special power? This woman never had a free ride in her life. She always worked hard to earn her keep.
Even Travis Alexander said that Arias was a much nicer person than he was. So Nurmi trying to demonize his client to get brownie points after the fact sounds terribly like sour grapes.
 Jennifer Wilmot saved Arias life
Jennifer Willmott liked her client and basically saved her from the death penalty. Nurmi did not do much for his client, except destabilize her case, obsess on the sex tape and pick his nose on camera.
The only strong cross-examination of witnesses came from Willmott. When during closing argument, he said that he did not like Arias, the jury could only hear the message loud and clear. It pretty well nullified his defense.
You do not have to like your client to put up a good defense, but in such a high profile case, 9 days out of 10 was an overkill. Once again, he was trying to run with the hare and hunt with the hounds and it should constitute pretty interesting material for appeal.
The &#8216;I do not like my client&#8217; tactic has been used successfully in other cases, but always with the intent to win over the jury to your side. Never with the &#8216;I&#8217;m stuck defending this client, but don&#8217;t hate me for it cause I hate her too&#8217; tactic.
 Bryan Neumeister opened the floodgates of Porngate
He improved during the second trial, and grew some hair and legal balls, but it was too late in the game. And who came up with porngate? It was Jodi Arias herself. In the short time that she represented herself, she managed to dig up that information.
She had tried to get Nurmi to inquire about the porn on the computer and he never did. And he is now blaming her for wanting him to do his job.
Nurmi is convinced that Jodi Arias was sexually abused as a child. On what basis? He keeps repeating that he is not a psychologist, and it is pretty obvious by now that he lacks common sense. She obviously was neglected, and they mentioned some abuse at trial, but  he should have kept this new theory to himself, especially without any evidence to support his allegations.
If he believed Jodi had mental problems and was the victim of sexual abuse, he should have shown compassion instead of intolerance. You do not write a burn book about your client when her appeal is underway or join the ranks of the army of cynics eager to burn her at the stake. It is called catering to hate.
 Sandra Arias
Even if Yreka was too lowly for the great Jabba and he accuses Jodi’s mother of not being there for her daughter, she sat in the court room every day of the trial, in spite of her financial difficulties. Arias testified that their relationship was complicated.
Who is he to bash her family publicly when he damaged her more than they ever could? The woman was totally devastated by this tragedy and her husband could not attend the trial most of the time because he is afflicted with serious health problems.
I am still intrigued by the fact that only one juror saw that at the time of the tragedy, Arias was in the throes of depression and it was well documented in her journals. It saved Jodi&#8217;s life.
Arias&#8217;s father when he spoke to Flores on tape, said that his daughter was very upset and suffering from shifting moods since a couple of years. She would call crying and scream at her mother and call back a short time later and be very nice and apologetic. It happened to be the exact period of time she spent with Travis in Mesa. It is not difficult to tie her troubles to this situation.
 Nurmi the unwilling well paid defender
Nurmi knew about her condition and the fact that she was lodged in one of the worst jails in America, and for a time, in a cell for 23 hours a day. You would think that it would have explained, at least partly, the behavior he keeps questioning and criticizing.
He hated setting foot there but his client was not supposed to be affected by her incarceration? She stayed in jail 5 years awaiting her trial because she was indigent. If she had money, she could have been out on bail. And he did not know why she was emotional or gathering help from supporters and her family?
There is comic relief in the book. It is not all sour grapes. When Nurmi talks about Arias growing pot on the roof of her family home as the result of abuse, I could not help but laugh and recall how Jodi’s friend said that it was one dried up plant in a Tupperware container. No big deal. Her parents totally overreacted to that event by calling the cops on their daughter, even if according to Nurmi, they did not care about their kids.
 Gideon&#8217;s Army
It is not psychology 101, it is Nurmi 000. The man often lacks judgment and it was clearly on display at trial. He never knew when to stop and usually ended up beating a dead horse. He had a knack for diluting the impact of a revealing statement by repeating it too many times.
There are moments in the book when he appears to feign compassion or sadness, especially for Travis Alexander and his family or to describe some troubling scenes in prison, but it falls flat. He is not selling it with great conviction.
I now seriously doubt his initial passion for being a public defender. He is no Gideon’s army. He is a lone ego driven attorney who decided to put his own interests ahead of the administration of justice and his client.
Real public defenders handle hundreds of cases and he ended up with one, but managed to turn it into the Shining.
I have worked with many lawyers through the years and not once have I heard one of them complain this way. And I never encountered a case where both sides of a coin become one in order to milk a tragedy.
Nurmi should stick to writing diet books and growing his hair.
Juan Martinez will try to administer the last blow to Arias in his future best-seller book, but the Damocles sword might be hanging over his own head right now because of the complaints that will be filed against him in Arizona. His long dark history is nipping at his heels.
Click here for a recap of Juan&#8217;s accomplishments and the complaint being filed by attorney Robert McWhirter to the State Bar of Arizona. According to Mel McDonald, a onetime judge and United States Attorney for the district of Arizona who now works as a criminal defense attorney, “Juan is a victory-at-any-cost prosecutor driven by his own ego,”  “He lies easily and he always overreaches, always plays to the mob mentality.”
 Abbott &amp; Costello Who&#8217;s on First?
For the record, I do not see this prosecutor as a great legal mind, but mostly as a shrewd man working in a much too lenient County. 
He would have been relegated to the ranks of average lawyer if he played by the rules or resided in a legally civilized state. His victories are mostly based on grandstanding and shady practices supported by an anemic jury pool.
Martinez is holding on to his new found fame and the only way to do it is through osmosis. The kind of adulation he is craving is intricately tied to Jodi Arias and without his better half, he will go back to the land of oblivion. Who will ask him for an autograph if he moves on to another case?
These two Abbott and Costello make us wonder &#8216;Who’s on first?&#8217;
Their greed and ego has made them push the legal envelope and walk a very fine line. If they keep it up, they might provide Arias a get out of jail card. So until they wake up and smell due process, she’s on first.
*********
Click here for a legal opinion on Nurmi being a disgrace to his profession for writing a book about his client.
Click here to read the 12 reasons to worry about our criminal justice system by Judge Alex Kozinski, a prominent appellate judge in the US.
UPDATE: The chickens came home to roost. Click here to read about Nurmi&#8217;s 4 year suspension for writing a burn book about his client.
UPDATE: Click here to read about Nurmi being disbarred after objections to a 4 year suspension. Will it open the door to the publication of part II and III of his trilogy?
You can read Arias&#8217; attorney full statement here.
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	Russ Faria Found Not Guilty – Or When Pigs Really Fly
On November 5, 2015, Judge Steven Ohmer of St. Louis Circuit Court, found Russ Faria not guilty of first-degree murder in the 2011 death of his wife and called his case ‘’disturbing’’.
Faria had maintained his innocence from day one in the murder of his spouse Betsy who was found stabbed to death on December 27, 2011, at the couple’s home on Sumac Drive, northwest of Troy, Missouri.
He had been found guilty of first degree murder in 2014 after a police investigation focused solely on him as a suspect. He was sent to serve life without parole at the Jefferson City Correctional Center.
After serving more than two years in prison, Faria was granted a new trial citing new evidence not presented during his first trial that could have influenced the jurors in their deliberations, including information about a woman called Pamela Hupp who was the last person to have seen Betsy alive and unbeknownst to everyone, had been named sole beneficiary of her life insurance a few days before the murder.
 Judge Mennemeyer
During the first trial, Judge Chris Kunza Mennemeyer ruled against the defense and they could not introduce the details about Pamela Hupp because it was not direct evidence.
Faria’s lawyer, Joel Schwartz, presented a strong alibi for his client: four witnesses testified that he was miles away when his wife was stabbed. But he could not lay out the crucial evidence about Pamela Hupp.
Schwartz filed an appeal and on February 24, 2015, the Missouri Court of Appeals sent the Faria case back to the 45th Judicial Court Judge Chris Kunza Mennemeyer for a hearing on a retrial motion.
A hearing was held after a formal motion was filed by Farias, but Circuit Court Judge Chris Kunza Mennemeyer stated in March that she had ‘’a known conflict and must recuse’’ and asked for the case to be referred to another judge.
She did not specify the nature of the conflict and refused to comment. The Missouri Supreme Court assigned Judge Rachel L. Bringer-Shepart to preside over the motion for a new murder trial.
But in the end, judge Steven Ohmer was appointed to take over the case. He ordered the new trial set for November 2, 2015, at the chagrin of Lincoln Country prosecutor Leah Askey who argued to the Judge that &#8220;despicable&#8221; was the nicest word she could say about the defense`s motion.
It is pretty rare to send a case back to the trial court before an appeal is considered and it shows how much they had deviated from the rules of ethic in this particular case.
Betsy’s murder 
 Betsy Faria
On the day she died, Betsy, who had advanced liver cancer, went to her chemo treatment accompanied by a friend. She then drove to her mother’s house. Russ was supposed to pick her up but was told not to bother because she had a ride home.
Russ went to game night at a friend’s house like he did every week, between 6:00 PM and 9:00 PM. He then made his way home where he discovered Betsy dead on the floor. She was laying there with her wrists slashed and a knife planted in her neck.
He called 911 hysterical and they came to investigate right away. Click here to listen to the disturbing call.
Crime scene
His wife’s body was already cold and stiff when Russ found it. She had been stabbed over 50 times. All the wounds were not visible because they were hidden by the clothes she wore. It was established that several of the injuries were postmortem.
Semen cells were found inside Betsy and belonged to her husband. It matched what Russ had told cops about having sex with his wife on Sunday.
The plumbing was inspected and it was established that there was no blood in the drains.
Blood was found on a light switch where another male DNA profile was detected but it did not match Russ
Some slippers that both Russ and Betsy wore were found bloody in the master bedroom closet but the blood pattern was not consistent with someone walking in blood.
Absolutely no blood or DNA was found on Russ and he was wearing the same clothes he had on when caught on camera when he visited gas stations before going to game night and coming home.
Russ and Betsy’s marriage
 Betsy and Russ
Betsy and Russ did not have a perfect marriage. They had separated for a year, but reunited with the intention of working on their relationship. They joined a church and seemed to be on an even keel ever since. They both had been unfaithful, but they still seemed to love each other.
Betsy had breast cancer that went into remission a few years earlier, but the disease was back with a vengeance and was  now attacking her liver. She was told in no uncertain terms that her time was counted.
According to some of Russ’ friends, he was inconsolable at the idea of losing Betsy. Because his wife did not have long to live, one has to wonder what would be the point of killing her.
Betsy’s timeline
 Pam Hupp
During her chemo treatment, Betsy had texted Pam Hupp to tell her that she did not need a ride home. She had also emphasized that she wanted to spend more time with her present companion.
Instead of respecting Betsy&#8217; wish, Hupp showed up at chemo anyway, and insisted to take her home later on.
According to Pam Hupp, she dropped off Betsy at home at around 7:00 PM or a little bit later.
Betsy had two daughters from a previous marriage, Leah and Mariah Day, and one of them stated that she had talked to her mother during the day and had told her she would call her back, but when she dialed her mom’s number at 7:21, 7:26 and 7:31 PM, she got no answer which was surprising, considering Betsy told her to call back.
Russ Faria’s timeline
When Russ went to join his friends for game night, he was caught on surveillance cameras at two gas stations. He stopped for gas and at another station, he stopped for cigarettes, dog food and ice teas.
He then drove 35 minutes to meet his 4 friends.
This is what Michael Corbin who was the friend who hosted game night, had to say:
‘’We’d been doing game night for about 3-4 years previous to Betsy’s murder and the rest of us still play game night to this day. Every Tuesday we would get together and play one or a couple of board games or old-fashioned pen and paper role playing games. We’ve added a few more games to the list than we had when Russ was with us, but we still all enjoy to get together and play. Betsy never came to game night…but not everyone likes sitting around playing board games. We’d have a number of other players come and go over the years, but Russ and the rest of us were the core that were always around.’’
According to his friends, he arrived at 6:00 PM or a bit before. His cell phone records showed it was pinging at the tower near Corbin’s home.
Once again, according to this crew, Russ left between 8:45 PM and 9:00 PM. He obtained a receipt from a nearby Arby’s where he stopped for a sandwich and it was stamped at 9:09 PM. He then drove directly home which was a distance of about 30 minutes and called 911 at 9:40 PM. Pretty foolproof alibi.
Pam Hupp’s timeline
Pam Hupp was a long term friend of Betsy Faria that not many people knew about. Russ had met her a couple of times and most of Betsy’s friends had never met the woman. They had worked for the same Insurance Company in the past.
On the day of the murder, Pam became very insistent when told not to pick up Betsy and even showed up at chemo uninvited. She insisted on driving her home.
According to Pam, she dropped Betsy’s home at around 7:00 PM.
She made a call to her husband at 7:04 PM that went unanswered.
She called Betsy at 7:27 PM and this one also went unanswered. She told the cops that she had called her friend to let her know she made it home, but the cell phone tower that picked up the call proved she was still near Betsy’s home and not close to her own home that was 30 minutes away.
When interviewed by police, she said she did not go into the house and at another time, she said she went in and Betsy was laying on the couch when she left. She then changed her story again and said that Betsy was in the entrance door when she left.
 Police favorite informant
She kept fibbing and when asked why Betsy did not answer her daughter’s phone calls, she said they probably were in the bedroom and she did not hear anything. She then added. ‘’It all happened very fast.’’
Strangely enough, the police did not investigate Pam Hupp even when they found out that a few days before Betsy’s death, she had accompanied her to the public library to have documents signed and witnessed by a librarian called Marian Lauren Manganelli to be named sole beneficiary of her life insurance.
She said that Betsy did not trust her husband, her daughters and even her own family to manage the $150,000 insurance payout and wanted her to get it so that she could give it to her two daughters eventually.
A close friend of Betsy said that it flew in the face of what she had recently told her: She wanted her husband and children to be covered and protected and her papers were all in order. She had two insurance policies and now, only one of them went to her family and it was for $100,000. It made absolutely no sense.
There were no cameras at the library and the witness did not ask for any identification. One has to wonder if it was really Betsy signing away her life insurance or what was truly going on.
The investigation
The investigators working the case zoomed right away on Russ. To them, the fact that Betsy had so many stab wounds meant a crime of passion and her husband had to be the killer.
They say he failed a polygraph test but in his condition, wasn’t it to be expected?
Instead of checking Pam Hupp, they  focused on the husband which would have been normal if he did not have a rock solid alibi and Pam was not the last person to have seen Betsy alive.
When they asked Pam for the clothes she was wearing when she dropped off Betsy, she took a few days to bring them some pieces of clothing. How would they know if it was the same ones she was wearing that day?
It seems that they did not inspect her car or her house.
They did not talk to her husband or people who knew her. She was older than Betsy and some of her friends had reported that Betsy had complained that Pam was smothering her.
She kept changing her statements, but they did not mind at all. One of the detectives is even heard telling her what to do on video about setting up a trust fund for Betsy’s daughters so she does not look bad.
Pam did what she was told, but revoked the trust and kept all the money. She is now denying that she ever said the money was for Betsy’s children. She lives on a small disability pension and was never really investigated about the death of her own mother who died under mysterious circumstances 3 months later and left her some money.
Pam had told the cops it was $500,000 and later laughed it off and said it was much less.
 
They dismissed Russ’ alibi and accused him of killing Betsy. Because they were making it sound like a slam dunk, even his own friends doubted him. They came to believe that he killed his wife before he joined them for game night until they heard the evidence and lost faith in the system.
The same principle applies to Betsy’s family members who fell for it and are convinced to this day that Russ somehow magically killed Betsy.
The cops considered Pam such a good source of information to catch Russ that they completely dropped the ball and wore blinders when it came to her own suspicious activities.
She told them all kinds of horrible stories about Russ. She said Betsy was afraid of her husband and that she was hiding a knife for protection. She even said that Russ would play a game of suffocation with Betsy where he would put a pillow over her head and tell her this is how it feels to die. Nobody else had ever heard these creepy stories but the cops were eager to know more.
The first trial
Russ’ defense attorney was barred from using any information about Pam Hupp’s motive for killing Betsy because Judge Mennemeyer invoked a rule stating that a defendant cannot introduce circumstantial evidence of a third party’s motive for committing the crime without having some evidence to tie the third party to the actual crime.
How could they have evidence if the detectives did not investigate the matter? I strongly believe there was direct evidence to present, independently of the matter of insurance coverage, because Pam was the last one to have seen Betsy alive and her story was full of inconsistencies.
It was alleged that prosecutor Leah Askey was having an affair with one of the lead detectives on the Faria case named Michael Lang. As he happened to be one of the arresting officers, he also testified for the prosecution in court and had to answer questions from Askey. Not a good start or conducive to due process.
 Prosecutor Leah Askey
The state seemed to base their case on the fact that Russ was faking being upset during his 911 call and that he mentioned that Betsy had committed suicide.
They managed to get a 911 supervisor to testify that he might have been faking when in fact, the operator who took the call is on record saying it was very real and one of the toughest calls she ever had to answer. Click here to listen to her interview.
The fact that Betsy had deep cuts on her wrists and that Russ could not see all the other injuries through her clothing, made him think of suicide. It was a spur of the moment reaction, especially considering that she had allegedly expressed some dark intentions before. She was on chemo and going through a very tough road.
Askey did not believe the 4 friends who provided Russ an alibi. Instead, during closing, she insisted that they were somehow involved and had planned the murder with Russ for years. She invented a scenario where one of the friends drove to Arby’s to get a receipt and that Russ had left his phone at his friends’ house so it would ping there.
She made up the story without any evidence to support her theory. She accused perfectly lawful citizens of being his accomplices.
They were never charged as accessories to murder and had never participated in any criminal activities.
The fact that Russ had no blood on the clothes he wore on the videos and still had on when he went home, was not bothering our friendly prosecutor. She said he probably was naked and washed up. But there was no blood in the drains and nobody had showered.
A big deal was made of the bloody slippers in the master bedroom closet. But how would it have been possible for Russ to have left them there when he was not home when his wife died? And wouldn&#8217;t he have discarded them knowing full well how damaging this kind of evidence could be?
Plus, the blood was not where it should have been if someone had walked in the middle of the crime scene. The jury was served a big conspiracy theory about Russ deciding to do away with his wife because they were not getting along and he was a violent guy. They had Betsy’s daughters testify that Russ had been ‘violent’ towards their mom.
And they took the word of Pam Hupp who invented the pillow games and the fact that her good friend Betsy was afraid of Russ.
At first, the jury was split 6-6, but they came together and found Russ guilty on the word of the prosecutor’s baseless assertions.
 Faria alibi witnesses
I am shocked that they dismissed completely the 4 alibi witnesses. How is that even possible? Even without the other evidence from Pam Hupp, I do not comprehend how they could not see that Betsy was dropped off at 7:00 PM and it meant she was dead before Russ could have come home.
Askey’s initial theory was that it was a crime of passion because the victim was stabbed more than 50 times and now it had become a crime planned for a long time with the help of 4 people who were upstanding citizens?
Some of the jurors and Betsy&#8217;s family members found the friends’ testimonies too similar. According to them, they all said the same thing and were too precise. Russ was with them between 6:00PM and 9:00 PM, like every week, so what else were they supposed to say?
The verdict
Russ Faria was found guilty of first degree murder and sentenced to serve life without parole at the Jefferson City Correctional Center.
A couple of jurors had doubts and when they heard about the information that was kept from them during the trial, they were not pleased and demanded answers. They said that the fact that he could appeal made them feel better. What?
The retrial
 Joel Schwartz
Joel Schwartz finally had the opportunity to present all the evidence hidden during the first trial.
This time, the judge heard about Hupp’s cell phone that pinged near Betsy’s home when she had told police she was at her place at 7:27 PM. The defense forensic expert produced a map of the cell phone activity.
He also was allowed to present Hupp&#8217;s lies about telling police and Betsy’s mother that she did not go into the house after dropping off Betsy, but testifying at trial that she went into the home.
The judge finally heard about Betsy’s life insurance that was switched to Hupp’s name and that State Farm received in the mail 2 days after the murder.
Schwartz had tried to introduce these matters during the first trial and had presented the facts to the judge, in the absence of the jury, but it was not allowed.
He had declared ‘’if I was a juror, I’d be extremely offended. We were able to show where this particular person was, who stated she had already gotten home and the Judge would not allow us to get into that.’’
This time around, a crime scene technician testified that he analyzed the bloody knife and realized that what appeared as a palm print was a mark indicating the killer had covered their hand.
CSI agent Amy Buettner who was Leah Askey’s witness, testified that the bloody slippers did not appear to have stepped in blood. After looking at evidence photos while on the stand, she affirmed that the blood got on the slippers in a different manner.
Therefore, the blood was probably planted. There was no blood on Russ Faria so how could he have stepped in blood wearing slippers and managed to clean up?
She also testified that there was no evidence of a cleanup at the murder scene. She did not spray Luminol in the kitchen near where Betsy Faria was stabbed 55 times.
The blood on the light switch appeared to have been swiped with a bloody cloth.
She also said she didn’t see any blood on the Farias’ dog. During the first trial, a huge part of the prosecution’s case relied on an alleged bloody paw print.
Prosecutor Leah Askey had inferred that a bloody paw print on Betsy was evidence that Russ was the killer. But Buettner said not only was there no evidence of blood on the dog, but she was specifically ordered not to test for it.
The defense showed 132 photos that were hidden by the prosecution during the first trial.
Investigators had returned to the crime scene in January to look for blood in the kitchen and dining room and said they found evidence of a blood clean up but they had no photos.
In reality, there were several photos showing cabinets, linoleum tiles and a drain pipe. Schwartz mentioned at trial that the photos “didn’t show what you wanted them to show.”
The prosecution had no explanation for why authorities didn’t provide the photos until recently.
Askey had brought up a note found on the Faria’s laptop that was addressed to Pam Hupp and read in part, ‘’If something happens to me, please show police.’’
The problem with this other gem from Hupp is that defense expert Greg Chatten showed evidence the letter was planted and saved on a Wi-Fi called “The Club” – five days before the murder.
He said it was the only file on the computer indicating “author unknown.” He added that it was drafted in Word ‘97 format, but Word ‘97 was not on the Faria computer. Ooops!
Chatten declared unequivocally “It would be impossible for that file to be created on that computer.”
The prosecution bombshell witness who was supposed to be the pregnant mistress of Russ Faria kind of exploded in their faces also.
Carissa Barton testified that she was never pregnant with Russ’ child. She had lied to him after writing him a letter in prison. They had a brief affair one year before Betsy’s murder that lasted a month.
Barton had decided to end the affair because Russ seemed happy with his wife. The lie about being pregnant was a ploy to hurt him.
At retrial, the defense was able to establish that the police built their case against Russ Faria with all the lies Pam Hupp was feeding them. And they told her how to look good at trial by establishing a trust for Betsy’s children who are suing her for the money she allegedly stole from them.
Recently, Hupp told one of the detectives that she had been Betsy’s secret lover for almost ten years.
One has to wonder when the cops would have wised up to this woman and started doing their job properly. The same thing goes for the DA’s office. Thankfully, the judge was wise and saw the obvious: Russ Faria could not have killed his wife.
The morale of this story, if there is one, is that you cannot judge a book by its cover. Russ was described as a pig by some Church goers and the cops heard he had a temper so they jumped to conclusions and missed what was right under their nose all along.
They did not investigate Pam Hupp because they were building a case against Russ. They went along with lies, deception and made pigs really fly.

Click for Faria&#8217;s interview after his release
UPDATE: Betsy&#8217;s daughters brought a fraud suit against Pam Hupp and lost. They even had to pay for her legal fees. Hupp bought herself a house with the proceeds of the Insurance money she collected.
Click here to read how Hupp killed a disabled man after an alleged confrontation outside the house she purchased with blood money.
UPDATE: Hupp arrested and charged with murder in alleged frame-up.
UPDATE: Click to read an in depth article about Pamela Hupp.
	Texas Means Crazy in Norway – Cullen Davis Means Business in Texas
Det var helt Texas!
For almost half a century, the people of Norway have been using the word texas written mostly in lower case, and more often than not with an exclamation point, when they want to describe something crazy, very exciting or out of control.
Det var helt Texas!  That is totally Texas!
The Lone Star State should probably not rejoice at the idea of its name being substituted for crazy. But who am I kidding? Even if it is not meant as a compliment, some Texans are probably tickled pink at the idea of being perceived as over the top, brash and crazy. They even call their own town of Clifton &#8221;The Norwegian Capital of Texas.&#8221;
The second most populous state in America does not do anything halfway.
If their justice system is any indication of how crazy Texas can be, Norwegians probably read a page of the Cullen Davis story before officially integrating the term in their slang book. He was the richest man tried for murder in the US and his legal saga was equally rich in outrageous characters and events.
That is totally Texas!
Cullen Davis
 Cullen Davis
Cullen Davis was born in Fort Worth, Texas on September 22, 1933. The middle of three sons of oilman Kenneth W. Davis, aka Stinky, who had become outrageously wealthy by acquiring oil-field supply companies at bargain prices and assembling them under an umbrella corporation called Kendavis Industries International.
After graduating from university, Cullen had joined the family business and in 1968, after his father passing, he took control of it with his two brothers. Under their management, this little family endeavor went from $300 million to $1.03 billion in sales in just ten years. Contrary to his frugal father, Cullen loved a life of luxury and had an eye for the ladies. He loved nothing more than to shower them with expensive furs, jewelry and trips in his private jet.
His brother Bill was not happy with Cullen’s overspending and ended up suing him because of the personal debts he had cumulated amounting to $16 million. Cullen had used Kendavis’ assets as collateral to obtain personal loans. The lawsuit ended up with Cullen and his older brother Ken buying out Bill’s interest in the business. The two brothers went their separate ways for decades after this vicious tug of war.
Cullen had married his girlfriend Sandra Masters in 1962, and had soon grown tired of the marital bed. He had an appetite for other types of women and was not going to be denied. His wife accused him of hitting her in private and of slapping her in public. He wanted out of this marriage and when he met sexy Priscilla Wilborn, wild horses could not have kept him away from her.
Priscilla was a sexy blonde who came from the wrong side of the tracks and had been married twice. She already had 3 children when she met Cullen and was married to a successful car dealer named Jack Wilborn. Priscilla’s ambitious nature made her yearn for the flashiest things in life and Cullen could offer them to her and then some. She fell hard for his money and some even say Cullen was the love of her life.
Priscilla Lee Childers
 Priscilla Lee
Priscilla Lee Childers was born on July 30, 1941 in Dublin, Erath County, Texas. She was the daughter of Richard Clifford Childers who worked as a geologist in the oil industry and as a rodeo rider. She never knew him because as she said ‘’He forgot to come home and send a check.’’ She was raised by her mom Audie Lee Smith who was the main influence in her life and never had any money to her name.
She grew up in suburban Houston where she graduated from High School. At 16, she married Jasper Baker and gave birth to her first daughter, Dee. The union was brief because according to Priscilla, he was a big ole cheater and she soon moved on with her 6-month-old baby girl in tow.  She eventually married Jack Wilborn and moved with him to Fort Worth.  The Wilborns had a son named Jackie and a daughter named Andrea.
Even after losing Priscilla to Cullen Davis, Jack kept saying that his former wife was ‘’generous to a fault, very open and totally unpretentious. ‘’ ‘’if she was your friend, you couldn’t have a better friend. ‘’
It was not too difficult for Cullen to woo her away from Jack or should we say purchase himself a trophy wife. Priscilla in some interviews has denied having an affair with Cullen while they were married. Instead, she said they were friends and became a couple after they both divorced. Whatever the truth may be, they married in 1968, and by some morbid circumstance, it fell on the same day his father Stinky and the music died.
Their lives soon became a real soap opera. Priscilla was as flamboyant as her husband was reserved and she was often described as a &#8220;human fireworks show.&#8221; They were the talk and toast of the town and at first, were getting along like two love-struck teenagers.
Priscilla was wearing couture, furs and jewelry galore. Her favorite was a necklace with the words ‘’Ritch Bitch’’ spelled in diamonds. She decorated their skybox at Texas stadium in pink and would think nothing of showing up in hot pants at the Country Club. The other rich bitches that were born into money were not too enthused by the fact that their men drooled over Cullen’s new lady Marmalade.
There were rumors of sex, orgies and wild parties. At first, Cullen enjoyed the attention Priscilla attracted, but he soon became bothered by it and wildly insecure. As time went on, he became increasingly mean and controlling and resented the fact that she was like a showgirl on display everywhere they went.
The Mansion
 The Davis mansion
Priscilla was not the only trophy Cullen Davis acquired during their marriage. At the time, he was dreaming of a palatial home that would reflect his importance and his unique taste. He commissioned the construction of a $3,8 million (some say $6 million) Fort Worth home that resembled more a dreary clinic than a family home and took over 3 years to build. He loved it and filled it with art, marble, trinkets and Priscilla. It was his domain and he could finally feel like Texas royalty.
Nothing was too over the top for the Davis family. Giant paintings of Cullen and Priscilla were the main attractions of this Barnum Bailey Big Top if you do not count the pedestal statue in the kitchen of a well-endowed woman that was labeled ‘’Think Big’’.
The Divorce
This mismatched couple unavoidably headed towards a bitter separation and the blame game was played on both sides of the golden fence. They accused each other of infidelity and Priscilla said Cullen often beat and kicked her, even as she curled in a ball to protect herself. He allegedly broke her nose twice and her collarbone on another occasion.
 Dee Davis
Her daughter Dee accused Cullen of hitting her so badly that there was blood in her urine. She called him cruel and violent and alleged that he killed the family kitten after punching her in the face; stories not dissimilar to the ones his first wife told, minus the feline.
Priscilla filed for divorce in 1974 and it promised to be a long and bitter one. At first, domestic court Judge Joe Edson ordered Cullen to move out of the mansion and to pay Priscilla $3,500 a month in living expenses. Then, on August 2, 1976, he increased Cullen’s payments to $5,000 a month and ordered him to give Priscilla an additional $27,000 to pay bills she had accumulated and $25,000 more to cover legal expenses. It was the last straw
Murders at the Davis Mansion
 Priscilla &amp; Stan Farr
On the night Cullen was ordered to give his ex-wife more money, one of the most shocking crimes in Fort Worth history took place at the tacky mansion where Priscilla resided with her kids and partied hard with her new beau and a rag tag crowd.
It has to be said that Cullen was furious that Priscilla ended up living in the mansion with her new man while he had to vacate it. It was his dream home and this ungrateful bimbo should have known better than to mess with a man’s castle.
That night, Priscilla had gone out with her boyfriend Stan Farr, and her 12-year-old daughter Andrea had stayed behind on her own. When they came back home, Priscilla was surprised to see that their state of the art security system was not on. She saw a bloody palm print on the wall, and as she was going to investigate, Cullen Davis jumped in front of her wearing black clothing, a long black wig and his hands wrapped in a plastic bag. He shot her in the chest after saying hello very calmly. She yelled for Stan to back away because she could hear him come down the stairs to her rescue.
Stan who was a former 6-foot-10 football star at TCU, tried to kick the door in Cullen’s face after being shot in the neck, but was shot 5 more times and died after trying to stop his attacker. During the commotion, Priscilla tried to run away but Cullen grabbed her. She remembered trying to reason with him and saying ‘’I love you. I have never loved anybody else. Please let’s talk. Please sit down and talk to me…please.’’ He let her go for a moment and she ran to the neighbor while holding her bleeding chest.
In the meantime, Beverly Bass who was a friend of her daughter Dee showed up with her friend Gus Gavrel because she was supposed to spend the night over at the mansion. The killer shot and injured Gus after being spotted. Beverly yelled at Gus that it was Mr. Davis and he tried to tell Cullen not to shoot. Bass and Priscilla were able to get away and ask neighbors to call for help.
 Andrea Lee
The most dramatic part of this shooting is the fact that 12-year-old Andrea was later found dead in the basement; the first victim of this horrific saga. She was made to kneel and shot execution style. Priscilla and Gus survived the shooting, but Gus was paralyzed and Priscilla had a long recovery ahead of her. The bullet had missed a main artery by half an inch.
Even if she had superficially moved on with Stan and Cullen was dating Karen Master and appeared happy, a tempest had been brewing beneath the surface. Priscilla expected Cullen to take back his mansion and she would walk away with some money, but she had bad vibes and said she kind of felt that it was not going to end well.
She even hired security guards for a while and a private investigator about problems with the security system.
Priscilla would later reminisce that her union with Davis started with the death of his father and ended with the death of her daughter. Morbidly cosmic.
The Arrest
 Cullen under arrest. Look no handcuffs!
Priscilla, Gus and Bass identified Cullen who was arrested the morning after and hauled to jail without handcuffs. The D.A.’s office suggested they set bail at $80,000 which was approved by judge W. W. Matthews who astonished most by stating ‘’This man will probably never hurt anybody again.’’ ‘’The police told me he was quite drunk, and when he gets drunk he really gets mad. He was just drunk.’’
Cullen was released and went on with his life as if nothing had happened.
But the cops tailed him because he was an obvious flight risk. It made the prosecutors nervous to think that he could board his private plane at any time.
After 17 days of freedom, he had a new bond hearing or as I like to call it, they finally came to their senses. He ended up staying in jail without bond to await trial. Despite his appeals to the US Supreme Court, he remained locked up. Small victory that gave the impression that justice would be swift and he would have to pay the piper. After all, it appeared to be an open and shut case.
But that is Texas and Cullen Davis meant business.
The Trial 
If Cullen had only shot Priscilla, there would have been less outrage because she was perceived as a gold digger and they were in the middle of a rocky divorce. But the cruel murder of little Andrea who was sweet as pie is what made it unforgivable in every way.
 Cullen &amp; attorneys Burleson and Racehorse
Some speculated that because Andrea had been in Houston for a month and had just returned, maybe Cullen did not know she would be there. Or because she had the same silhouette as her mother, he had mistaken her for Priscilla.
His friends were not willing to concede that he could kill the girl because it made him  more than a cold heart snake. But considering that Andrea was a brunette and was shot through the heart while kneeling after being dragged into the basement, the mistaken identity scenario was blown to smithereens.
Cullen did not waste any time hiring the best attorney of the land. He already had Pat Burleson on his payroll and added Richard ‘’Racehorse’’ Haynes to his legal team. He was one of the most famous criminal attorneys in the US.
Haynes went to work courting reporters and spreading the gospel according to Racehorse manure. He declared the murders drug-related and said that the mansion had become a hot bed for the traffic of &#8216;society narcotics.&#8217;
Cullen was only charged with capital murder for the death of Andrea and never had to answer for the other crimes.
 Karen Davis
His girlfriend Karen Master resembled Priscilla, but was outwardly more refined. She was a wealthy divorcee with two children; her son had special needs because of an accident.
She eventually told police that Cullen was in bed with her the night of the murders and her word carried significantly more weight than the one of Trashy Barbie.
Cullen&#8217;s lady love was basically another Ritch Bitch, but without the tacky necklace. This new and improved model was willing to overlook the murder of a teen girl to keep her man and status, but she is the one who supposedly had more credibility. That is totally Texas!
It came out many years later that Karen&#8217;s dad,  Ray Hudson, had served as the middle man to bribe Morris Howeth, the prosecutor&#8217;s investigator, in exchange for information on the prosecution&#8217;s strategy. Howeth received as much as $25,000 in cash.
No direct evidence was found to connect Cullen to the attacks and the weapon was never retrieved either. There were no fingerprints, footprints, bloody clothes, wig or plastic bags in the horizon.
But you would think that 3 witnesses would overcome this hurdle any time, any day.
The prosecution had their man and the trial relied on the testimony of eye witnesses. After being shot, Priscilla had told everyone she came in contact with that Cullen was the shooter. She wanted to make sure they knew who assaulted her in case she died of her injury. There was no possibility for error considering the circumstances.
Bass did not know Cullen but was told by Beverly that it was Mr. Davis so it was a pretty solid form of identification.
‘’Racehorse’’ Hayne’s strategy was to prosecute every witness that took the stand. It was his specialty and he excelled at it. He was more a storyteller than a great legal mind and he did not shy away from shedding tears if need be.
He once shocked himself with a cattle prod in open court to show the jury that, while it “hurts like hell, it’s not deadly.” On one other occasion, he threatened to drive a nail through his hand to prove to the jury that it wasn’t really that painful. Some say he is not that great, and it is the jury that is gullible. But whatever he did, it worked. When Priscilla showed up dressed for court and wearing a cross instead of her Rich Bitch necklace, Haynes made sure she would not win the heart of the jury.
They never knew that this same cross was always in her purse and that in spite of what the defense asserted, she was a grieving mother who had also lost her companion. She was popping Percodan for pain following the shooting and did not make a great witness. But in this race, she was never supposed to come out as the winner anyway.
 A more demure Priscilla
She was portrayed as a drunk and a pill-popping queen. A big spender who had used Cullen’s wealth for her lavish lifestyle in a house he had paid for.
She had all kinds of guests on the premises and Haynes floated the notion of a drug crime. It did not make any sense, but by the time this grandstanding master was finished with them, the jurors had forgotten about Andrea.
Cullen remained calm and collected in the courtroom so he might have appeared more like a victim than a killer compared to his ex who was presented as a man eater.
Instead of fessing up to her pill addiction, Priscilla tried to appear white as snow. It was the wrong move. Not that it should have mattered, but it did.
Jack Strickland was the chief prosecutor in the case and he knew that trying to get Cullen Davis was not going to be a cakewalk. The man had a fan club. Women were in awe of Cullen and were showing up to have him sign autographs. Davis was allowed to eat gourmet food during lunch breaks and was always surrounded by dutiful Karen and some other attractive women. Cullenmania was rampant and palpable.
Even if Priscilla’s version of events remained rock solid, the defense always came up with dramatic and ridiculous stories to distract the jury and rally public opinion.
Marylyn Schwartz from the Dallas Morning News said it best ‘’ Priscilla was done in. They turned her into the biggest slut in the state. Her child was murdered, she almost died, but Racehorse Haynes did a brilliant job of keeping those facts out of the courtroom.’’
All the witnesses went through Haynes&#8217; grinder and came out as dead meat. And as the trial went on, Cullen’s popularity and power were affirmed. He really was Texas Royalty.
In closing, Haynes stated that the entire case rested on the testimony of Priscilla. If she lied about using drugs and other matters, she framed Cullen to get his money.
The Verdict
 A victory for Cullen
On November 17, 1977, after four months of tribulations, the trial of Cullen Davis ended. It took the jury four and a half hours to deliberate and bring a verdict of not guilty.
I can only imagine how stunned Priscilla must have been.
The night of his acquittal, Cullen celebrated in style at the most popular place in town, the Rhett Butler. The booze was flowing and the scene was hopping with well-wishers, including the media, groupies, the trial judge, members of the jury and bailiffs.
Some of the jurors stated that Cullen was not necessarily innocent, but they felt there was reasonable doubt. I have the feeling that whatever doubt they hung their hat on had the sweet smell of money and power. A lady juror stated that rich people do not kill; instead they hire a hit man. Words Cullen seemingly took to heart.
The Second Trial
After losing the case, you would think the state might have jumped at the opportunity to try Cullen for the murder of Stan or the attempted murder of Gus, but they decided not to proceed.
Instead, probably convinced by now of his invincibility, Cullen decided to beat Lady Justice at her own game one more time.
There was still a divorce to derail and Judge Edson had dared ruling in Priscilla’s favor several times. Cullen meant business and losing was not a viable option for him so he decided to eliminate the problem like he did so well the first time around.
 How you doing?
He approached a former business associate called David McCrory and enlisted him to kill the judge. Priscilla and her daughter were also on the honey do list. The problem is that McCrory told the FBI about the plan and they taped Cullen and had a video of the money exchange.
The judge had cooperated fully by laying in the trunk of a car with ketchup on his back to prove to Cullen that the job was done. After seeing the photo, Cullen paid up and thought his problem was solved. Let’s boogie on down tonight.
Cullen was back in the slammer charged with murder for hire. You would think that this was going to be the clincher, but not in Texas.
He begged Haynes to saddle up for another race but this time it would really cost him. Racehorse had taken $250,000 the first time around, but would not settle for less than two million dollars for this bigger bump in the road. I do not know if it was ego or to save his reputation, but he took the case and prepared to slander, attack and distort facts to try to get Davis released again.
In October 1979, the trial was under way and Cullen was busy signing autographs and being the President of his own fan club. He had almost acquired a taste for it. In the meantime, the prosecutors were getting death threats and hate mail. Cullen’s fans standing outside  were booing and spitting on the prosecutor.
As usual, the prosecutor thought the case was rock solid and in fact, it was. But it was Cullen Davis and money makes the world go around so he took the stand and came up with the fictitious story that he had been contacted by the FBI and told to play along with David because he was the bad guy they were trying to catch.
The jurors, instead of falling on the floor laughing, listened intently to this nonsensical story coming directly from the bag of tricks of our old friend Racehorse. Were they really going to buy that this cat thought he was in cahoots with the FBI?
The FBI denied ever contacting Cullen. It was a farce and once again, the defense pretended that it was Priscilla’s fault. She was conspiring against Cullen to get her piece of the pie.
You would think that the jurors would have realized the first time around that no woman is going to have her daughter murdered and risk dying of a bullet through the heart for a divorce settlement she would not be around to enjoy. And this time, this now fragile woman was supposed to have dragged Cullen in an FBI trap.
During the trial, Cullen celebrated his birthday and invited the Sheriff of Fort Worth who came bearing gifts. He gave his pal his old prison uniform and a hacksaw. How funny. He also gave him a key to the county jail.
The Verdict
 I&#8217;d like to thank Benjamin Franklin
It took two and half days this time for the jury to come up with a decision. It was deadlocked at 8 to 4 against him when a mistrial was declared. On November 9, 1979, Cullen walked out of the courtroom a free man and left in his black limousine.
Cullen Davis meant business and he won. He went on with his life with his fan club intact.
They never retried him.
The Aftermath
Cullen got lucky again after Judge Edson who had presided over his divorce retired after his second acquittal. One cannot help wonder if he was scared to be murdered if he did not give in to Davis.
Not surprisingly enough, the new Judge ruled in his favor. He got his house back as well as all its content.
Priscilla received a settlement of $3.5 million instead of the $100 million her lawyers thought she was entitled to. She gave up.
 Stan Farr&#8217;s son meets Davis
Of course, there were lawsuits from the victims, but it was easily manageable. He reached an out of court settlement with Gus Gavrel who sued him after his wounds left him partially paralyzed. In exchange, he would not testify against Cullen at trial. Priscilla had filed a lawsuit and obtained a settlement of $5 million but never received a penny of it.
Some of the settlements are still pending. Cullen is on the hot seat (ok he is never on the hot seat) for not paying a 12-year-old judgment stemming from the case. The children of the late Stan Farr had sued Davis seeking $250,000 and they calculate that they are now owed more than $1.5 to $2 million with interest. Good luck with that.
You can click here to read about Jon Farr&#8217;s son visit with Cullen Davis.
The Bankruptcy
Cullen filed for personal bankruptcy in 1986 with debts of over $230 million. The recession of the early 1980s had reduced his fortune considerably.
 James Robinson
Considering that his wife Karen had money and that after finding religion, he was able to give $1 million in jade, ivory and gold to help Dallas evangelist James Robinson who in turn, convinced him they were idols and had to be destroyed in obedience to Deuteronomy 7:25:6, it means he never lived in poverty and could have easily paid the settlements. Once again, someone was sleeping at the switch.
To imagine Cullen destroying art objects to pieces with a hammer and dumping them in the lake gives an interesting insight into his vision of the world.
The Conversion
As a hobby, Cullen peddled a cream called Skin Pro-Tec II to protect the hands of mechanics and outdoor workers, but his main interest became religion.
 The conversion of Cullen
Strongly influenced by James Robinson, he got busy unlearning the theory of evolution and focusing on morality. He frequented the First Baptist Church of Euless. Some joke that he did not become a Catholic because it requires a confession.
When questioned about the sincerity of his crusade and if it was just for show, Cullen answered &#8220;I&#8217;m in good shape.&#8221;  &#8220;No legal problems to speak of. I&#8217;m not falling down drunk. I&#8217;m not on dope. I have no insurmountable problems, and I have money. Many people who find God have one or more of these problems. So what would it benefit me to accept the Lord in my life?&#8221; No comment.
He is now a &#8216;family man&#8217; and adopted Karen’s two children. He also had two children of his own and his wife still stands by her man.
The Davis mansion was sold and eventually became a steakhouse, a Mexican restaurant and a Bible Church.
The SuperPAC
 Ken Davis
Recently, Ken Davis, who is still the Chairman of the Great Western Drilling Company, decided to participate in politics by starting a SuperPac Vote2ReduceDebt and he invited his brother Cullen in the mix. It collapsed and ended up being a disaster. Click here to read about it
Priscilla died of cancer in February 2001 at the age of 59. She survived on the divorce settlement for a few years, but the money quickly evaporated.
Generous to a fault, she apparently spent most of it helping friends and family and raising her granddaughter after her daughter Dee who fought a drug addiction, ended up doing stints in jail.
Her son who also suffered from a drug addiction was found dead on a Fort Worth bench years later. Her daughter Dee is now doing well and remembers her mother fondly.
 RIP Priscilla and her 2 children
Cullen is still preaching the gospel according to Davis somewhere-somehow.
Det var helt Texas!
&nbsp;
	War on Peace in Upper Manhattan – It’s not about the Boots I Wear I’m Still Paul Cortez from the Block
Young artists have always flocked to New York City, like bees to honey. Since the 60s, the Big Apple has acquired and retained a certain mystique and energy that keep creative people in search of inspiration coming back for more.
In the past decade though, many artists have changed their mind about New York, and the reason is simple: it is too bloody expensive. The cost of living is very high and most of the neighborhoods that used to provide cheaper rent and offerings have now been revitalized and rendered unaffordable by gentrification; a phenomenon not very conducive to creation.
The Josef Astor&#8217;s 2010 nostalgia documentary &#8221;Lost Bohemia&#8221;  illustrates the situation very well. It is about the exuberant life and final years of the Carnegie Hall studios where artists like Editta Sherman lived and created but eventually had to vacate because of corporate greed.
 The Ansonia
Some wealthy New Yorkers have preoccupations that seem totally outside the realm of common mortals. In 2012, Upper West Siders went to war over a Peace symbol. A resident of the Ansonia landmark, a building located on Broadway and much beloved, had decided to protest against wars in Iraq and Afghanistan by posting a neon peace sign in her living room window.
The vile and combative reactions of the neighbors would not have been more vehement if she had put up a Swastika. It was a peace sign for goodness sake. So it is not hard to see that going to war on peace signs is not the kind of activity young creative minds have the time or the energy to focus on. Their main purpose is to find work and succeed. The hell with crazy games rich people play.
So our young bohemians are now headed South, East, West or North in search of new hoods where they will be able to pay rent, do their craft and find sustaining jobs until they can make a decent living and follow their bliss.
Visual artists can now reach an audience online and sell their products through the Internet so they can afford to live in cheaper and smaller towns where they are able to rent an apartment and a small art studio for their work. The same could be said for musicians who can record and produce in their own home and sell their product online. They can continue touring, but their home base can be anywhere.
Dancers and singers aspiring to work in Theater are still drawn to New York and its famous Broadway shows, because so far, no other American town can rival the amount of productions and the prestige you can attain in the Big Apple. After all, if you can make it there, you can make it everywhere.
This concrete jungle has seen the rise and fall of many young artists.
Catherine Woods
 Catherine Woods
Catherine Woods was born in June 1984 in Columbus, Ohio and moved to Manhattan in 2002, after graduating from high school. She was 17-year-old, a classically trained dancer and by all accounts, a very talented one. Like many performers before her, she came to pursue her dream of becoming a Broadway performer. It is with great trepidation that she first came to the big city.
Catherine had a rough beginning when she arrived in New York. She was raped at knife point by the person she rented a room from and consequently, headed back home. But she did not give up and returned in a safer environment accompanied by her parents who did their best to forego their anxiety and support her dream.
Being from an upper middle class family, Catherine was very lucky to have parents who could give her money for rent and classes. She still had to earn her keep by working at various jobs to cover her other expenses while auditioning for parts and taking lessons. In spite of her obligations, she felt footloose and fancy-free in a vibrant city.
 David Haughn and Catherine
Not long after she settled in her new life, Catherine met David Haughn during one of her visits back to Ohio. At the time, he was an aspiring rapper selling his CDs in a parking lot and after being introduced to her by a friend, decided almost instantly to follow her to New York City to pursue his career and follow his heart.
They were from very different backgrounds. Catherine came from a very loving and functional family and David grew up in foster homes without much direction. He probably did not have much to lose when he impulsively decided to move to the Big Apple to be with his dream girl.
All was well for quite a while as Catherine took dance lessons, taught at a dance studio, auditioned for shows like Sweet Charity, worked at a Spa and maintained her relationship with David who, as time went on, seemed to become more of a lap dog than a boyfriend. He looked up to Catherine almost as a mother figure who would boost his confidence and pay most of the bills.
By all accounts, David was not too enthused about work and kept floating from one menial part time job to another. Catherine was the breadwinner and she grew tired of it. By 2005, she had asked him to move out, but took him back 2 weeks later after he threatened to kill himself and had to resort to living in his car.
Catherine had a heart of gold. She was very kind and made a habit of compartmentalizing her life in order to please everyone. Instead of stealing from Paul to pay Peter, she would lie to Paul to please David, so to speak. And after a while, she was lying to pretty well everyone to keep up with the charade her life had become.
 Catherine&#8217;s building
In February 2005, when Catherine moved to 355 East 86 St apt 2D in Upper East Side, she had already met Paul Cortez in the summer of 2004 at the NY Sports Club where he worked as a trainer, and they were dating.
David finally took a full time job as a doorman one block away from the apartment and he worked the graveyard shift. He was banished from her bed and slept on the futon in the living room during the day. They were no longer romantically involved. Catherine broke off the romance and probably his heart in the process. David continued to profess his undying love for her.
As usual, Catherine probably did not have the heart to tell him there was no rekindling their romance and he kept hoping she would eventually reconsider. In the meantime, he served her hand and foot and remained her loyal friend, but kept his irresponsible ways with money and remained a poor provider.
Paul Cortez
 Paul Cortez
Paul Cortez was born in 1980 in a rough Bronx borough of New York City where he lived with his mother, and two siblings.
His mother who had to live on social assistance for a while, forged a good career for herself and managed to get an outstanding education for Paul with the help of scholarships. He gained entry into the Buckley School in Upper East Side Manhattan where he excelled in academics as well as athletics.
He also attended the Poly Prep Country Day School in Brooklyn where he focused in ballet and jazz dance. He was involved in numerous theater and dance productions. But it did not come easy for him. He had to ride public transportation for hours back and forth and had a grueling schedule.
He persevered and turned out to be a success who dreamt of helping his family move out of the Bronx and land a career on Broadway for himself.
He attended the Boston University’s Theatre Arts Program and while in Boston, he formed a band. He recorded solo albums, wrote songs and played several instruments. He also sang all vocals.
He was a very talented young man, but also a very hard worker who cultivated great relationships with his family and friends.
Catherine and Paul had similar interests, a great work ethic and they were going places. Paul as a yoga and physical trainer and Catherine as a dancer and instructor.
David Haughn
 David Haughn
I wish I had as much information on David Haughn, but all I could find out is that he was from Columbus, Ohio and worked as a doorman in New York City while writing rap music. He has albums under the name City 270. One of them is called Certified MidWest, and the other Amplified Trunk Art.
He had a difficult upbringing and developed a strong attachment to the lovely Catherine he would have liked to marry. But his actions were often out of sync with the reality of their situation. The object of his desire was drifting away from him and he felt unfulfilled by his work.
Prelude to a murder
In March 2005, Catherine quit her job at the Spa and in June, started working at a strip club called Privilege. Her friend Megan Wilkins from Ohio came to New York and bunked with them for two months. She also decided to embark on the same dancing adventure as Catherine.
I would imagine that the possibility of making good money a few nights a week was appealing to them and that way, Catherine could audition during the day. You could call it a little walk on the wild side, and it did not seem to bother their friend David one iota.
I was close to that scene as a University student and I have known many girls who chose that path. It is a risky proposition, especially when it involves lap dancing and backrooms. It is one thing to dance on a stage, but to be doing lap dances can be degrading and leave some emotional residues.
Most girls do not tell their parents about it and see it as a phase and a way to earn good cash under the table while pursuing their dreams. Some come out of it unscathed, but some do not. It can be demeaning even if you try to be emotionally detached. Plus, some patrons can be dangerous characters, even if they wear fancy suits.
Megan Wilkins
Megan Wilkins was a good friend of Catherine who only had positive things to say about David who probably was as accommodating with her as he was with the object of his affection. They were a busy bunch and they managed to live in that small space without much inconvenience.
She did not know much about Paul Cortez because Catherine had kept this aspect of her life compartmentalized so that David would not find out. One lie leads to another.
Wilkins said she was making thousands of dollars working in backrooms with Catherine and pretty good money in the club. She mentioned making $2000 in private settings. According to Megan, her friend was saving money to be able to stop working soon and pursue her dreams full time. After Megan left, Catherine left Privilege and started to work at Flash Dancers.
While reading Megan&#8217;s police interview, I was struck by the numerous inconsistencies in Catherine&#8217;s stories to her friends. She definitely appeared to tell people what they wanted to hear. What a tangled web she wove. She tended to pit people against each other, telling one that the other was crazy or that she did not care when in fact, she did. I wish the investigators had kept her journals instead of giving them to her parents. It might have answered a lot of questions.
When questioned by the police, Megan talked about a guy named Paul (not Cortez) who was an instructor at the dance studio where Catherine worked. He had allegedly pushed Catherine against a wall and was supposedly fired after the incident. She was worried because he knew where she lived. The police did not seem too interested in finding out more about this important piece of information.
Catherine was a beautiful girl so she had to attract attention everywhere she went.
The incident at the Club
Even if Catherine did not talk too much about Paul Cortez, their romance was going strong. They were in constant communication and saw each other frequently, a fact documented by phone calls, texts and dates. He introduced her to his mother and the three of them went to the zoo. His mother and close friends could see he was hooked.
This girl who shared so many of his interests was a dream come true for Paul and she relied on him a lot as a confidant.
He eventually found out she was living with David Haughn, but was told that he was just a friend she felt sorry for and still cared about. She did not have the heart to kick him out and wanted to help him. Paul did not see David as competition and was pretty understanding at first.
One night, Catherine called Paul from the Club because someone had put drugs in her drink and she was confused and afraid. He came running and even if the doormen wouldn’t let him in, he managed to catch up with Cat who was stumbling and the fear was that she might have been raped.
He was very upset and tried to convince her to go to the hospital after taking her to a hotel, which she was not keen on doing considering the secret nature of her job.
He was so worried about Catherine that he looked in her phone to find her parents&#8217; phone number. He called to let them know what was going on with their daughter. It was very risky because he had to know that he might lose her because she would feel betrayed.
Paul was willing to risk his relationship with Catherine to save her from what he considered a very dangerous lifestyle. He knew she had been raped when she first came to New York and the drugging incident  made him go into overprotective mode.
Strangely enough, Catherine never turned to David for help and did not confide in him about the attack.
Jon Woods 
 Jon Woods
When he heard the message from Paul, Catherine&#8217;s father, Jon Woods, found him to be very polite and articulate, and decided to come to New York to talk to Catherine. Phone records indicate that Paul and Jon Woods talked several times, even if they tried to minimize this fact at trial. But when confronted by her father, his daughter lied. She told him that Paul was a crazy guy who was making up stories about her.
Her father called the Club, but the person who answered did not know Catherine who danced under the name Ava. Plus, it could have been the cleaning lady for all we know. The club owners do not usually rat on their dancers.
The man went back home satisfied that his daughter had told him the truth and had landed a role in an 0ff-Broadway show called Privilege.
The break up
As to be expected, Catherine was furious at Paul and wanted nothing to do with him  anymore. She switched to another gym to exercise and gave him a hard time. He was hurt and wrote about his pain in his journals. Since he was a boy, writing had been an outlet for Cortez. He had at least 22 journals that he kept in his apartment. And he also wrote songs for the band he fronted called Monolith. As the lead singer, he had also recently came to the conclusion that the type of lyrics and songs his mates were asking of him were not in sync with his ideology.
He was a devotee of the Hindu religion and a very peaceful guy. So he probably had outgrown the edgier style of Monolith. In fact, his co-band members had noticed his lack of luster recently and were going to ask him to leave the group.
Even if Paul was against Catherine’s risky lifestyle and worried about the damage she was suffering by exposing herself to objectification and all kinds of strange patrons at the club, he persisted and tried to patch things up with her.
He vacillated between moving on and holding on. After all, he knew Catherine’s heart and she was a gem. If he could only convince her to quit and find other ways, everything would be all right, he thought. The two of them could have a good relationship while sharing their love of the arts in NY. Frankly, any adult in her life would have wanted her to quit, including her parents and dance instructors. So Cortez was not being over the top at all.
So he kept communicating with her and she relented. She probably realized that he had intervened because he sincerely cared about her well-being and her warm feelings were revived. She started seeing him again and they were exchanging a lot of texts and  having conversations.
In the meantime, Paul met other women and went on with his active and creative life and Catherine did the same. All was not lost for them.
The murder 
On Sunday, November 25th, 2005, at 18:57 hours, David Haughn called 911 to report that he had found his girlfriend Catherine Woods face down in a pool of blood in her bedroom with the bed pushed in front of the door. Throughout the investigation, he kept refering to Catherine as his girlfriend and pretending they were still an item.
He was strangely calm and interestingly enough, the operator is the one who showed signs of distress during the conversation.
After listening to David’s call, I was struck not only by his demeanor, but mostly by his words.
Click on file below to listen to the 911 call.
http://thetroublewithjustice.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/david-haughn-911-call-3.wma
 Catherine&#8217;s bedroom
He is not all over Catherine trying to see if she is still alive, but says he pulled on her sweater. He does not ask how to do CPR and mentions an accident. These types of injuries do not look at all like an accident. Plus, he slips and mentions boot prints on the bed.
How on earth would he know they were boot prints? You cannot tell at first glance if bloody prints are made from regular shoes, running shoes or boots. He is not focused on reviving Catherine.
Plus, the way he describes seeing her body in the room does not coincide with the description given by the EMTs who first showed up at the scene.
Haughn started creating a diversion right away and was keen to mention a ‘stalker’ and the name Paul Cortez. Catherine had a 30 minutes conversation with Paul in the morning. He was never a stalker. David also said to the cops he ‘knew’ something like this would happen. He knew all right something was going to happen, but I doubt it had anything to do with Cortez.
Mind you, Catherine had denied sleeping with Paul to spare David’s feelings and had told him he was nuts. Exactly like she did every time she tried to get out of telling the truth. After talking to Paul, David had to come to terms with reality and that they had been intimate. Plus, he had recently called Paul to tell him to leave his girl alone or else. He was growing more and more desperate about losing his baby girl. She was also seeing other men and he had to know it.
Poor Catherine had multiple lacerations from a beating and her throat was slashed. She did not look like she had any kind of accident. There was blood on the walls and it was an ugly scene. Her bed was blocking the entrance, meaning she had been cornered and there was a foot print on her back. Someone was really mad at this girl and went ballistic on her. It had all the markings of a crime of passion. It looked and felt really personal.
David Haughn’s timeline
When the cops showed up, David mentioned Paul Cortez right away and gave them a CD of his music with his picture on it that just ‘happened’ to be in his bag. This is very disturbing in itself and a tad obsessed.
David claimed to have left for 20 minutes and that Catherine was attacked and murdered during that time.
Detective Steven Goetz who was in charge of the investigation referenced in his report, a video of David leaving the building at 6:25 and as the time he went to get his car at his job site, a block away. But in his case outline, he changed the time to 6:40 and did not mention the 6:25 video anymore in the timeline. He subsequently did not account for the video showing David leaving the building and turned his undivided attention to Paul Cortez.
Two frames taken from that same video that picked up David and Catherine earlier that afternoon are timestamped 6:34 and the other 6:57 and neither show David nor Paul.
This video was never turned over to Paul Cortez’s attorneys. If David was seen exiting at 6:25pm, it puts him in the apartment during her murder. If David is not seen in the video at all, then David is caught in yet another lie and cannot prove when he left the apartment that evening during a specific period of time.
David said he went to get his car and stopped to talk to his coworkers. He added that he made 3 phone calls to Catherine to tell her he was on his way, but his phone records only show one call at 6:47. Goetz, in his report, says the call is at 6:59, but it is in fact when the 6:57 call to 911 ended.
David told the detective that he spoke to his coworkers for only 5 minutes, but his coworkers changed their stories about the encounter and said it could be longer. This came from the same witnesses who testified about cops interviewing them the same day when in fact, they were there the following day. The coworkers were confused about the time and described David wearing a hooded sweat shirt and jeans which is clearly not what he was wearing on the video at 4:59 or what he was wearing at the police station a little later. So you wonder if anything they said was reliable and if they really saw David at all that day.
David said that he parked his car in front of the building and after trying to call Catherine, went to use the buzzer, but got no answer. The cell phone records indicate that he did not call her. As he was going to put the key in the lock to enter the building to go fetch Catherine, he met their neighbor Brad Stewart who had found the black lab David had been dog sitting for a few days.
By the way, David told cops he went back to his car to get his key to enter the building, so the theory of the front door having a faulty lock on that day does not hold water, and Cortez or any intruder could not enter without being let in or buzzed in. This place had no other access in the back or on the side.
I personally wonder why he would have to go upstairs to fetch Catherine if he did not bother calling her and she is hardly late. Why not wait for her in the car? Why go through the trouble? It is not like she was late enough to get him to worry about it. It appears that he knew she would not ever come out.
How did the dog get out and why?
David and Catherine owned a tiny Chihuahua named Josie, but to make extra money, Haughn had started walking a few dogs from owners at his work place  and he was dog sitting a black lab since 3 days in his own apartment. 
Brad Stewart
 Video of Catherine &amp; David with dog
Their neighbor Brad Stewart, who lived on the same floor, came out at approximately 6 pm to go walk his own 2 dogs and saw the black lab running down First Avenue without a leash. He knew this dog was in the care of David so he grabbed it by the collar and dragged it back to the building and knocked on David’s door. There was no answer. He then went to his own apartment with the dog and told his girlfriend, Julia Jeon, about it. He finally left it in the vestibule.
When Haughn came in the building to go check on Catherine, he encountered Brad who told him about the dog left in the hallway and running loose outdoors. Haughn told Brad that he was gone 20 minutes and that his brother was supposed to keep an eye on the dog. And Julia corroborated the story to the police.
Excerpts from Brad’s police interview: “…stated in substance that he was at home with his girlfriend Julia and stated that they did not hear any noises, Brad stated that at approximately 1800-1830 hours he was leaving apartment to walk his dogs when he did get into vestibule noticed black dog down by door trying to get out, dog he stated belonged to David that he stateds [sic] David walked, delivery guy pushed through door and dog got out head towards 1st ave where Brad retrieved the dog put a leash on and took dog back to the building to apartment 2d saw door was ajar light was on, sounded as if someone there but could have been the television no answer but heard buzzer ring.
Then David came up the stairs and Brad stated that he found his dog, David looked confused and stated that he was gone 20 minutes and thought that his brother was looking after the dog, he then looked at the dog shocked. David thanked him than [sic] Brad left building and David went into his apartment. Julia called him shortly after he left and said that neighbor was hurt came running back to the building and saw David with detectives, said David looked dead and that David stated to him that she didn’t do it to herself. Told David to hang in there David looked shocked.”
The problem is that David’s brother was 13 and lived in Ohio at the time. Why make this story up?
David claimed he had left the door to the apartment unlocked and brought the dog back in with him. Five minutes later, he went to knock on Julia’s door and told her his girlfriend was not breathing and there was blood everywhere. Julia called Brad and he came back on the scene.
At trial, Brad and Julia did not testify. They were essential to the defense and would have obliterated the prosecution, but they were not called in.
It does not take a rocket scientist to know that the only person who could have thought of putting the dog in the hallway by opening a couple of doors so the dog could not return if there was going to be a fight, is David Haughn. He hardly knew this big dog, and it could have barked very loudly or even bit him if Catherine was attacked.
By letting the dog out, it eliminated this problem and demonstrated a violent intent. If a stranger had come in and let him loose, the neighbors would have heard frantic barking.
Paul Cortez had no way of knowing that there was a big dog in Catherine’s apartment and he thought that David had moved out months ago. Another lie she had told him, probably to facilitate the relationship.
Click here to read the dog&#8217;s timeline that makes it impossible for Paul Cortez to have killed his friend Catherine.
Upstairs neighbor Andrew Gold
Andrew Gold lived directly above Catherine’s apartment whose floor plan was similar to his. According to his official cell phone records, he talked to his girlfriend at 6:18 pm and the call lasted 22 minutes, which means that it ended at 6:40 pm. Andrew remembers that at no later than 6:25 pm, he heard a ruckus downstairs and one small dog yelping. He knows because he was sitting in front of his cable box when he talked to his girlfriend.
She heard it also. He paused the conversation and she could hear a scream. He stated ‘’ I heard a scream. And I heard a scream and then I heard scuffling. It sounded like a scuffle and I heard a dog barking and then I heard another scream, and then I heard a thud. And then nothing.’’
At that point Gold, feeling uneasy, went outside his apartment to investigate. He did not see anyone in the stairway or the hallway and checked out the window on 86th. He yelled is anyone out there? But heard dead silence.
The downstairs apartment was usually pretty quiet except for a bit of music so it worried him.
Same floor Neighbors Jesse Danzig and Amy Van Deusen
“Residents Jessie Danzig and Amy Van Deusen state at approx. 1745 to 1800 hrs they heard a sound like a child screaming or having a tantrum, at this time residents were watching TV in the living room and put the TV on mute to hear better. Heard movement like someone moving furniture or walking. Then heard dogs barking. Sounds did not last long. Other side of ear witnesses apt is the victim’s living room. Stated that they normally did not hear anything from victim’s apt and did not know victim. Based upon other follow up interview on 12/7/05 their time frame is still 1745 to 1800 hours.”
It either means the attack was twofold and started earlier or they were wrong about the time. But it corroborates the attack and strongly suggests that David Haughn is the culprit.
Jesse Danzig and Amy Ven Deusen were not called as witnesses.
The Murder’s timeline 
 Bloody boot prints on the bed
The killer’s bloody foot prints on the bed and on Catherine’s back stopped at the bedroom door so it means that the culprit removed his boots not to leave tracks in the apartment or in the hallway. And probably threw his bloody clothing  in a bag with the boots and ran out of there.
It makes it possible for the killer to have fled at 6:35. Who would have had extra shoes and clothing handy in such a quick homicide? They found traces of blood in Catherine&#8217;s bath tub so someone felt comfortable enough to clean up in this apartment.
There was absolutely no sign of blood out of the apartment or downstairs so it had to be an inside job and someone quickly executing a plan.
As previously  stated, Goetz mentioned the existence of a building security camera showing David leaving the building at 6:25, but it was changed later in his report and the video was never handed over to the defense or shown in court.
Andrew Gold exited the building between 6:40 and 6:45 and did not encounter David or see him waiting outside. Brad met David after 6:47 when he was calling Catherine.
Let’s not forget that David’s car was parked only a block away and he said that he stopped at work 5 minutes, so he would have had plenty of time to rush and come back. His impromptu visit, if there ever was one, was undoubtedly to try to establish an alibi. He said in his deposition that Catherine wanted to leave in the next ten minutes so why would he have taken the time to show up at work?
 Catherine&#8217;s gated front door
In the meantime, contrary to the lies propagated by the media, Paul Cortez was not captured on any video around the building. With all the comings and goings that evening, he would have been spotted by someone or caught on camera.
There was no way in or out of the building through the back and you needed a key to unlock the front gate of the building. It was mentioned that the lock would sometimes remain open, but there was no evidence of it happening on that night and this theory would not have solved the other mysteries surrounding the invisible presence of Paul around the building.
It is not because he hung out in the neighborhood and called Catherine several times that he had any opportunity to kill her in this very small window of time. How on earth would he have known to come at that time and to let the dog out earlier? It defies logic.
Paul Cortez’ timeline
On the day of the killing, Paul had talked with Catherine for 30 minutes in the morning and they had mentioned the possibility of hanging out later in the day. Paul worked at a gym a few blocks from Catherine’s apartment and chilled in the area quite often. He was on a date with another woman earlier in the day and they had a video to prove it. It was also corroborated by his date. She even said that he was a bit too flirtatious and that he apologized for it. On that day, she bought him a book about sex. Let&#8217;s talk about mixed messages.
He tried to call Catherine several times during the day and she briefly called him back twice. He came to the area and went to Starbucks hoping to meet her as they had done in the past. Even if the cell location was a mere 2 blocks from Catherine’s place, it did not mean he was in her apartment. It means he was in the neighborhood.
David Haughn’s calls from his place of employment and route back to the apartment does not preclude him from being literally inside his apartment since the same tower picks him up in both places. Why did it suggest Paul’s presence in the apartment but not David’s?
How can a tower 2 blocks away from Catherine mean that he was attacking her when the tower for David was across the street?
The police tried to make his constant calling that day look very sinister. It was very typical for Catherine and Paul to call each other up all the time. Constant texting is the norm nowadays. Their relationship was on and off but it was strong. Catherine had spent the night at Paul’s place days earlier and she would sometimes skip work to spend time with him.
She told him that she did not feel like going to work that night. He was probably hoping she would change her mind and meet him at Starbucks. He said she sounded strange.
His last phone call to Catherine was at 6:33, but the police tried to make it sound like it was a butt call or misdial because they knew she was already dead at that time. How could he have called her in the middle of an attack? Plus, he handed his phone to detectives and it had no blood or DNA on it. He had nothing to hide.
When Paul realized Catherine would not answer and intended to go to work at 7 pm, he simply went home and called clients along the way. He called his own voicemail at 6:46 pm and a client afterwards and the call was picked up by a cell tower on 95th St, 9 blocks from Catherine’s apartment and 11 blocks from the Starbucks where he was earlier. So it makes it impossible for him to have committed any kind of a crime.
He later met an acquaintance from the gym called Spence Lebowitz at a local bar to watch a game and nothing was amiss. He was still wearing the same leather jacket he had on his date earlier in the day.
The section of blue and yellow were Paul’s calls to Catherine. The two pink highlights are Catherine’s calls to Paul.  The series of blue lines being so frequent show a series of repeated brief calls, the shortest length duration being 1 second, the longest being 35 seconds, supporting Paul’s explanation to investigators from the beginning that the calls kept dropping and he was simply making an attempt to call back.
The two longest call duration had been both of Catherine’s calls to Paul that day: 2 minutes and 38 seconds, and 1 minute 23 seconds. Paul’s statements to investigators were always supported by his own cell records.
For Paul Cortez to have snapped and butcher Catherine Woods, he would have had to bring boots he never owned and change clothing and shoes. This is utterly ridiculous and disproved. 
He would also have had to make himself invisible to the cameras and neighbors. And he would have had to enter the apartment by magic earlier to release a dog he knew nothing about from inside the building and then come back to murder Catherine after David came out. He would have had to be on the lookout and near the entrance door for a long time for this to have happened.
 He did not have a key. The police reports states that Haughn was seen leaving at 6:25 and then at 6:40, so when did Paul come in and how did he perpetuated this horrible crime in seven minutes including clean up and having extra shoes and clothing?
The person that released the dog through several doors never intended for it to be let loose in the streets by a delivery guy. Only David Haughn cared if that dog got lost or not.
It is not possible for Paul Cortez to have murdered his friend Catherine.
He was not losing her. He was still working at regaining her love and she had recently texted him twice that she loved him. They were recently seen at the gym in an embrace so affectionate that they were told to get a room.
On the other hand, David Haughn was on his way out and he knew it. Catherine had put an end to their romantic relationship and contrary to Paul who had an education, was popular and going places, David was on a fast train to nowhere. His difficult childhood came with baggage and he was a more suitable candidate to snap because he lived with the object of his desire and she was slipping through his fingers. She had declined Paul&#8217;s invitation to join his family for Thanksgiving to be with David. It might have been a nice sendoff for old times sake. If Catherine left David, he had nothing. She was his life.
The investigation 
 Short light hairs in Catherine&#8217;s hands
Poor Catherine was savagely attacked in what had to be a crime of passion. The person had actually stepped on her back to keep her down. She was slashed on the neck and had multiple stab wounds. She had hairs on her body and was clutching some hairs in her hands.
None of the hairs belonged to Cortez because according to the lab, they were of Caucasian origin. The short light hairs entangled in her fingers were never analyzed or compared to David&#8217;s hair that was short and blond.
It soon became a typical case of tunnel vision. After the detectives talked to David and wondered why he did not cry or show emotions, they quickly turned to Cortez. Even if he was a very educated and peaceful guy, they treated him like a thug and focused all their efforts on proving his guilt. It sure looked like the Puerto Rican kid from the Bronx could do no right in their eyes and they totally forgot about David.
When Catherine’s father received the phone call informing him of his beloved daughter’s demise, his first reaction was to say why did she have to be with this guy? And he meant David Haughn. His impression of Paul had been positive when he had called them. Paul cared about his daughter and had actually tried to save her from herself and further attacks. Not the case with David who kept taking advantage of her generosity.
The cops and the state did not investigate David or the phone calls he made. They did not read the lyrics of his rap songs and did not search for clothing and boots he could have discarded nearby. They did not check if he had purchased or owned Skechers boots size 10 ½, which was the size of the foot prints left on the scene that 

